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Abstract

Comparison of human genomes shows that along with single nucleotide polymorphisms and small

indels, larger structural variants (SVs) are common. Recent studies even suggest that more base

pairs are altered as a result of structural variations (including copy number variations) than as a

result of single nucleotide variations or small indels. It is also been known that structural variations

can cause a loss or gain of functionality and can have phenotypic effects.

Recently, with the advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies, the field of genomics has

been revolutionized. The realization of high-throughput sequencing platforms now makes it feasible

to detect the full spectrum of genomic variation (includingSVs) among many individual genomes,

including cancer patients and others suffering from diseases of genomic origin. In addition, high-

throughput sequencing technologies make it possible to extend the scope of structural variation

studies to a point previously unimaginable as exemplified with the 1000 Genomes Project.

In this dissertation we consider the structural variation discovery problem using high-throughput

sequencing technologies. We provide combinatorial formulations for this problem under a maxi-

mum parsimony assumption, and design approximation algorithms for them. We also extend our

proposed algorithms to consider conflicts between potential structural variations and resolve them.

It should be noted that our algorithms are able to detect mostof the well-known structural variation

types including small insertions, deletions, inversions,and transpositions. Finally we extend our

algorithms to allow simultaneous discovery of structural variations in multiple genomes and thus

improve the final comparative results between different donors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the main goals of modern genomics is to discover the differences (variation) between

genomes of two or more individuals (donors). With the adventof high-throughput sequencing tech-

nologies (also known as the next generation of sequencing technologies), the field of genomics has

been revolutionized, and discovery of variants between many individuals is now achievable. We

will discuss the two different strategies for the discoveryof medium- and large-scale variations us-

ing high-throughput sequencing technologies. The first strategy is based onde novo assemblyof the

donor genomes, and the second strategy is based onmappingof the reads from donor genomes to

the reference genome. For each of these two strategies many algorithms have been proposed; we

will look in detail at several such algorithms and study their strengths and weaknesses.

1.1 Genome

Genomeor DNA contains in most organism’s their hereditary information. It is a long string of

nucleic acids known asadenine, cytosine, guanine and thyminewhich are represented asA, C, G

and T respectively. Genomes of most species are organized in a number of chromosomesinside

the nucleus of their cells. Chromosomes can be classified into two types of autosomes and sex

chromosomes. The human genome consists of 22 autosomes chromosomes (labeled chromosome 1

till 22) and a pair of sex chromosomes (labeled chromosome X and/or Y). The total length of the

human genome (the combination of all the chromosomes) is around3 × 109 nucleic acids or base

pairs (bp). The first draft of the human sequence was published in 2001. It should be note that,

the complete genome of a human (a combination of the genome ofa few individuals) was finally

published in 2003, and is being updated. This published sequence is known as thereference genome,

1
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although other published genomes also existed such as HuRef[87].

1.2 Genome Variation

It is well known that differences between the genomes of eachindividual can cause biological dif-

ference between each individual. These differences in genomes of different individuals are known

asvariants. Genomic variations can be classified into different groupsbased on their size and type.

The smallest yet most common type of variation is a change of asingle nucleic acid known as single-

nucleotide variation (SNVs). Small INDELs are larger in size compared to SNVs and constitute as

insertion or deletions of few base pairs.

Structural variation (SV) are variation which effect more than 50 base pairs and can include

deletions, insertions, inversions, and duplications (transpositions). Duplications of large chunks of

a genome (> 1000 bp) with an identity greater than90% are known as segmental duplications and

can be categorized as a structural variation. In general anyduplication or deletion of a segment of

genome can be classified as a copy number variation (CNV). Segmental duplications are historical

copy number variation that maybe either be fixed or polymorphic in the population.

Many of these variations between different individuals canbe categorized as normal variations,

which means these variations are not the underlying cause ofany disease for the individual. How-

ever, it is well established that some diseases are a result of genetic variations in the effected in-

dividual. Some examples of known diseases caused by genomicvariation are psoriasis [53], HIV

susceptibility [43], Crohn’s disease [39, 96], epilepsy [104, 50], renal disease [104], diabetes [104],

autism [36], emphysema, hypertrichosis, and many more. Large insertion and deletions have also

shown to have affected protein-protein interaction networks [60, 57].

A recent study by the 1000 Genome Project [1] has studied the variation in 180 different indi-

viduals as the pilot phase of a the project to discover and genotype variation in different populations.

In figure 1.1 a comparison of the distribution of the size of different variation found and validated in

this study is depicted. This shows the abundance of CNVs and importance of developing methods

for discovery of these CNVs in different genomes. The focus of this survey is on medium and large

scale genome variation and mainly in methods of discovery ofsuch variation.

1.2.1 Non Sequencing-Based Variation Discovery

There are two main non-sequencing based methods for discovery of SVs, and in particular CNVs

between a donor and the reference genome (or other donors).
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Figure 1.1: Size distribution and novelty of variation discovered by 1000 genome project [1] in
comparison to the reference genome. The SNPs are shown by thecolour blue, while insertions are
colour green and deletions red.The purple line shows the percentage of calls which are novel in
comparison to variations found in previous studies. This figure is adapted from [1].

SNP microarrays:

SNP arrays were developed to help researchers to study the single nucleotide polymorphism in

human genomes. The international HapMap project used SNP arrays to detect millions of SNPs

in a hundreds of individuals. The SNP arrays contain an approximate of 2 million genetic markers

(in general it can vary from 250,000 to 4 million depending onthe technology). The test (donor)

DNA is marked using fluorescent molecules and hybridized to the array. A specialized scanners are

used to detect the signal from hybridization. Recently the genotyping data from SNP array, such

Affymetrix and Illumina BeadXpress is being used to detect the common and rare CNVs. Usually

these methods use the allele frequency of SNPs, the distancebetween SNPs and the intensities of

the signal to predict the SNV [3].

Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH):

The technology for aCGH is similar to SNP arrays, however themain objective in using aCGH is

to find the ratio of difference between CNV of two different samples (affected vs. control). The

oligonucleotides of the genomic region of interested are immobilized in a microarray, and the DNA
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samples from the two individuals are marked with two different markers and hybridized into the ar-

ray. Finally a special scanner compares the difference between signal intensity of the two colours to

measure the ratio of copy number differences (please see figure 1.2). Selecting the oligonucleotides

on the array is very important to reduce any hybridizations which can occur by chance [3] or mini-

mize cross-hybridizations.

Figure 1.2: Array comparative genomic hybridization (arrayCHG) for CNV discovery between two
different samples. This figure is adapted from [41]

1.3 High throughput sequencing

Till very recently the variation discovery by sequence analysis were done using low-coverage Sanger

based sequencing. However in the last few years with emergence of several high-throughput se-

quencing platforms the field of genomics has been revolutionized. The ability to sequence genomes

with high coverage and low cost is a wish come true for every researcher in field of biology and

especially genomics and genetics. With advent of high throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies,

detailed study of genomes of different individuals and the differences between their genomes has

been made possible. Recent introduction of the high-throughput sequencing technologies has sig-

nificantly changed how genomics research is conducted and has increased the demand for computa-

tional tools to optimize the utilization of the data generated by the sequencers [93]. With the arrival

of these new sequencing technologies, it is becoming feasible to perform detailed and comprehen-

sive genome variation and rearrangement studies. High-throughput, low-cost sequencing technolo-

gies such as pyrosequencing (454 Life science [Roche]), sequencing-by-synthesis (Illumina), and
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sequencing-by-ligation (ABI SOLiD) methods produce much shorter reads than the traditional cap-

illary sequencing, but they also increase the redundancy by10-to 100 fold or more [135, 93]. Most

of the high-throughput sequencing technologies have the ability to produce mate-pairs or paired-

ends reads. For production of the paired-end reads the genome should be fragmented into small

pieces and the two end of the fragments each sequenced by the high-throughput sequencers. The

length of the fragments produced usually obeys a tight normal distribution which is crucial for any

variation discovery method.

The (paired-end) reads provided by high throughput sequencers such as Illumina, 454 or SOLiD

machines can be used to discover variations by two main frameworks. The first framework is based

on using a de novo assembly algorithm (such as Euler [114, 115] or ABySS [136]) to create large

contigs, and then align the contigs to the reference genome to discover different variations between

the donor genome and the reference genome. The second framework is based on using the reads pro-

vided by the sequencer directly in conjunction to the reference genome to predict different variation

(the first frameworks for this strategy were published in [144, 147, 9]).

Each of the strategies and methods developed for structuralvariation discover is able to discover

variation of different size. The HTS methods have the highest resolution in finding the smallest SV,

while array platform (i.e. SNP microarray and aCGH) are not able to detect the smaller CNV which

the HTS methods are able to capture. Fosmid mappings and BAC arrays are useful to find the very

large CNV. In the figure 1.3 a detailed comparison of size of different CNV detection methods is

provided.

1.4 De novo assembly and comparison

One of the main approaches used to find variation between different genomes is to directly compare

their (assembled) genomes with each other. This approach has two steps, first by utilizing a de novo

assembler (such as Euler [114]) larger contigs are created by concatenating1 the reads produced by

the sequencer(assembly phase). The second step is to align the contigs produced in the first step to

the reference genome to predict different variations. Boththese steps have been studied extensively

and major progress has been made on them.

1the assembly algorithms are quite complex and we will go overthem in next section
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Figure 1.3: Different technologies for CNV discovery are able to discover structural variations with
different size. This figure shows the ability of each platform in discovery of events of different size.
This figure is adapted from [3]

1.4.1 De novo assembly

One of the first formulations for de novo assembly wasshortest superstring problem. Shortest

superstring problem is defined as follow.

shortest superstring : Given a finite alphabetσ and a set ofn stringsS = {s1, s2, · · · , sn}, find

the shortest strings that contains eachsi as a substring. In the context of the genome assembly

σ = {A,C,G, T} and the set of stringsS is the set of reads produced by the sequencer.

The shortest superstring problem is known to beNP -hard, even for the special case thatσ =

{0, 1}. The simplest algorithm which one can come up with for this problem is a naive greedy

method. The algorithm is as follows: iteratively merge two strings with maximum overlap and

replace the merged string with those two strings until you are left with only one long string. Although

the approximation factor for this algorithm is not known, however it is conjectured to be2 [145].

There are few approximate algorithms proposed for this problem. One of the less effective ap-

proximation algorithms for this problem provides an approximation factor of2Hn which is asymp-

totically equal to2 log n, this method is based on greedy method proposed for set-cover.
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There are methods proposed which are able to achieve constant factor approximation for shortest

superstring problem. Here we explain the algorithm which has approximation factor of4 (this algo-

rithm can be improved to yield an approximation factor of3). First build a prefix graphPG(V,E) of

the strings in setS. A prefix graph is a weighted directed graph where each node represents a string

from setS and weight of each edge connectingsi to sj is |prefix(si, sj)| (here|prefix(si, sj)| the

length of the prefix ofsi when the maximum possible overlap with a suffix ofsj is removed). The

minimum traveling sales person (TSP) on the prefix graphs is alower bound on the shortest super-

string, however TSP problem can not be approximated (note ifTSP had an approximate algorithm,

it can be used for deciding the hamiltonian cycle problem which isNP -hard). Instead of TSP on

the prefix graph, consider the minimum cycle cover on the prefix graph which is solvable efficiently.

For a given prefix graphPG(V,E), build a bipartite graphG′(V ′, U ′, E′) where each node inV is

represented by a node in each sides of the bipartite graphG′. Assume setU ′ = {u1, · · · , un} and

V ′ = {v1, · · · .vn} are the vertices of two sides of bipartite graphG′, and the weight of edge con-

nectingui andvi is equal to the|prefix(si, sj)|. Now a minimum perfect matching onG′ is equal

to a minimum weighted cycle cover inPG(V,E). For each cyclec = (i1, i2, · · · , iℓ, i1) selected as

a member of minimum weighted cycle cover in the prefix graphPG(V,E), select an arbitrary node

such asi1 and produce the stringδ(c) = prefix(si1, si2)◦· · · ◦prefix(siℓ , si1)◦si1 . The operation

◦ is a concatenation operation on two strings. Concatenationof the δ(c) for all of the minimum

cycle covers of the prefix graph gives an approximation factor of 4 for shortest superstring problem

[20, 145].

Although there exists approximation algorithms with constant approximation factor for shortest

superstring problem, however in practice these methods were not accurate enough and thus are not

used for de novo assembly. In addition the relaxation of de novo assembly problem to shortest

superstring problem has the drawback of collapsing all the repeats in the donor genome which is

not desirable. There are two main modern de novo assembly approaches which have been relatively

proven effective in practice, one is known asoverlap-layout-consensusapproach, and the other isde

bruijn graphapproach.

overlap-layout-consensus

This framework has three stages as suggested by its name. In the first stage, every pair of read is

compared with each other and an overlap metric between them is calculated. This stage is known as

theoverlap step. In the second stage (i.e.layoutstage) the goal is to order overlapping reads, such

that they form larger sequences called contigs. Finally in the third stage (i.e.consensusstage) the
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computed layout in the previous stage is realized by constructing the assembled sequence.

Most methods which adopt this approach are using directed graphs to model the problem. In the

first step an overlap graphG is build from the set of reads provided. InG each read is represented by

a node and there is a directed edge between two nodes if there is a significant overlap between them

(the suffix-prefix relationship between two reads indicatesthe direction of the edge). In the layout

step the goal is to find a path which goes over all the nodesexactlyonce. Thus the layout step is

equivalent to finding an hamiltonian path in graphG, which is NP-hard problem. Several heuristics

are used in the layout step to simplify the graph and find a pathwhich covers most of the nodes.

Finally in the consensus step the assembled sequence from traversing the path found in previous

step is produced. This approach can be extended to use paired-end read data for assembly [16].

De bruijn graph - Eulerian path model

A closely related problem to shortest superstring problem is known assequencing by hybridization

problem. First, define thel-spectrum of a stringS to be the set ofl-mers inS. In sequencing by

hybridization problem, we are given a set ofl-mersS and the goal is to find a shortest stringS whose

l-spectrum is exactlyS. For solving this problem “de bruijn” graphs are used. The set of vertices of

the de bruijn graph isS. There is a directed edge between two verticesu andv in the graph if the

last l − 1 characters ofu is equal to the firstl − 1 characters ofv. A solution to thesequencing by

hybridization problemconsists in a shortest Eulerian path in the de bruijn graph.

The output of sequencing is reads, not thel-spectrum. Therefore, in de bruijn graph based

framework the reads are shredded into their constituentl-mers, and the de bruijn graphG is built

on the union of thel-spectrums of the reads. Reads are paths in the graph, and a solution to the

assembly problem is an Eulerian path that has all reads as subpaths. Finding such an Eulerian path

is calledEulerian super path problem[115].

Let P = {p1, · · · , pn} be the set of paths inG specified by the reads. A transformation from

graphG and a set of pathsP to graphG1 and a set of pathsP1 is called equivalent if there exists a

one-to-one correspondence between Eulerian superpaths in(G,P ) and those in(G1, P1). The goal

is to find(Gk, Pk) afterk transformations from(G,P ) such that every path inPk is an edge inGk

(a set of equivalent transformations is given in [115]). TheEulerian superpath problem is NP-Hard

in general, therefore, equivalent transformations are notguaranteed to solve the problem [103].

Many extensions of de bruijn graph for de novo assembly problem have been proposed, which

have improved the results significantly. For instance this model is extended to work with paired-

end data [115, 142], short reads produced by high-throughput sequencers [26, 159], and making the
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assembler parallel on clusters for large genomes [136].

ABySS: The standard implementations of de bruijn graph assemblersare not scalable for large

genomes such as human (an approximate length of3 × 109 bp), thus there is a need for parallelized

implementation of this algorithm. ABySS [136] is an assembler which is capable to scale up the de

bruijn graph assembler to large genomes using a cluster of computers. In this method the adjacent

nodes need not be in the same computer, which allows the nodesto be in different computers and

thus making usage of a distributed systems possible for genome assembly. The main idea behind this

method is to distribute the nodes of the de bruijn graph into different computers such that they can

be accessed inO(1) time; thus the id of the computer which each node lies in should be calculable in

constant time. For eachl-mer (node) we need two pieces of information, one is in whichcomputer in

the cluster the node resides in, and second the adjacency information. For each node (l-mer) a simple

hash function is used to find the id of the computer which the node is stored in, and the adjacency

information between two nodes is stored in compact representation. Considering a node there are at

most 8 possible edges (4 incoming and 4 outgoing - assuming our alphabet set isΣ = {A,C,G, T}),

existence of each of these adjacency edges can be stored in one bit (and thus a total of 8 bits per

node is necessary to keep the adjacency information of each node).

String Graphs: An alternative formulation for de bruijn graphs was proposed by Myers [110]

which is known as string graphs. String graphs are similar tooverlap graphs. For each read a node is

considered and overlaps between nodes is corresponded by edges (the prefix of one read is the suffix

of the other). The string graph is build from the overlap graph by process of transitively inferable

edge reduction. For each three nodex, y andz, if there is an edge fromy andz to x, and there is

an edge fromz to y the the edge fromz to x is considered redundant and remove. In [110] using

a statistical framework edges are classified as optional, required and exact. The goal is to find the

shortest path which goes through all the exact edges only onetime, over all the optional edges any

number of times and over required edges one or more times. This problem is also NP-hard as shown

in [103].

1.4.2 Edit distance and block edit distance

Finding theminimumdifferences between two stringsS andR of alphabetσ = {σ1, σ2, · · · , σℓ}

is an extremely important problem. There are different variations of this problem which can be

studied based on the edit operations permitted. The most basic edit operation is substitution, in this
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operation a character from alphabetσ in sequenceS is replaced with another character. Hamming

distance is defined as minimum number of substitutions whichcan transfer stringS to R. The

hamming distance between two strings can be found easily in linear time. The most dominant edit

operations in addition to single character substitutions is single character insertions and deletions.

Standard edit distance is defined as minimum number of such operations which transfers string

S to stringR (this distance is also known as levenshtein metric). The algorithms for finding edit

distance are more complicated than hamming distance algorithms, and usually are based on dynamic

programming techniques. The standard edit distance between two stringsS andR can be computed

in O(nm), wheren is length of stringS andm is length of stringR, using a dynamic programming.

A similar dynamic programming is used in Needleman-Wunsch algorithm for global alignment, and

Smith-Waterman algorithm for local alignment. It is not hard to see that if the edit distance between

sequenceR andS is known to be sublinear (lets denote it byED(R,S)) and less than a threshold

t, the dynamic programming method can be modified to yield a running time ofO(n · t). A popular

extension of edit distance is edit distance with affine gap penalty. In this model the start of the gap

has different penalty than the extension of the gap. This model of edit distance is well motivated

from biology.

The above distances are only able to characterize variationwhich effect single characters. As

mentioned before, there are variation of interest which effect substrings, such as deletion of a sub-

string, insertions of a substring or inversion of a substring (these operations are known asblock

edit operationsin general, and structural variation in genomes) [109, 22].Unfortunately finding the

minimum number of edit operations which transfer sequenceS to R is NP -complete when block

operations are permitted [124, 32] . For instance problem offinding minimum number of block

transpositions (move) which convert sequenceR to sequenceS is NP -complete (even whenR and

S are permutations). This problem is known as edit distance with moves (EDM(R,S)), and in

special case of permutations it is denoted simply as permutation edit distance (PED(R,S)) 2. The

problem of minimum number of move operation on permutationscan be approximated with a factor

of 1.5 [7]. The problem of finding minimum number of operations, when we are permitted to have

block move, inversion, insertion and deletions is also NP-complete. This problem is denoted as

block edit distanceBED(R,S) between two stringR andS [124].

One of the first problems considered by researchers was minimum reversal problem on permuta-

tions (this problem is also known as reversal distance problem). The motivation behind considering

2These notations are borrowed from [124]
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permutations comes from two assumptions, first assumption was that each gene is completely differ-

ent from another gene and thus each gene can be represented asa distinct character in our permuta-

tion; second assumption was that no edit operation which changes/disrupts a gene happens in nature

(both these assumptions are currently known to be false). The problem is defined as follows: given

two permutations from the same set of alphabet, find a series of reversals on one of the permutations

which transfers it to the other permutation. This problem isequivalent to another problem known

assorting by reversal. In sorting by reversal we are given a single permutations and would like to

find minimum number of reversals to transfer the input permutation into the identity permutation.

Sorting by permutation is known to beNP -hard problem and approximation algorithms are known

for it. Here we would explain an algorithm for this problem which gives an approximation factor

of 4 [69]. Before giving the details of the algorithm we need to define few notations which will

be used in the explanation of the algorithm. Each pair of neighbour elements in the permutation

which are not consecutive numbers is called abreakpoint. The algorithm in each iteration picks in

a greedy fashion a reversal which minimizes the number of breakpoints3 (note that only a sorted

permutation has no breakpoint). It can be shown that if thereexists a decreasing stretch of elements

in the permutation, then there exists a reversal which reduces number of breakpoints (please see

[69] for the details). In addition if there does not exist a decreasing stretch of elements then we can

reverse one of the increasing stretches (this guarantees that we can find a reversal which decreases

the total number of breakpoints). The above algorithm is shown to have an approximation factor of

4. The best approximate algorithm for this problem is introduced in [19], with approximation factor

of 1.375.

The more general edit distance with block operations has also been studied in context of ap-

proximation algorithms. A seminal work by Muthukrishnan and Sahinalp [109] has provided an

algorithm to approximate theBED(S,R) with an approximation factor oflog n · log∗ n (log∗ n

is number of recursivelog functions which need to be applied ton so it becomes less than 14).

The proposed algorithm of Muthukrishnan and Sahinalp [109], embeds the strings using alocal

consistency parsinginto hamming distance with distortion factor oflog n · log∗ n.

3In another words in each iteration the reversal which reduces maximum number of breakpoints in the permutation is
considered

4log∗ n = min{i ≥ 0 : logi n ≤ 1}
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1.5 Mapping based strategy

Another approach used to discover variation between individuals is by using the reference genome

as intermediate guide. This approach usually has two step:

(I) in the first step reads from the donor genome are mapped (aligned) back to the reference

genome; loci of the reference genome with sequence similarity more than a user defined threshold

in comparison to each read are considered as potential regions that the read is sequenced from.

(II) in the second step abnormalities in the mapping is used to make predictions about variation

on the donor genome.

This framework is known as mapping based. Most of the mappingbased methods were designed

primarily to be used with capillary sequencing. Thus, thesemethods should be modified (extended)

before we can apply them to genomes sequenced using high throughput sequencing technologies.

Here we study main frameworks and methods used for finding different types of structural vari-

ation in mapping based strategies. There are three main frameworks used for SV detection using

high-throughput technologies:

1. Read-Pair Analysis : mainly used for discovery of different types of variation, including dele-

tion, insertion, inversion, translocation and mobile element insertions.

2. Read-Depth Analysis : mainly used for copy number variation discovery.

3. Split-Read Analysis : mainly used for discovery of deletion and small insertions, and is in

particular useful in finding the exact breakpoint of the variation.

Each type of structural variation is best found using some ofthe strategies explored by the re-

searchers. In figure 1.4 a summary of proposed approaches fordifferent types of structural variation

discovery is provided. At the core of all these frameworks ismapping of paired-end reads to the

reference genome. In table 2, a high level comparison of different available methods for SV dis-

covery using high-throughput sequencing technologies is provided. Note that the main limitation of

these methods is dependence on the reference genome. Beforegiving the details of some of these

mapping based algorithms we would like to look at mapping algorithms, which are the first step of

most of these methods.
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Figure 1.4: Four major sequenced-based approaches to detect structural variation are shown in this
figure. The read-pair, split-read and de novo assembly methods can find different SV types, while
read-depth can only discover loss or gain of a genomic region. Figure adapted from [3].
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Algorithm Method Capability Platform Strategy SV Classes
Del. Inv. Novel Ins. Mobile Elem. Dup.

VariationHunter RP Discovery Illumina Maximal Clustering and 50bp-500Kbp Yes Yes Yes No
[55] maximum Parsimony
PEMer RP Discovery 454 Outlier clustering 300bp-1Mbp Yes Yes No No
[78]
BreakDancer RP Discovery Illumina Outlier clustering and 10bp-1Mbp Yes Yes No No
[27] distribution analysis
MoDIL RP Discovery Illumina Outlier fitting 6bp-70 Kbp Yes Yes No No
[85] distribution analysis
CNVer RP/RD Discovery Illumina Outlier fitting and 1 Kbp - 550Kbp No No No Yes
[102] Genotyping probabilistic graph analysis
Spanner RP/RD Discovery Illumina Outlier clustering 10 bp - 200 Kbp ? yes yes tandem
[139] Genotyping 454 Dup.
SLOPE RP Discovery Illumina 10 bp - 1 Mbp no yes no no

Hydra RP Discovery Illumina maximal Clustering 50bp-1Mbp Yes Yes Yes No
[118]
SVDetect RP Discovery Illumina clustering and 50bp-1Mbp Yes Yes No Yes
[158] SOLiD Sliding Window
GASV RP Discovery Illumina Maximal Clustering 50bp-1Mbp Yes No No No
[137] SOLiD
Corona Light RP Discovery SOLiD Outlier clustering and 5 bp - 85 Kbp No Yes No No
[98] significance testing
mrCaNaVar RD Discovery Illumina Distribution-based 10 kb-10Mbp No No No Yes
[4] Genotyping 454 clustering
EWT RD Discovery Illumina Significance-testing 200bp-250Kbp No No No Yes
[157]
CNVnator RD Discovery Illumina Mean-shift process 100bp - 1.5 Mbp No No No Yes
[2] Genotyping
Pindel SR Discovery Illumina Pattern growth 1bp-50Kbp No 1bp-20bp No No
[156]
YALE-SR SR Discovery 454 Gapped alignment 51bp-750Kbp Yes 51bp-336 No No

NovelSeq AS Discovery Illumina local assembly and No No > 200bp No No
[47] maximum matching
Cortex AS Discovery Illumina de Bruijn graph 30 bp - 40 Kbp No > 50bp yes No

454
SOAPdenovo AS Discovery Illumina de Bruijn graph 50 bp - 4 Kbp No > 51bp yes No
[91]
BreakSeq Breakpoint Genotyping any Read mapping to yes yes yes yes yes
[81] library breakpoints

Table 1.1: In this table a summarization of different methods used for structural variation discovery
based on the read pair, read depth and split read analysis is provided.
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1.5.1 Mapping Algorithms

In this section we will provide a short introduction on two sets of mapping strategies which are

currently popular for mapping reads produced by high-throughput sequencing technologies to the

reference genome.

The mapping problem can be formalized as follow: Given a textT (i.e. the reference genome)

and a search patternP (i.e. reads from the sequencer), the goal is to find matches with “distance”

less than a thresholdk. The distance metric usually used are edit distance or hamming distance.

It is obvious that a simple global alignment of the pattern tothe text can find all the locations

with the desired constraint. However, the high running timeof checking all the locations encourages

us to develop new algorithms to prune out cases which are not promising in constant time. One of

the most popular strategies used for mapping the reads to thereference genome is based on seed and

extend approach5, the other recently popular strategy uses the Ferragina-Manzini index (FMI) [40]

to map the reads6.

In the seed and extend strategy a hash table on the text is build and is used to prune cases which

can not satisfy the mapping requirement in constant time (seed step). In the next step, among the loci

in text (i.e. the reference genome) which are considered as potential candidates, Needleman-Wunsch

algorithm is ran to choose the loci with distance less thank (extend step).

In many of the seed and extend algorithms a simple fact is usedto perform the pruning while

not sacrificing the accuracy. A pattern of lengthm can be aligned to text with edit distance less than

or equal tok if there exists a substring of length⌊ m
k+1⌋ from the pattern which can match the text

exactly. For simplicity of notations lets represent the value⌊ m
k+1⌋ asℓ. Seed and extend algorithms

work by first anchoringℓ-mers (seeds) from the read to the reference genome, by interrogating an

index (in the form of a hash table for allℓ-mers and their respected loci from reference genome)

and then extending the anchored loci by allowing at most a user-specified number of mismatches or

indels (i.e maximum edit distancek).

MrFAST, MrsFAST and DrFast algorithms

MrFAST (micro-read fast alignment search tool) [4] implements a collision-free hash table to create

indices of the reference genome. Eachℓ-mer (ℓ usually is in the range of10 to12 bp) of the reference

5Algorithms such as MAQ, Mosaik, Slider, mrFast, mrsFast usethis approach to map the paired-end reads to the
reference genome

6Algorithms such as BWA and Bowtie use this approach
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genome is included in an array using a hash function which canaccess a particularℓ-mer in constant

time. Each loci in the reference genome is stored in the hash table. The main advantage of MrFAST

over other seed and extend methods is its fast way of verifying the loci returned after anchoring

ℓ-mers of the pattern against the text. Normally we can use a Needleman-Wunsch algorithm to

compare the loci returned after anchoring theℓ-mer of the pattern with running time ofO(m2).

However we are only interested in matches with total edit distance less thank, thus we can use a well

known strategy (banded dynamic programming) to only complete a small portion of the dynamic

table and decrease the running time to onlyO(mk). Another trick used in MrFAST to improve

the running time was the implementation of the dynamic programming using SSE2 instruction set.

Basically, through the use of the SSE2 instruction set we cancalculate values of multiple data point

with only a single instruction. More specifically, in the dynamic programming table we can calculate

values of a diagonal of the table with one operation (insteadof 2k − 1 different operations for each

cell in the diagonal of the dynamic programming matrix).

MrsFast [46] is similar to MrFast with two main differences.The first difference is that in MrFast

only theℓ-mers of the text are hashed in an array, while in MrsFast theℓ-mers of the text and the

reads are hashed. The second difference is that MrsFast is acache obliviousalgorithm. In another

words it tries to minimize the total number of cache misses and thus improve the running time of

the algorithm. To our knowledge MrsFast is the first method which introduces optimizing cache

performance for mapping, which improves the results significantly [46]. DrFast [54] is an extension

of above algorithms for color-space mapping (for ABI-Soliddata).

Bowtie and BWA algorithms

Another recently popular approach for mapping paired-end reads back to the reference genome is

based on Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) which uses the Ferragina-Manzini index (FMI). This

method is been used in Bowtie and BWA software.

The BWT is a reversible reordering of the text, which is used in data compression. Given a textT

the Burrows-Wheeler forward transformation of the text is denoted asBTW (T ). The algorithm to

produce the transformation works as follow: (1) Append to the end of the textT a special character

$ (which is considered lexicographically smaller than any other character inΣ); (2) Build a matrix

M whose rows are cyclic shifts ofT$ and lexicographically sort the rows; (3) the last column of the

matrix M is theBWT (T ).

In [40] an algorithm for searching a pattern against the BWT transformation is provided. In

BWA and Bowtie heuristics are provided to use theBWT (T ) to search a given patternP against
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text T with a given threshold of edit distance. These heuristics are exponential on the edit distance

allowed (i.e.k), and thus will not be very efficient in practice for longer reads (as shown in [46]).

1.5.2 Read-Pair Analysis

The general ideas for structural variation discovery between the donor genome sequenced by capil-

lary sequencers and the reference genome using read-pair analysis was introduced in [147, 144]. The

read-pair analysis is based on aligning the sequenced paired-end reads to the reference genome and

observing significant differences between the distance ofend-pairs7 mapped to reference genome in

comparison to the expected distance - which indicates adeletionor aninsertionevent. Furthermore,

one can also deduce inversion events: if one of the two ends ofa pair has a different orientation, this

is likely a result of aninversion(see [144]). In case, the two ends areeverted, i.e. both ends of a

paired-end have reverse orientation (with respect to each other), but their order is preserved in the

reference genome, we are likely to have atandem repeat[55]. Finally, paired-end reads mapping to

two different chromosomes are likely to be a result of atrans-chromosomalevent (see Figure 3.1).

At core of the above general strategy is the computation of the expected distance between end-

pairs in the donor genome, which is referred to as insert size(InsSize). Previous works [144, 79,

84] assume that for all paired-end reads,InsSize is in range of[minLen,maxLen] which can be

calculated as described in [144]. TheminLen andmaxLen are assumed to bemv ± {3, 4} × std,

whenmv is the mean value andstd is the standard deviation of the distance between two ends of

the paired-end reads mapped to the reference genome (after discarding the outliers).

An alignment of a paired-end read to the reference genome is called concordant[144], if the

distance between end-pairs is in the range of[minLen,maxLen], and both the orientation and the

chromosome that the paired-end read is aligned to are “correct”. A paired-end read which has no

concordant alignment in the reference genome was defined in [144] and later in [79, 84], and is

called adiscordantpaired-end read (which indicates a possibility of a structural variation). One

of the first methods to use high-throughput sequencing technologies to find large scale variation

was proposed in [79]. In this paper fragments of median 3kbp were sequenced by 454 technology,

and mapped to the reference genome. Using a strategy similarto [144] structural variation of type

deletion, inversion and insertions were predicted.

7End-pairs refer to the two ends of a paired-end read.
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BreakDancer [27]

BreakDanceris claimed to be able to detect variation as small as 10bp and as large as 1Mbp using

read-pair analysis. The method itself consists of two parts, BreakDancerMax and BreakDancerMini.

BreakDancerMax is able to predict medium and large size variation, including insertion, deletion,

inversion and translocation, while BreakDancerMini predicts small deletions of size ranging from

10bp to 100bp. The BreakDancerMax uses best mappings returned for paired-end reads with high

quality for structural variation predictions. Each paired-end read is classified to six different classes

based on the mapping. The classes include normal, deletion,insertion, inversion, intrachromosomal

translocation and interchromosomal translocation. The normal class is equivalent to the concordant

paired-end reads as defined in [144]. These classifications are done based on the distance between

the two ends of the paired-end reads mapped, the orientationof the mapping, and expected insert size

of the paired-end reads. The paired-end reads which are not classified as normal (i.e. concordant)

are called anomalous paired-end reads (i.e. discordant). The algorithm searches for regions of

genome where two or more anomalous paired-end reads are mapped. Each potential variant is given

a confidence score based on number of paired-end reads supporting it, the size of the region and

coverage of the sequenced genome.

The BreakDancerMini is responsible to find deletions which are smaller than 100bp and would

not be found using BreakDancerMax. In BreakDancerMini paired-end reads which were classified

as normal are considered further to detect deletions which are smaller than the range of deletions

which can be found using anomalous paired-end reads. The BreakDancerMini algorithm uses a

sliding window approach to classify every window of length equal to mean insert size to anomalous

region or normal region. It compares the distance between two end of the paired-end reads mapped

inside the window to the paired-end reads mapped outside of the window. For a region which is

classified as anomalous region a confidence score is assignedsimilar to BreakDanceMax as indicator

of significance of the sliding window test.

Multiple mapping for read-pair analysis [84]

One of the first algorithms that utilizes multiple mappings of paired-end reads to detect structural

variation was introduced in [84]. In [84] a probabilistic framework for finding structural variations

(insertion, deletion, inversion and translocation) was proposed. A set of paired-end read mappings,

which explain the same structural variation, is called a cluster and denoted byCk; the probabil-

ity of a paired-end read mappingXi explaining the same variant as the clusterCk is denoted as
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P (Xi|Ck) andP (Ck) denotes the probability of clusterCk being a real cluster and representing

a true SV. The framework assigns probability to each pair of paired-end reads (such asXi and

Xj), if the two reads can be part of the same clusterCk (denotes byP (Xi,Xj |Ck)). To cal-

culate the probabilities, they use independence between paired-end read mappings and thus con-

clude P (Xi,Xj |Ck) = P (Xi|Ck)P (Xj |Ck). The first step of the algorithm is the clustering

of the paired-end reads to identify all of the potential structural variants. The clustering method

used by [84] is a simple hierarchical clustering which is based on greedy strategy. First step ev-

ery paired-end read mapping is in a clusters for itself, and in each step two clusters with the

smallest “distance” separating them are merged. This procedure continues till no two cluster are

closer than a user defined threshold. The distance between two clustersCu andCv is calculated as

D(Cu, Cv) = 1
|Cu||Cv|

∑
Xi∈Cu,Xj∈Cv

log P (Xi,Xj |Cm) whereCm is the cluster consisting ofXi

andXj . Note that using this method of clustering every paired-endread mapping is in exactly one

cluster. After clustering of the paired-end read mappings the algorithm chooses a unique mapping

location for each paired-end read. [84] defines a probabilistically motivated optimization function

J(w) to assign each of the paired-end reads to only one location. The optimization functionJ(w)

is linear combination of three different scores, which represent the sequence similarity of each map-

ping, probability of each cluster being valid and cardinality of each cluster (for more details please

see [84]). For finding the optimal set of assignment to maximize the optimization functionJ(w)

a hill climbing approach is used. This hill climbing approach in each step picks a paired-end read

which can be moved from its current cluster to another cluster such that it increases the optimization

function.

Gene fusions [12]

One of the very important functional consequences of structural variation are gene fusions. Fusion

genes are hybrid of two genes which are caused by an SV (i.e. inversion, deletion or translocation)

which effects two normal genes.

The method proposed in [12] to discover gene fusions uses a strategy similar to the one proposed

in [144]. Mappings of discordant paired-end reads, where the two ends (more accurately the two

breakpoints) overlap two known genes, are considered as potential indicator of a gene fusion. [12]

method like many other paired-end read methods has an implicit assumption that each paired-end

read has only one mapping with edit distance less than a user defined threshold.

A simple set of rules is used to calculate the potential breakpoint(s) suggested by each discordant

paired-end read mapping. Assume for each discordant paired-end readc the two ends are mapped to
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locationsxc andyc in the reference genome (w.l.o.gxc < yc). Given a discordant paired-end read

c the possible breakpointsa andb of the potential SV supported byc can be calculated as provided

below. If the paired-end readc is supporting an inversion and the two ends are mapped to forward

orientations then the potential breakpointa andb can be calculated as follows:

minLen ≤ (a − xc) + (b − yc) ≤ maxLen

If the paired-end readc is supporting an inversion and the two ends are mapped to reverse orienta-

tions then the potential breakpointa andb can be calculated as follows:

minLen ≤ (xc − a) + (yc − b) ≤ maxLen

If the paired-end readc is supporting a deletion then the potential breakpointa andb can be calcu-

lated as follows:

minLen ≤ (a − xc) + (yc − b) ≤ maxLen

The breakpoints(a, b) for a clonec in a two dimensional space will define a trapezoid (if

minLen = 0 it will be a triangle). A set of paired-end reads mappings is defined to be aclus-

ter if the intersection of the trapezoids of the possible breakpoints of paired-end reads is not empty.

They calculate the probability of a gene fusion which spans two genomic regions (e.g.U andV ) as

explained below.

Lets define eventC(a,b) as the event of a discordant paired-end readC supporting an inversion

at breakpoint(a, b) (with mapping coordinate of(xc, yc)). Assume w.l.o.g.a ≥ xc andb ≥ yc. The

length of the cloneC can easily be calculated aslC(a, b) = a + b − xC − yC . Thus the probability

of breakpoint(a, b) can be expressed in terms of distribution of length of paired-end reads.

Now consider two genes which span two genomic regions ofU andV , probability of a gene

fusion between these two genes given a cloneC is equal to the probability of the breakpoints sup-

ported by cloneC (e.g. (a, b)) are in regionU × V . More formally as defined in [12], the event

C(a,b) implies the event of size of cloneC being equal tolC(a, b). Lets denote for simplicityNC [s]

as number of discordant breakpoints(α, β) whereα ≥ xC andβ ≥ yC andα+β = s. The equation

below follows from the assumption that all the breakpoints are equally possible

P (C(a,b)) = P (C(a,b) ∩ (LC = lC(a, b))) =
1

NC [a + b]
P (LC = lC(a, b))
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Probability of gene fusion between two genes which span genomic regionsU andV which are

spanned by cloneC, given cloneC can be calculated by taking the summation over all possible

breakpoints of fusion in regionsU andV given cloneC as :

P (∪(a,b)∈U×V C(a,b)) =
∑

(a,b)∈U×V

P (LC = lC(a, b))

NC [a + b]

Finally the probability of gene fusion from single cloneC is extended to a set of clonesCC =

{C(1), C(2), · · · } which overlap the same breakpoint(a, b). Define the event~ as the event that all

the clones in setCC overlap the same breakpoint. Lets define the event~ = ∪(a,b)~(a,b) where

~(a,b) = ∩jC
(j)
(a,b) as the event where all the clones in setCC overlap the breakpoint(a, b). In [12]

it was shown that

P (~(a,b)|~) =

∏
j P (C

(j)
(a,b))

∑
(a,b)

∏
j P

(j)
(a,b)

and probability of geneU andV being fused is

P (∪(a,b)∈U×V ~(a,b)|~) =

∑
(a,b)∈U×V

∏
j P (C

(j)
(a,b))

∑
(a,b)

∏
j P (C

(j)
(a,b))

SPANNER

Another algorithm which uses the read-pair analysis to find structural variation (deletion and dupli-

cations) is known as SPANNER [139]. In first step of this algorithm paired-end reads which are

duplicated in process of sequencing are removed (i.e. if twopaired-end read have the same mapping

positions for both ends only one is considered), also any paired-end read with average phred quality

value less than 30 is discarded. In second step paired-end reads which support the same variation

are clustered together using a nearest neighbour clustering algorithm such that reads that are in the

same cluster support the same breakpoints. Clustering is done on a two-dimensional space, where

one dimension is the left end mapping of the paired-end readsand other dimension is the size of the

SV supported by the paired-end reads. In this method each paired-end read can be in only one clus-

ter, and the reads with multiple mapping are resolved by selecting the cluster with highest number

of paired-end read mappings in it [1].
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1.5.3 Read-Depth Analysis

Read depth analysis are used for copy number variation discovery. The read-depth approaches have

an implicit assumption that probability of sequencing eachbase pair obeys a Poisson distribution

(the mean value of the distribution is the expected depth of coverage of sequencing).

Assuming we have the mapping location of all of the paired-end reads to the reference genome,

then we define depth of coverage of a region as average number of reads which are mapped to that

region [4]. It is obvious that the depth of coverage of a region is proportion to number of times that

region appears in the donor genome. A significant divergencefrom the expected depth of coverage

in a region in the reference genome is indicator of deletion or duplication of that region in donor

genome in comparison to the reference genome. More precisely reduction of depth of coverage

of that region indicates deletion of the region in the donor genome, while an increase in the depth

of coverage in that region indicates duplication of the region in the donor genome. This method

was used for discovery of recent segmental duplications in human genome [9] using old capillary

sequencing. Finally, a slightly modified version of this approach is used for discovery of CNV using

high-throughput sequencing technologies [4, 140].

1.5.4 Split-Read Analysis

The final approach used for structural variation discovery are based on split-read analysis. This

approach is more useful for longer set of reads (like the reads produced by 454 sequencers, or the

newer generation of Illumina sequencers). This framework was first proposed for capillary sequenc-

ing technologies (which were able to produce long reads) [106]. Split read approaches are able to

detect deletions and (small) insertions with very high resolution (in theory split read approaches

should be able to detect the exact breakpoint of these variation). The split read framework tries to

identify the location in the reference genome where a read can be mapped to with gaps indicating

insertion or deletion. Assuming a segment is deleted in donor genome, a read which spans the break-

points will be mapped to the reference genome with the deleted segment being assigned to gap in

alignment (the read will be broken in two segments). Such a split read signature indicates a deletion

in donor genome. On the other hand assuming a small insertionin donor genome, where the read

will be broken to three segments. The first and third segmentswill map to the reference genome and

the middle segment will be mapped to gap. Please see figure 1.4for a graphical illustration on how

split-read analysis works.
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Pindel [156]

Pinel [156] was the first method for structural variation discovery using high-throughput sequencing

technologies using the split-read framework. Pindel uses a“pattern growth” method to predict the

breakpoints of small to large scale deletions (10bp to 10kbp), and small size insertions (10 to 20bp)

from the reads of length 36 bp produced by Illumina sequencer. Pindel algorithm only uses the

mapping where the leftmost and/or the rightmost base of patternP are mapped to the text. Pattern

growth method is used to find minimum and maximum unique substring matching of a given pattern

against the text.

Given a patternP and textT , the minimum unique substring matching when the leftmost base

of the pattern matches the text, is the smallest prefix ofP which uniquely matches patternT exactly

(with zero edit distance), while the maximum unique substring matching is the largest prefix ofP

which uniquely matches the patternT exactly. For the matching of the rightmost base pair of pattern

P we are interested in the suffix of patternP .

Large deletions: Pindel algorithm in the preprocessing step maps the paired-end reads to the ref-

erence genome using a mapper such as SSAHA2 [111]. Any paired-end read which only one end

of it can be mapped to the reference genome (uniquely) and theother does not map to the reference

genome is considered. Using the end that is mapped to the reference genome an approximate lo-

cation for anchoring the other end of the paired-end read is calculated (knowing the minimum and

maximum insert size of the clones). The steps pindel algorithm takes for detecting large deletions

are as follows : 1) Pindel algorithm only considers paired-end reads which only one end of the read

can map to the reference genome (Pindel also discards all thepaired-end reads which the mapped

end is not mapped uniquely) 2) Finds the minimum and maximum unique substring matchings from

the 3’ end of the unmapped read within two times of the insert size of the paired-end read using the

pattern growth method 3) Finds the minimum and maximum unique substring matchings from the 5’

end of the unmapped read with the range of maximum deletion allowed starting from the location of

mapping found in first step 4) Tries to reconstruct the full read mapping by combining the locations

and mappings found from the previous two steps.

1.6 Thesis Overview

In this thesis we will look at the algorithms for variation discovery (specifically structural variation

discovery), with emphasis on repeats. In chapter 2 we will look at the problem of how to design a
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resequencing experiment (using multiplex of regions of interest) such that the downstream analysis

(e.g., variation discovery) becomes simpler; this problemis known as pooling problem. The results

provided in this chapter are from our work published in [48].The crux of the thesis is chapter 3,

where the formulation for structural variation discovery under maximum parsimony assumption is

introduced and approximation algorithms are provided. This chapter combines the algorithms and

results published in [55], [58], [47] and [107]. Chapter 4 isan in depth look at the results onAlu

insertion found in eight different individuals using the methods explained in chapter 3. The results

in this chapter are from [56]. The chapter 5 of this dissertation is an extension of the methods

explained in chapter 3 into multiple genomes, where we want to discover structural variation in

multiple genomes simultaneously. The results provided in this chapter are published in [59]. Finally

the conclusion and future works are provided in chapter 6.

Chapter 2 - Pooling Problem [48] : New generation sequencing technologies offer unique op-

portunities and challenges for re-sequencing studies. In chapter two of this thesis we focus on algo-

rithms for re-sequencing experiment design using high-throughput technologies (e.g., Illumina/Solexa

technology), based on bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones. In these specific experiments,

approximate coordinates of the BACs on a reference genome are known, and fine scale differences

(SNV, indels or SVs) between the BAC sequences and the reference are of interest. The high-

throughput characteristics of the sequencing technology make it possible to multiplex BAC sequenc-

ing experiments by pooling BACs for a cost-effective operation. Existence of repetition in different

BACs pooled and sequenced together makes the problem of variation discovery (such as struc-

tural variation discovery) much harder through an increasein the frequency of multiple mapping of

paired-end reads produced. The experimental design strategy we develop offers combinatorial solu-

tions based on approximation algorithms for the well knownmax n-cutproblem and the relatedmax

n-sectionproblem on hypergraphs. Our algorithms, when applied to a number of sample cases, give

more than a2-fold performance improvement over random partitioning. Finally note that although

the pooling problem defined and algorithms developed in thischapter are mainly being utilized in

the context of BAC re-sequencing, they can easily be appliedto other re-sequencing experiments.

For instance exome sequencing projects can benefit from the algorithms developed in this chapter.

Chapter 3 - Structural Variation Discovery and Maximum Parsimony [55, 47, 58] : Recent

studies show that along with single nucleotide polymorphisms and small indels, larger structural

variants among human individuals are common. The Human Genome Structural Variation Project
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aims to identify and classify deletions, insertions, and inversions (> 5Kbp) in a small number of

normal individuals with a fosmid based paired-end sequencing approach using traditional sequenc-

ing technologies. The realization of new ultra high throughput sequencing platforms now makes it

feasible to detect the full spectrum of genomic variation among many individual genomes, including

cancer patients and others suffering from diseases of genomic origin. In addition high throughput

sequencing technologies make it possible to extend the scope of structural variation studies to a

point previously unimaginable as exemplified by the 1000 Genomes Project. In this chapter we

consider the structural variation discovery problem, whenwe are dealing withmultiple mappingfor

paired-end reads. We give combinatorial formulations for the structural variation detection between

a reference genome and a high-throughput based, paired-end, whole genome shotgun sequenced

individual based on the maximum parsimony principle. For the above formulation we develop an

approximation algorithm with an approximation factor oflog n, and we denoted this method as

VariationHunter[55] (n is number of paired-end reads indicating a structural variation). Then, we

extend the maximum parsimony proposed framework to consider the haploid or diploid nature of the

genome being processed. We introduce the “conflict resolution” improvements to our earlier com-

binatorial SV detection algorithm (VariationHunter) for solving the extended problem. The method

we develop for the extended framework is known as VariationHunter-CR [58] (VariationHunter with

Conflict Resolution). Our methods are able to find different types of structural variations, including

small insertions, deletions, inversion, and transpositions (mobile element insertions). Note that Vari-

ationHunter and its extensions have been used successfullyin large scale projects, such as the 1000

Genomes Project [107, 1] and Gorilla Genomes Project [146].Finally an extension of the maximum

parsimony framework is used for findingnovelinsertions in the donor genome [47].

Chapter 4 - Alu insertion discovery [56] : Human genomes are now being rapidly sequenced,

but not all forms of genetic variation are routinely characterized. In this chapter, we focus onAlu

retrotransposition events and seek to characterize differences in the pattern of mobile insertion be-

tween individuals based on the analysis of eight human genomes sequenced using next-generation

sequencing. Applying a read-pair analysis algorithm (VariationHunter as explained in chapter 3),

we discover 4342Alu insertions not found in the human reference genome and show that 98% of a

selected subset (63/64) experimentally validate. Of thesenew insertions, 89% correspond toAluY

elements, suggesting that they arose by retrotransposition. Eighty percent of theAlu insertions have

not been previously reported, and more novel events were detected in Africans when compared with

non-African samples (76% vs. 69%).
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Chapter 5 - Simultaneous structural variation discovery inmultiple genome [59] : With the

increasing popularity of whole genome shotgun sequencing (WGSS) via high-throughput sequenc-

ing technologies, it is becoming highly desirable to perform comparative studies involving multiple

individuals (from a specific population, ethnicity, or a group sharing a particular phenotype). The

conventional approach for a comparative genome variation study involves two key steps: i) each

high throughput sequenced genome is compared with a reference genome and its (structural) differ-

ences are identified, and ii) the list of structural variantsin each genome are compared against each

other. We propose a paradigm shift from this two-step approach to a novel one in which all genomes

are compared simultaneously with the reference genome for obtaining much higher accuracy in

structural variation detection. For this purpose, we introduce the maximum parsimony-based simul-

taneous structural variation discovery problem for a set ofhigh throughput sequenced genomes and

provide efficient algorithms to solve it. We compared the proposed framework to the conventional

framework, on the genomes of the Yoruban mother-father-child trio (sequenced by the Illumina plat-

form). We observed that the conventional framework predicts an unexpectedly high number of de

novo variations in the child in comparison to the parents andmisses some of the known variations.

Our proposed framework, on the other hand, not only significantly reduces the number of incorrectly

predicted de novo variations but also predicts more of the known (true) variations.



Chapter 2

Optimal pooling for genome

re-sequencing

After decades of research effort, the cost of sequencing an individual human genome via Sanger

sequencing [130, 128, 129] has now been reduced to the order of 10-million dollars for a10-fold

coverage and require10000 instrument days (one year with 30 instruments) [10]. In order to perform

fast and cost effective genome sequence comparisons for many biological and medical applications,

the cost needs to be further reduced to the order of a few thousand dollars (i.e. a few dollars per

megabase) and the time frame of sequencing must be reduced toa few days per instrument. For

example, the Illumina/Solexa sequencing-by-synthesis technology of Illumina offers about 100 to

1000-fold improvements over Sanger sequencing in both costand throughput. Similarly, the pyrose-

quencing technology of 454 Life Sciences [94] delivers massive parallelization of the sequencing

process by the use of microchip sensors, improving the speedof Sanger sequencing by a factor of

a few hundred. In addition to these, there are other commercial products from Applied Biosystems,

Helicos Biosciences and Visigen Biotechnology, among others that perform either clonal cluster

sequencing, or single molecule sequencing.

Unfortunately, the massive increase in the throughput offered by the above technologies comes

with a shortened read length, and shorter the read length, the more problematic it is to work with a

genome that has many longer repeats. While Sanger sequencing offers around1000bps per read, the

read lengths of new technologies range from36 to 100 (e.g. Illumina/Solexa) to few hundred base

pairs (e.g. 454) and as such, they are suitable for re-sequencing studies. Although in practice most

sequencing technologies can produce longer, as well as paired end reads, but for rest of this chapter

27
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we concentrate on the problem of resequencing of genomes with short single end reads.

In this chapter we look at problem of how to design resequencing experiments so to decrease

the complexity of downstream analysis. Resequencing is defined as using sequencing technologies

to identify sequence variation in individuals of a species for which a reference genome is available.

Conventional resequencing pipelines rely on PCR amplification of each region of interest, followed

by Sanger sequencing. Regions of interest might be sets of exons, full genes, or larger intervals. The

resequencing can also be done on genome BACs or fosmids clones.

We assume that the donor genome’s regions of interest are available as segments of DNA and

for each of these segments we know (approximately) which part of genome they come from. These

segments of genome can be BACs, fosmids or small fragments containing exons of interests (from

exome sequencing experiments). For this chapter we focus onBAC re-sequencing experiments as

the test platform of our algorithm, however it can as easily be applied to exome sequencing experi-

ments or fosmid resequencing. Note that one can a priori determine the genomic neighbourhood the

BAC or a fosmid is coming from, thus having the reference sequence provide an essential backbone.

This can be achieved, for instance, by using the results of fingerprinting or end sequencing exper-

iments. A BAC or fosmid library-based sequencing enables directed sequencing studies possible,

where the interest is not on whole genome (re)sequencing, but on investigating a region of interest.

Note that in exome sequencing projects regions of interestsare coding regions of genome.

Illumina sequencing experiments are run on a flow cell with eight lanes, each yielding in the

order of 108bps of sequence per run. A typical BAC we consider has a lengthranging between

150Kbps to250Kbps. Thus, if we sequence one BAC on each lane, a single run would produce about

a1000-fold coverage per BAC, which is far beyond necessary in a re-sequencing study. Therefore,

in order to maximize the throughput of the Illumina/Solexa technology, hence minimize its cost, it

is of key importance to utilize each lane in a more sensible way, such as by sequencing more than

one BAC per lane. However, sequencing multiple BACs per laneintroduces major difficulties due

to repeat sequences that are present in two or more BACs, as they would causeentanglementin

their assemblies or ambiguous multiple mapping. In order tominimize the repeat elements that are

present in multiple BACs, novel algorithmic techniques must be developed.

Available algorithms for DNA fragment assembly [123, 115, 114], especially those for short

reads [25, 26, 151] all suffer from the presence of repeats within the genome region to be assembled

[94]. However, the high potential of high-throughput short-read technologies have promoted the

development of novel protocols and algorithms such as the SHort Read Assembly Protocol (SHARP

[141]) that aim to address the shortcomings of short read technologies. Our goal in this chapter is
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to help the available fragment assembly methods or variation discovery methods using mapping

strategies by providing (near) optimal utilization of the multiple lanes (or barcoding technologies)

available by the Illumina/Solexa technology, while keeping the cost at a minimum. For this purpose,

we present algorithms that partition the input segments (e.g. BACs, fosmids or captured exons) into

multiple lanes in a way to minimize potential errors due to repeat sequences shared among segments

in each lane. We show our algorithms are quite efficient in practice.

In this chapter we define the pooling problem and apply our algorithms in context of BAC

resequencing. However the problem defined and the algorithmdevised is much more general than

only BAC resequencing experiment design. For instance we can apply the same concept in the

resequencing of fosmid clones. As in recent study [77] of haplotype resolving for more than>

500, 000 fosmids clones, the set of clones were partitioned into 115 different groups (pools) for

resequencing (using barcoding). Assuming that we can approximately predict the region of reference

genome where each fosmid clone maps to, our algorithm can optimize the pooling of the fosmids so

that it reduces the overall ambiguity in read mapping for downstream analysis.

Another very promising application of our algorithm is in exome sequencing. In exome se-

quencing the goal is to sequence the coding regions of donor genome. One main part of most exome

sequencing protocols is genome partitioning, which is to enrich the sequence library (donor genome)

for specific regions (i.e. exons). There are many methods forcapturing exons from the donor

genome, like utilizing multiplex PCR, capture-by-hybridization or capture-by-circulation [143]. The

captured exons are sequencing using high-throughput technologies for further analysis for variation

discovery on the captured exons. The decision on which set ofexons should be pooled together

in the capture and sequencing phase such that to reduce the ambiguity in mapping phase can have

significant effect in final results. The problem and methods proposed in this chapter can easily be

applied for these scenarios.

2.1 Problem definition and general algorithmic approach

Given a set of genome fragments from known specific genomic regions of interest, our ultimate

goal is to construct the sequence of each fragment (which canbe BACs, fosmid or captured exons

in an exome experiment) using the results of optimally designed Illumina sequencing experiments.

Consider a set ofm segments of genome (for instance BACs) sequenced with a readlength ofk

(typically 25 to 100bps); the problem we address in this work is, how can we partition this set inton

groups (or pools) of approximatelyh = m/n segments, such that the identities of individual reads
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can be as correctly as possible attributed to the segment they come from. In other words, how can

we minimize number of sharedk-mers by multiple segments (for instance BACs) in each pool in

the overall configuration?

Strictly speaking, the problem does not have an exact solution, because before conducting any

sequencing experiment, it is not possible to know how many sharedk-mers the BACs in question

would have. However, mark that our focus is on re-sequencingstudies, and if we have even a crude

idea on the genomic coordinates of the segments, we can approximate that missing information by

using the reference sequence. For instance for BACs resequencing using technologies like finger-

printing can provide us these coordinates, while for exome sequencing, we can modify the capturing

phase of exons such that each pool of exons is distinguishable from another set.

One other hurdle in designing a globally optimal experimentis the rapid proliferation of number

of possible configurations. Since it is infeasible to make anexhaustive search for the globally opti-

mal configuration, we propose an algorithmic approach to guide us to an “approximately” optimal

setup. Of course for a exome sequencing experiments, which we are dealing with around200, 000

exons (fragments) we can pool them to tens of pools (we can usebarcoding technology to distinguish

segments/exons of each pool from others).

Note that our goal is to partition a given set ofm BACs into pools of sizeh each, with the

purpose of minimizing the number of potential resequencingerrors due to sequences that repeat in

multiple segments within a pool.

2.1.1 Pooling problem

Given a set ofm BACs that are to be placed inton pools of approximatelyh = m/n BACs in each,

let Ci,b be the number of BACs in a poolPi that share a particulark-merb. If we denote the cost of

b asf(Ci,b), we can write an overall cost function for a given configuration as

J =

n∑

i=1

∑

∀b∈Pi

f(Ci,b) (2.1)

and the problem becomes one of selecting the optimum partitioningP ∗ = {P ∗i } that minimizes the

costJ .

One can attribute alternative costs for sharedk-mersb, two of which are

1. f(Ci,b) =
(
Ci,b

2

)
;

2. f(Ci,b) = Ci,b − 1.
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For the reminder of this chapter, we will restrict our attention to these two formulations for reasons

explained below.

The pooling problem under the cost functionf(Ci,b) =
(
Ci,b

2

)
is a minimization problem for the

number ofk-mers that are shared between pairs of BACs which are in the same pool. This can be

reduced to a well known combinatorial problem called,n-clustering problem, as follows: construct

a complete graphG where each BACB is represented with a unique vertexvB and given any pair

of BAC B andB′, set the weight of the edge(VB , V ′B) to the number of commonk-mers inB and

B′. Then-clustering problemis a problem of partitioningG into vertex sets, such that the sum of

edge weights between vertices that belong to the same partition is minimized.

Unfortunately even obtaining a constant factor approximation to the n-clustering problem is NP-

hard [126]. Thus in Section 2.2.1, we first reduce this problem to another combinatorial problem

known as themax n-cut. Although this problem is also NP-hard [126], we solve it by the use of a

simple local search procedure within an approximation factor of 1 − 1/n. Forn = 15, this implies

an approximation factor of0.93, while for n = 50 (using barcoding technologies) this implies an

approximation factor of0.98. Although this approximate solution to themax n-cutproblem does not

provide a guarantee on the approximation for the pooling problem, it gives good results in practice.

An extension to the pooling problem is thebalanced poolingproblem, where we seek to mini-

mize the cost of partitioning BACs of regions of interest into pools, such that the number of BACs

in each pool isexactlyh = m/n. As can be expected, even approximating the balanced pooling

problem within a constant factor is NP-hard. Thus in section2.2.2 we reduce the balanced pooling

problem to themax n-sectionproblem, which is the balanced version of themax n-cutproblem.

We again describe an algorithm to approximately solve this problem within a factor of1 − 1/n.

Although the latter algorithm does not provide a guarantee on the approximation factor it obtains

for the balanced pooling problem, it yields good results in practice once again.

The pooling problem under the second cost functionf(Ci,b) = Ci,b − 1 is a minimization

problem for the number of genome BACs within a pool that shareeachk-mer, summed over all

k-mers. This is a generalized version of the pooling problem with the first cost function as will be

explained below.

The pooling problem under the second cost function can be reduced to ahypergraph partitioning

problemas follows. LetG be a hypergraph where each genome BACB is represented with a unique

vertexvB and each subset of at mostd verticesS are connected with a hyperedgeeS . In the most

general case of the problemd = m. The weight ofeS , namelyw(eS) is the number ofk-mers that

occur inall BACs inS and occur in no other BACs. Consider a partition ofG into non-overlapping
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vertex sets. For a given subsetS of vertices, let#(S) be the number of pools that have at least one

vertex ofS. Then the cost ofeS with respect to this partitioning isw(eS) · (|S| − #(S)); here|S|

denotes the number of BACs in setS.

Our hypergraph partitioning problem defines a search for partitioning G into vertex sets/pools

so as to minimize the total cost of the hyperedges with respect to this partition.

Unfortunately the above hypergraph partitioning problem requiresO(
(
m
n

)
) space to just repre-

sent all the hyperedges. As this represents faster than exponential growth with the number of BACs,

even setting up an instance of the problem on a computer is notfeasible for the parameter values we

are interested in.

Notice that if we restrict the maximum number of vertices that can be incident to a hyperedge,

d, to 2 (rather thanm) then our hypergraph partition problem reduces to then-clustering problem

and thus to the pooling problem with the first cost function. Now we can consider versions of the

hypergraph partition problem withd = 3, 4, · · · as “approximations” to our general hypergraph

partitioning problem withd = m.

Our hypergraph partitioning problem withd > 1 is NP-hard [126] even to approximate within

a constant factor. We reduce it to another hypergraph partitioning problem in which the cost of a

hyperedgeeS with respect to a partitioning isw(eS) · (#(S) − 1) and the goal is tomaximizethe

total cost of all hyperedges. In this chapter we show how to solve this problem approximately within

a factor of1 − d/2n. For d = 3 andn = 15, our algorithm provides a0.9 approximation factor,

again sufficiently close to1. The algorithm employs a greedy approach and is quite efficient.

We also consider a balanced version of this hypergraph partitioning problem which asks for

maximizing the total cost of all hyperedges with respect to apartition, provided that the number of

vertices per each pool is exactlyh = m/n. Again we provide a(1−d/2n)-approximation algorithm

to this problem. This algorithm is quite involved, as further described in the next section, employing

a solution to the minimum weighted bipartite matching towards a greedy selection of the vertices in

each partition.

2.2 Methods

In this section we give detailed descriptions of the approximation algorithms we use for solving the

pooling problem, both balanced and unbalanced versions, under the two cost functions we presented

earlier.
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2.2.1 The pooling problem underf(Ci,b) =
(

Ci,b

2

)

The pooling problem (unbalanced version) under our first cost function can be formulated as the

well known max n-cut problem as follows.

Input: A weighted undirected graphG(V,w), with the vertex setV representing the setB =

{B1, B2, · · · , Bm} of BACs, and the edge weightsw. For any vertex pairvB , v′B , w(vB , v′B) is the

number of commonk-mers in the corresponding BACs,B andB′.

Output: A partitioning ofV into poolsP = {P1, P2, · · · , Pn},
n⋃

i=1

Pi = V , which maximizes the

following objective function:

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=i+1

∑

vB∈Pi,v
′
B
∈Pj

w(vB , v′B).

A local search algorithm for max n-cut (LSMnC)

1. Randomly partition the vertex setV of the graphG into n different pools.

2. If there exists a vertexv ∈ V such that it is assigned to poolPi (v ∈ Pi) and there exists a

pool Pj such that
∑

u∈Pi

w(v, u) ≥
∑

x∈Pj

w(v, x) then move vertexv from the poolPi into the

poolPj .

3. Repeat second step until no change can occur.

The above simple local search algorithm, when applied to thegeneral max n-cut problem may

take too much time before it terminates. However, for our specific problem, the running time of

the above algorithm is guaranteed to be polynomial withm and the maximum length of a BAC as

shown below.

Proof. Let t be the total weight of the edges of the graphG, which is polynomial withm and the

maximum number ofk-mers in a BAC. It is clear that in each step of the local searchalgorithm, the

total weight of edges going between pools increases by at least one. Therefore in the worst case, this

algorithm terminates aftert steps.

In practice, the running time of the above local search algorithm is in the order of a second for

m = 150, n = 15 and maximum BAC length of250K. The approximation factor achieved by the

above algorithm is1 − 1/n as shown below.
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Proof. Consider an arbitrary vertexv ∈ V and assumePi is the cluster containingv after the

termination of the local search. We have:

∀1 ≤ j ≤ n :
∑

∀u∈Pi

w(v, u) ≤
∑

∀x∈Pj

w(v, x) ⇒ (2.2)

∑

∀u∈Pi

w(v, u) ≤
1

n

n∑

j=1

∑

∀x∈Pj

w(v, x) ⇒ (2.3)

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

∑

∀u∈Pj

w(v, u) ≥
n − 1

n

n∑

j=1

∑

∀x∈Pj

w(v, x) (2.4)

The expression
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

∑

∀u∈Pj

w(u, v) in left hand side of last equation represents the total weight

of all edges in the “cut” incident to vertexv. Also, the expression
n∑

j=1

∑

∀x∈Pj

w(v, x) in the right hand

side of the same equation represents the total weight of all edges incident to vertexv. Sincev has

been chosen arbitrary from the vertex setV , we have:

∑

∀v∈V

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

∑

∀u∈Pj

w(v, u) ≥
∑

∀v∈V

n − 1

n

n∑

j=1

∑

∀x∈Pj

w(v, x) (2.5)

According to the above inequality, the total weight of the edges which are incident to a pair of

vertices that do not belong to the same pool is at leastn−1
n

times the total weight of the edges inG,

and thus the local search provides a1 − 1/n approximation.

2.2.2 The balanced pooling problem underf(Ci,b) =
(

Ci,b

2

)

The balanced pooling problem asks to partitionm BACs inton pools so as to minimize the above

cost function, with the additional constraint that the number of BACs per each pool is exactlyh =

m/n. This is known as maxn-section problem for which a local search algorithm by [42] guaranties

an approximation factor of1 − 1/n.

For each vertexu ∈ V and for each set of vertices belonging to a poolPi, let w(u, Pi) =∑

v∈Pi

w(u, v). The local search algorithm for the max n-section problem works as follows.
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Local search algorithm for max n-section (LSMnS)

1. Initialization. Partition the verticesV into n poolsP1, P2, · · · , Pn uniformly at random such

that |P1| ≤ |P2| ≤ · · · ≤ |Pn| ≤ |P1| + 1.

2. Iterative step. Find a pair of verticesv ∈ Pi andu ∈ Pj (i 6= j), such thatw(v, Pi − v) +

w(u, Pj − u) ≥ w(v, Pj − u) + w(u, Pi − v) If such a pair exists moveu to the clusterPi

andv to the clusterPj .

3. Termination. If no pair of vertices is found in then terminate.

This algorithm is an simple extension to the local search algorithm described in section 2.2.1

and it is easy to show that it terminates in time polynomial with m and the maximum length of a

BAC. Furthermore, it was shown in [42] that this algorithm has a guaranteed approximation factor

of 1 − 1/n.

2.2.3 The pooling problem underf(Ci,b) = Ci,b − 1

We now focus on the cost functionf(Ci,b) = Ci,b − 1. As we discussed in the problem definition

(see section 2.1), the pooling problem under cost functionf(Ci,b) = Ci,b − 1 can be reduced

to a hypergraph partitioning problemas follows. LetG be a hypergraph where each BACB is

represented with a unique vertexvB and each subsetS of at mostm vertices, are connected with a

hyperedgeeS . The weight ofeS , namelyw(eS) is the number ofk-mers that occur inall BACs in

S and occur in no other BACs.

Consider a partitioning ofV , the vertex set ofG, into non-overlapping poolsP = {P1, . . . , Pn}.

For a given subsetS of vertices, let#(S) be the number of pools ofPi that have at least one vertex

of S. Then the cost ofeS with respect toP is w(eS) · (|S| − #(S)) and the goal of the hypergraph

partitioning problem is tominimizethe total cost of all hyperedges.

The “dual” of this hypergraph partitioning would be anotherpartitioning problem whereeS with

respect toP is w(eS) · (#(S) − 1), and the goal is tomaximizethe total cost of all hyperedges.1

Input: A weighted hypergraphG(V,w), with vertex setV , and weightsw(eS) for each hyperedge

eS (which connects the setS ⊆ V for |S| ≤ d).

1The two problems are equivalent as|S| is a constant.
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Output: A partitioning of verticesV into poolsP = {P1, P2, · · · , Pn},
n⋃

i=1

Pi = V , which maxi-

mizes the following objective function:

∑

S⊆V,|S|≤d

w(eS) · (#(S) − 1).

We give a greedy algorithm to solve the above hypergraph partitioning problem. The algorithm,

at each iterationx randomly picks a vertexvx ∈ V ′x, whereV ′x is the set of vertices not processed so

far, adds it to one of the poolsPi.

Before we describe the algorithm we give some definitions. Let Px,i be the set of vertices in

poolPi before iterationx and letPx = {Px,1, . . . , Px,n}. (ThusV ′x = V −
i=n⋃

i=1

Px,i.)

Given someS ⊂ V , let #Px(S) denote the number of poolsPx,i ∈ Px which include at least

one vertex ofS.

Also let#̃Px,k
(S) be a Boolean function such that#̃Px,k

(S) = 1 if Px,k∩S = ∅ and#̃Px,k
(S) =

0 otherwise.

A greedy algorithm for hypergraph partitioning problem (GA HP)

1. As an initial step, setV ′0 = V and∀n
i=1P0,i = ∅.

2. In each iterationx ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, randomly pick a vertexvx ∈ V ′x and putvx into the pool

kx = arg max
k

∑

S⊆V,vx∈S

w(eS) · #̃Px,k
(S).

(Thus,∀i ≤ n, i 6= kx, Px+1,i = Px,i andPx+1,kx
= Px,kx

∪ {vx}).

The above algorithm achieves an approximation factor of1 − d/2n as shown below.

Proof. First we need to find a lower bound on the total costw(eS) · (#(S) − 1) with respect to the

pool setPm+1 = {Pm+1,1, Pm+1,2, · · ·Pm+1,n} returned by the algorithm at the end of iterationm.

It is not hard to see that for any set of verticesS (for the remainder of the proof, all setsS we

consider will satisfy|S| ≤ d), for whichvx ∈ S:

w(eS) · #Px+1(S) =

w(eS) · #Px(S) + w(eS) · #̃Px,kx
(S) (2.6)
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Thus,

w(eS) · #Pm+1(S) =

m∑

x=1,vx∈S

w(eS) · #̃Px,kx
(S).

Now taking the sum of above equation for all possible hyperedges we would get:

∑

S⊆V

w(eS) · #Pm+1(S) =
∑

S⊆V

m∑

x=1,vx∈S

w(eS) · #̃Px,kx
(S)

=

m∑

x=1

∑

S⊆V,vx∈S

w(eS) · #̃Px,kx
(S) (2.7)

For bounding the left hand side of equation 2.7, we will consider an arbitrary iterationx.

n ·
∑

S⊆V,vx∈S

w(eS) · #̃Px,kx
(S) ≥

∑

S⊆V,vx∈S

n∑

i=1

w(eS) · #̃Px,i
(S). (2.8)

By adding up the right hand side of equation 2.8 over all values ofx we get:

m∑

x=1

∑

S⊆V,vx∈S

n∑

i=1

w(eS) · #̃Px,i
(S) =

∑

S⊆V

m∑

x=1,vx∈S

n∑

i=1

w(eS) · #̃Px,i
(S). (2.9)

.

For bounding equation 2.9 we first have to argue for any arbitrary S ⊆ V we have,

m∑

x=1,vx∈S

n∑

i=1

w(eS) · #̃Px,i
(S) ≥ w(eS) · (n + · · · (n − |S| + 1))

Thus,

∑

S⊆V

m∑

x=1,vx∈S

n∑

i=1

w(eS) · #̃Px,i
(S) ≥

∑

S⊆V

w(eS) · (n + · · · (n − |S| + 1)) (2.10)
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Now using equations 2.8,2.9 and 2.10 we will have:

m∑

x=1

∑

S⊆V,vx∈S

w(eS) · #̃Px,1,kx
(S) ≥

∑
S⊆V w(eS) · (|S| · n − (1 + 2 + · · · (|S| − 1)))

n
. (2.11)

Utilizing equation 2.11 and 2.7 we conclude:

∑

S⊆V

w(eS) · (#Pm+1(S) − 1) ≥

∑
S⊆V w(eS) · (|S| · n − |S|(|S|−1)

2 )

n
−

∑

S⊆V

w(eS)

=
n ·

∑
S⊆V w(eS) · (|S| − 1) −

∑
S⊆V w(eS) · |S|(|S|−1)

2

n
(2.12)

Now to find the approximation factor for this greedy algorithm we need to find an upper bound

of the optimal solution. It is easy to see that for even optimal partitioning
∑

eS
w(eS) ·(#(S)−1) ≤

∑
eS

w(eS) · (|S| − 1). Thus, the approximation factorα can be bounded as:

α =

∑
S⊆V w(eS) · (#Pm+1(S) − 1)

∑
S⊆V w(eS) · (#Popt(S) − 1)

≥

∑
S⊆V w(eS)((|S| − 1)n − |S|(|S|−1)

2 )

n ·
∑

S⊆V w(eS) · (|S| − 1)

= 1 −

∑
S⊆V w(eS) · |S|(|S|−1)

2

n ·
∑

S⊆V w(eS) · (|S| − 1)

= 1 −

∑
S⊆V w(eS) · (|S| · (|S| − 1))

2n ·
∑

S⊆V w(eS) · (|S| − 1)

(2.13)

Now, as|S| < d we can easily see thatα ≥ 1 − d/2n.

2.2.4 The balanced pooling problem underf(Ci,b) = Ci,b − 1

Our last algorithm deals with thebalancedpooling problem under the cost functionf(Ci,b) =

Ci,b − 1, for which we give a greedy approximation algorithm. We remind the reader that there are
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m = nh vertices to be assigned inton pools, and eventually each pool must have exactlyh vertices.

A greedy algorithm for balanced hypergraph partitioning (GABHP)

The algorithm starts with a set ofn empty pools,P = {P1, · · · , Pn}, and at each iterationx,

it selects a set ofn arbitrary vertices, sayYx = {y1,x, · · · , yn,x}, which are not assigned to any

of the pools yet, and adds them to the pools such that each poolreceivesexactlyone new vertex.

Let the set of vertices in poolPi at the beginning of iterationx be denoted byPi,x and letPx =

{Px,i, . . . , Px,n}. Thus, in iterationx, eachyj,x is assigned to exactly one of the poolsPx,i.

For any set of verticesS ∈ V , let λ(yj,x, Px,i, S) be a Boolean function defined as follows.

λ(yj,x, Px,i, S) =

{
1 if ∃ yℓ,x 6= yj,x : yℓ,x ∈ S, yℓ,x ∈ Px,i

0 otherwise.

Intuitively, for a given vertexyj,x, a poolPx,i, and a vertex setS, λ(yj,x, Px,i, S) is equal to zero if

and only if no other vertexyℓ,x incident to the hyperedgeeS has already been assigned to the pool

Px,i.

Then, for each poolPx,i, we define themarginalcost functionµ(yj,x, Px,i) with respect to the

potential assignment ofyj,x to Px,i, as follows.

µ(yj,x, Px,i) =
∑

S⊆V,yj,x∈S

w(eS) · λ(yj,x, Px,i, S)

We now construct anewcomplete bipartite graphH with vertex setsYx andPx such that for any

vertexyj,x ∈ Yx and poolPx,i ∈ Px, there exists an edge inH with weightµ(yj,x, Px,i). Then we

find a perfectminimumweighted matching forH, i.e. a perfect matching where the sum of weights

of the edges in the matching has the minimum possible value byusing the well known Hungarian

algorithm ([108]).2

For eachj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let π(yj,x) be the pool which is matched toyj,x in the prefect minimum

bipartite matching of the graphH. We add the vertexyj,x to the poolπx,i.

We run the above iterative step forx = 1 . . . h so as to assign each one of them = nh vertices

into one pool in a balanced manner.

The above algorithm gives an approximation to the balanced hypergraph partitioning problem

2We actually solve the dual, weight maximization problem after subtracting each edge weight from the maximum edge
weight.
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within a factor of1 − d
2n

, whered is the maximum number of vertices that can be incident to a

hyperedge. The proof for the approximation factor is similar to that for the unbalanced hypergraph

partitioning problem and thus is omitted.

2.3 Results and discussion

We report results on two sets of BACs (withm = 150) on which we tested our algorithms for both

balanced and unbalanced pooling problem using both cost functions. We start by noting that for both

data sets the results obtained by the balanced pooling algorithms turned out to be almost identical to

those obtained by the unbalanced pooling algorithms for each of the two cost functions we used. In

other words, the cost of the partition obtained by the LSMnC algorithm was almost identical to that

of the LSMnS algorithm and the cost obtained by the GAHP algorithm was very similar to that of

the GABHP problem. It is also interesting to note that the unbalanced pooling algorithms returned

very balanced partitions.3 We compare the performance of these algorithms with that of random

partitioning of BACs into pools.

We measure the performance of our algorithms and that of random partitioning with respect to

our general cost functionf(ci,b) = Ci,b − 1. The total cost of a particular partitioning of a set of

m BACs into poolsP1, . . . , Pn, is J =
∑n

i=1

∑
∀b∈Pi

f(Ci,b). In order to compute the costJ for a

partitioning, we construct, for each poolPi, the joint trie of thek-mers (for this studyk = 50) of

all BACs in Pi, denotedTi. The trieTi can be constructed in time linear with the total lengths of

the BACs inPi as per the linear time algorithms for suffix tree construction [97, 125]. During the

construction ofTi, at each leaf corresponding to ak-mer b, we maintain the labels of the specific

BACs that includeb. By going through all leaves of eachTi, we computeJ in time linear with the

total lengths of the BACs.

We used two data sets in our experiments, each consisting of150 BACs. The first set of clones

were collected in the high-resolution analysis oflymphoma genomes projectat the BC Genome

Sciences Center. They represent regions of interest in the genome of a tumor sample, where there

are marked local deviations from the reference human genome. The BAC coordinates are deduced by

aligning BAC fingerprints to the reference genome [80] and are confirmed by BAC end sequencing

experiments.

The second set is a synthetic library of clones with a mean size of 182kb and a standard deviation

3The number of BACs obtained by the unbalanced pooling algorithms were never less than7 and never more than12
in any pool.
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of 34kb, representing a random sampling of the finished regions of the reference human genome,

hg18.

2.3.1 Pooling experiments with LSMnC/LSMnS algorithms

We first compare the performance of our local search methods LSMnC/LSMnS with random par-

titions (denotedranPool). Although these methods were designed to minimize the costof pooling

with respect to the cost functionf(Ci,b) =
(
Ci,b

2

)
, we report their performance with respect to the

second cost function,f(Ci,b) = Ci,b − 1, as it better captures the notion of performance we would

like to measure.

Note that ranPool is known to give anexpectedapproximation factor of1 − 1/n for the max

n-cut problem. However, LSMnC will guarantee aworst caseapproximation factor of1 − 1/n for

the max n-cut problem.

In figures 2.1(a) and 2.2(a) we give the distribution (the mean value as well as the highest and

lowest25%) of the cost obtained by5000 independent runs of LSMnC/LSMnS and ranPool methods

on thelymphomaand thesyntheticdata sets. The figures show how the cost changes with respect

to the increasing number of pools. We also give how the ratio between the cost of the ranPool and

the LSMnC/LSMnS methods change with respect to the number ofpools (again showing the mean

value, the highest and the lowest25% of the ratio of the costs of ranPool and the LSMnC/LSMnS

methods) in figures 2.1(b) and 2.2(b). It is easy to see that byincreasing the number of pools the

cost of ranPool and LSMnC/LSMnS would reduce. However, moreinterestingly by increasing the

number of pools, the ratio between cost of ranPool and LSMnC/LSMnS increases(Figure 2.1(b) and

2.2(b)), meaning that our proposed methods are more effective with higher number of pools.

We finally give the distribution of the costs obtained in the5000 independent runs of both ran-

Pool and the LSMnC/LSMnS methods on the lymphoma and the synthetic data sets in figures 2.3

and 2.4 respectively.

As can be observed, the results obtained by the LSMnC/LSMnS algorithms are typically much

better than that obtained by ranPool. Atn = 15 the LSMnC/LSMnS approach provides a factor

2 improvement to the (mean) cost of random partitioning for the lymphoma data set. The cost

improvement is more than a factor of1.4, even for the random partition with the lowest cost among

the5000 independent trials( for synthetic data the cost improvement factor was1.35 in comparison

to the lowest cost among5000 independent trials).
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Figure 2.1: The cost of ranPool (green) and LSMnC/LSMnS (red) methods with respect to the
number of pools: mean, upper quartile and lower quartile results reported on 5000 independent runs
on the lymphoma data set.
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Figure 2.2: The cost of ranPool (green) and LSMnC/LSMnS (red) methods with respect to the
number of pools: mean, upper quartile and lower quartile results reported on 5000 independent runs
on the synthetic data set.
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Figure 2.3: The distribution of cost obtained by ranPool andLSMnC/LSMnS forn = 15 on the
lymphoma data set after5000 independent runs.
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Figure 2.4: The distribution of cost obtained by ranPool andLSMnC/LSMnS forn = 15 on the
synthetic data set after5000 independent runs.
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2.3.2 Pooling experiments with GAHP/GABHP algorithms

The local search algorithms LSMnC and LSMnS aim to “minimize” the cost of pooling with respect

to the cost functionf(Ci,b) =
(
Ci,b

2

)
; however the cost obtained by these algorithms were consid-

erably lower than that obtained by ranPool even with respectto the second cost function - which

provides a more accurate performance measure.

Our second set of algorithms, GAHP/GABHP are designed to “minimize” the cost with respect

to the second cost function. They are flexible in the sense that one can set up the value ofd as

desired; ford = n, the optimal solution to the hypergraph partitioning indeed minimizes the cost

functionf(Ci,b) = Ci,b − 1. We tried the two algorithms for bothd = 2 and3 in order to evaluate

their advantage over the local search algorithms as well as random partitioning. The running time

of both GAHP and the GABHP algorithms are exponential ind (the number of hyperedges grow

exponentially with increasingd) thus it is of crucial importance to know up to which value ofd,

an improvement in performance could be expected. A significant performance improvement by

GAHP/GABHP methods usingd = 3 over LSMnC/LSMnS methods (which solve the hypergraph

partitioning problem ford = 2) may imply thatd should be increased to4 or more for better

performance.4

In figures 2.5(a) and 2.6(a) we compare the distribution (themean value as well as the highest and

lowest25%) of the cost obtained by5000 independent runs of GAHP/GABHP and ranPool methods

on thelymphomaand thesyntheticdata sets. The figures show how the cost changes with respect

to the increasing number of pools. We also show how the ratio between the cost of the ranPool and

the GAHP/GABHP methods change with respect to the number of pools (again showing the mean

value, the highest and the lowest25% of the ratio of the costs of ranPool and the GAHP/GABHP

methods) in figures 2.7(a) and 2.7(b).

We also investigate the effect of using hypergraphs withd = 3 over the use of ordinary graphs

with d = 2 on the GAHP/GABHP methods. We again report the results of5000 independent trials

on both data sets in figures 2.7(a) and 2.7(b).

The performance improvement achieved by increasingd from 2 to 3 is negligible for both data

sets. It may be possible to explain the relatively poor performance of GAHP/GABHP methods for

d = 3 (in comparison tod = 2) by investigating the distribution of repeat sequences among the

BACs in the two data sets. The number ofk-mers which are repeated in exactly two BACs are

4Unfortunately the approximation factor achieved by the GAHP/GABHP methods deteriorate with increasingk. Note
that for d = 3, the approximation factor guaranteed by the GAHP/GABHP approach to the hypergraph partitioning
problem is1 − 3/2n which is equal to0.9 for n = 15.
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Figure 2.5: The cost of ranPool (green) and GAHP/GABHP (red)methods (d = 3) with respect to
the number of pools: mean, upper quartile and lower quartileresults reported on 5000 independent
runs on the lymphoma data set.
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Figure 2.6: The cost of ranPool (green) and GAHP/GABHP (red)methods (d = 3) with respect to
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(a) Comparing the performance of GAHP/GABHP
method ford = 2 andd = 3 on the lymphoma data set.
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Figure 2.7: the mean value and error bounds of5000 runs of GAHP (d = 2 andd = 3).

100 − 200 times more than those repeated in three BACs or more; see figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b) for

the distribution of hyperedge weights in the the two data sets. Thus the total weight of hyperedges

incident to three vertices or more is insignificant in comparison to edges that are incident to exactly

two vertices. Thus, the hypergraph partitioning algorithms largely “ignore” the hyperedges whose

contribution to the total cost is very small. We expect that the performance of the GAHP/GABHP

methods ford = 3 is likely to be superior to that ford = 2 if highly repetitive BACs are sequenced.
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Figure 2.8: The distribution of hyperedge weights (in log scale) among5000 BACs in the two data
sets considered.
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We finally compare the two algorithmic approaches proposed in this chapter: GAHP/GABHP

(for d = 2) and LSMnC/LSMnS. Note that the cost function of GAHP/GABHPwhend = 2 is

equivalent to the cost function used by LSMnC/LSMnS. In figure 2.9(a) and 2.9(b) a comparison

of the two approaches are provided for both data sets. Interestingly enough, the performance of

LSMnC/LSMnS approach is slightly better than the GAHP/GABHP approach for both data sets.

This behaviour demonstrates that a LSMnC/LSMnS (which findsa local optimum) outperforms a

greedy based method (GAHP/GABHP), which does not find a localoptimum. However, it should

be noted that we believe if regions of DNA with high repetitions are used, GAHP/GABHP (when

d < 2) should give better results than LSMnC/LSMnS and GAHP/GABHP (whend = 2).
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Figure 2.9: The cost of LSMnC/LSMnS approach (red) with GAHP/GABHP method (green) with
respect to the number of pools: mean, upper quartile and lower quartile results reported on5000
independent runs on both data sets.

2.4 Other Applications

In this chapter we consider pooling problem in the context ofBAC resequencing. However, the prob-

lem introduced and approximation algorithms provided can be used in improving the results in other

resequencing experiments. Two examples include fosmid resequencing and exome sequencing.
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2.4.1 Fosmid clone resequencing

In recent publication by Kitzman et al [77], the authors firstconstructed a fosmid library from a

Gujarati individual and split the libraries into115 pools, each pool was barcoded, and then all pools

were sequenced together. With the assumption that for each fosmid we can approximately locate

where in reference genome it maps to, in theory we can optimize the pooling step of the in [77] to

reduce total number of ambiguous mappings in each pool.

2.4.2 Exome sequencing

One of the more exciting applications of our pooling algorithm can be in exome sequencing. In

exome sequencing the goal is to discover the variations on the coding segments of donor genomes

using high-throughput sequencing technologies. For achieving such a goal a specialized genome

partitioning method is used to select the fragments of exonsfrom donor genome (using Multiplex

PCR, capture by circularization, or hybridization methods), and the fragments selected is sequenced.

One way to use our pooling algorithms to improve the final result of exome sequencing experiments,

is to decide which set of exons should be captured and sequenced together. The goal is to reduce the

complexity of downstream analysis (i.e. amount of ambiguous mapping in each pool of captured

exons is minimized). For instance in the publication by Hodges et al [52] they have captured more

than200, 000 coding exons using eight different microarrays. The process of how to pool these cod-

ing exons between eight different microarrays, such that the downstream analysis is made simpler

can be answered by the pooling algorithms we provided.



Chapter 3

Structural Variation Discovery Via

Maximum Parsimony

Recent introduction of the next-generation sequencing technologies has changed how genomics re-

search is conducted significantly [93]. High-throughput, low-cost sequencing technologies such as

pyrosequencing(454),sequencing-by-synthesis(Illumina and Helicos), andsequencing-by-ligation

(SOLiD) methods produce shorter reads than the traditionalcapillary sequencing, but they also in-

crease the redundancy by10−100-fold, or more [93, 135]. With the arrival of these new sequencing

technologies, along with the capability of sequencing paired-ends (ormate-pairs) of a clone insert

that follows a tight length distribution [147, 119, 144, 34,79, 73, 84, 12], it is becoming feasible to

perform detailed and comprehensive genome variation and rearrangement studies.

The genetic variation among human individuals has been traditionally analyzed at the single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) level, as demonstrated by the HapMap Project [65, 66] where the

genomes of270 individuals were systematically genotyped for3.1 million SNPs. However, hu-

man genetic variation extends beyond SNPs. The Human GenomeStructural Variation Project [35]

has been initiated to identify and catalogue structural variation. In the broadest sense, structural

variation (SV) can be defined as the genomic changes among individuals that are not single nu-

cleotide variants [144, 35]. These include insertions, deletions, duplications, inversions and translo-

cations [134, 41].

End sequence profiling (ESP) was first presented in [147, 119]to discover structural variation

49
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events using the bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) end sequences to map structural rearrange-

ments in cancer cell line genomes; and it was used in [144] to systematically discover structural vari-

ants in the genome of a human individual. Several other genome wide studies [79, 63, 133, 121, 29]

demonstrated that structural variation among normal individuals is common and ubiquitous. More

recently, Kidd et al. [73] detected, experimentally validated, and sequenced structural variation from

8 different individuals. ESP method was also utilized by Dew et al. [34] to evaluate and compare

assemblies and detect assembly breakpoints.

As the promise of these next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies become reality with

the publication of the first three human genomes sequenced with NGS platforms [152, 18, 150], the

sequencing of more than1, 000 individuals (http://www.1000genomes.org), computational methods

for analyzing and managing the massive numbers of the short read pairs produced by these plat-

forms are urgently needed to effectively detect single-nucleotide polymorphisms, structural, and

copy-number variants [116]. Since most structural variation events are enriched in the duplicated

regions [73, 35], the algorithms must also be able to discover variation in the repetitive regions of

the human genome.

Detection of structural variants in the human genome using next-generation sequencing tech-

nologies was first presented in [79]. In this study, paired-end sequences generated with the 454

platform were employed to detect structural variants in twohuman individuals, however the same

algorithms and heuristics designed for capillary based sequencing presented in [144] were used, and

no further optimizations for NGS were introduced. Campbellet al. employed Illumina sequencing

to discover genome rearrangements in cancer cell lines, however they considered one “best” paired

mapping location per insert [23], by the use of the alignmenttool MAQ [88], thus not utilizing the

full information produced by high-throughput sequencing methods. In the first study on the genome

sequenced with a NGS platform (Illumina) that produced paired-end sequences [18], Bentley et al.

also detected structural variants using the same methods and unique map locations of the sequenced

reads.

Prior to publication of our method, a probabilistic method by Lee et al. [84] was presented for

detecting structural variation. In this work a scoring function for each SV was defined, as a weighted

sum of (1) sequence similarity, (2) length of SV and (3) the square of number of paired-end reads

supporting the SV. The scoring function was computed via hill climbing strategy to assign paired-

end reads to SVs. In theory the method in [84] can be applied todata generated by new sequencing

technologies, however the experiments presented in [84] was based on capillary sequencing[87]. In
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another study Bashir et al. [12] presented a computational framework to evaluate the use of paired-

end sequence analysis detect genome rearrangements and fusion genes in cancer [12]; note that no

NGS data was utilized in this study due to lack of availability of sequences at the time of publication.

In this chapter we present combinatorial algorithms for structural variation detection using the

NGS methods. We define two alternative formulations for the problem of computationally predict-

ing the structural variation between a reference genome sequence (i.e. human genome assembly)

and a set of paired-end reads from a whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequence library obtained via

an NGS method from an individual genome sequence. The first formulation, which we callMaxi-

mum Parsimony Structural Variation Problem(MPSV), turns out to be NP-hard; we give aO(log n)

approximation algorithm to solve this problem in polynomial time. The method proposed to solve

MPSV problem is calledVariationHuntermethod (in shortVariationHunter). VariationHunter al-

gorithm capable to discover structural variations of type small insertion, deletion and inversion was

published in [55]. The extension of VariationHunter to discovery copy/transposition events was

published in [58] (in this chapter we also present a weightedextension of MPSV and weighted

VariationHunter).

The second formulation tries to avoid SV predictions which are in “conflict” with each other.

It extends the maximum parsimony formulation to non-conflicting maximum parsimony. The algo-

rithm developed for the second formulation is known as VariationHunter-CR [58]

3.1 Insertion, Deletion, Inversion and Transposition Events

3.1.1 Notations and Definition

A general method for usingpaired-endlong reads to detect structural variants betweennew donor

genomeandreference genomewas first introduced in [147, 144]. This general strategy is based on

aligning the paired-end sequenced reads to the reference genome and observing significant differ-

ences between the distance ofmate pairs1 when mapped to reference genome and their expected

distance - which indicates adeletionor aninsertionevent. Furthermore, one can also deduce inver-

sion events: if one of the two ends of a pair has a ”wrong” orientation, this is likely a result of an

inversion(see [144]). In case, the two ends areeverted, i.e. both ends of a paired-end have reverse

orientation (with respect to each other), but their order ispreserved in the reference genome, it is

likely to have atandem repeat. Finally, paired-end reads mapping to two different chromosomes are

1Mate pairs refer to the two ends of a paired-end read.
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likely to be a result of atrans-chromosomalevent (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Types of structural variation that can be detected with paired-end sequences: mapped
span of paired-end reads appear larger than the expected insert length if there is a (a) deletion and
smaller in an (b) insertion haplotype. Disagreement between the mapping orientations and the se-
quencing library specifications might either report a (c) tandem repeat or an (d) inversion. Also, note
that in the case of inversionsCLONE1 andCLONE2 predict two different inversion breakpoints
(shown with arrows), but by examining the map locations and orientations, one can deduce that
both clones predict the same inversion, and both breakpoints of the inversion event can be recov-
ered. If the paired-end reads align confidently on differentchromosomes, a (e) translocation event
is reported. In this figure, we assumed the expected end-sequence orientation properties in capillary
based sequencing and Illumina platforms. Figure from [55]

At the core of the above general strategy is the computation of the expected distance between

mate pairs in the donor genome, which is referred to as insertsize (InsSize). Previous works

[144, 79, 84] assume that for all paired-ends,InsSize is in some range[∆min,∆max] which can be

calculated as described in [144].

An alignment of a paired-end read to reference genome is calledconcordant[144], if the distance

between aligned ends of a pair in the reference genome is in the range[∆min,∆max], and both the

orientation and the chromosome the paired-end read is aligned to are “correct”. For instance in

Illumina platform (for other platforms it might be different), a paired-end read is considered to be

aligned in “correct” orientation if the left mate pair is mapped to the “+” strand (which is represented

by +), and the right mate pair is mapped to the “-” strand (which isrepresented by-). A paired-

end read which has no concordant alignment in reference genome as defined in [144] and later

used in [79, 84], is called adiscordantpaired-end read (which indicates a possibility of a structural
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variation).

Let the set of discordant paired-end reads be represented asDisCor = {pe1, pe2, · · · , pen}.

Each of these discordant mate pairs can have multiple (pairsof) locations in genome that they can

be aligned to with high sequence similarity (e.g.≥ 90% 2), can be represented byAlign(pei) =

{a1pei, a2pei, · · · , ajpei}. We also defineAlign←(ajpei) = pei.

Note that each alignment location in the reference genome (as mentioned above, all alignments

of paired-end reads to the reference genome require a sequence similarity above90%), ajpei, in-

cludes a tuple of a pair of loci in genome and orientation of the mapping. More formally,

ajpei = (pei, (Lℓ(ajpei), Lr(ajpei)), (Rℓ(ajpei), Rr(ajpei)), or(ajpei))

where the pair(Lℓ(ajpei), Lr(ajpei)) represents the map location (i.e. both start and end loci)

of the left end-read ofajpei, (Rℓ(ajpei), Rr(ajpei)) is the mapping location of the right end-

read ofajpei, andor(ajpei) represents the map orientation of both ends. Note thator(ajpei) ∈

{+−,++,−−,−+} (or(ajpei) = +− is the orientation representing no inversion,or(ajpei) =

++ shows an inversion event where right mate pair is in the inverted region andor(ajpei) = −−

represents the fact that left mate pair is in the inverted region).

Our algorithm(s) will obtain a unique alignmentMap(pei) from the setAlign(pej) for each

paired-end readpei. We denote byMapcorr(pei), the “correct” location for the paired-end readpei.

The goal of our algorithm(s) is to pickMap(pei) = Mapcorr(pei).

A set of discordant paired-end read mappings is called a “valid” clusterV Clui if there exists a

structural variation which all of the mappings in the setV Clui can “support” it (i.e. the existence

of one structural variation can explain the discordant paired-end read mappings in the cluster). We

will define the concept of valid cluster in more detail in thischapter. An alignment of paired-end

read, such asape, is said to be “materialized” by the algorithm if it maps the paired-end read,

Align←(ape), to alignmentape. A valid clusterV Clui = {ai′1
pei1, ai′2

pei2 , · · · , ai′
ℓ
peiℓ} is said to

be “materialized” (by the algorithm) if for eachj, Map(peij ) = ai′j
peij . We denote materialized

clusters asMCluj.

2This an arbitrary cutoff; using higher cutoff value makes the problem easier, however we might miss some real
structural variants.
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3.1.2 Structural Variation Detection based on Maximum Parsimony

The Maximum Parsimony Structural Variation (MPSV) problemasks to compute a unique mapping

for each discordant paired-end read in the reference genomesuch that the total number of implied

structural variants (SVs) is minimized. The minimum numberof SVs implied by the mappings is

the most parsimonious one under the implicit assumption that all SVs are equally likely. Note that

minimizing the SVs also will imply that the average number ofpaired-end reads supporting an SV

is maximized - the two goals are equivalent. Note that for theMPSV problem we provide an

algorithm with an approximation guarantee.

More formally, MPSV problem asks to compute the minimum number of materialized clusters

(sets)MClui given a set ofDisCor paired-end reads and a set alignment locations (Align(pei))

for each paired-end readpei such that

{pe|pe = Align←(ape) : ape ∈ ∪∀iMClui} = DisCor

∀ape1, ape2 ∈ ∪∀iMClui : Align←(ape1) = Align←(ape2) =⇒ ape1 = ape2 (3.1)

The MPSV problem can be further constrained as per [144, 79, 84] so that each materialized

cluster includes at least two reads. The problem can also be generalized, in a way that each structural

variation has an associated cost, which may be based on the sequence similarity in the alignments,

the number of pair-end reads supporting it, and length of structural variation. We have proven that

MPSV problem is NP-hard using a simple reduction from set cover problem .

Theorem 1. MPSV problem is NP-hard.

Proof. Reduction is from the set cover problem [72]. Given a setU = {e1, . . . , en} and S =

{S1, S2, · · · , Sk}, a collection of subsets ofU , the set cover problem asks to find the minimum

number of sets inS whose union include allei ∈ U . The reduction from an instance of a set cover

problem to the MPSV problem is as follows:

1. SetDisCor = U , that is, for eachei generate a paired-end readpei.

2. For each setSi set an interval(LSi
, RSi

), which does not overlap with any other such interval.

3. Finally, setAlign(pei) = {(Lsj
, Rsj

)|∀Sj : ei ∈ Sj}.
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Clearly, the two problems are equivalent and a subsetS′ of S is a minimum size set cover ofS iff

the set of intervals corresponding toS′ includes the minimum number of intervals to which each

paired-end readpei can be mapped to.

3.1.3 O(logn) approximation for MPSV

Before proceeding with the approximation algorithm for theMPSV problem we have to introduce

the notion of amaximal valid cluster. A “maximal valid cluster” is a valid cluster for which

no valid superset exists. As defined in section 3.1.1, a set ofdiscordant paired-end read align-

ments that support the same potential SV event is called valid cluster and denoted byV Clui =

{ai′1
pei′1

, ai′2
pei′2

, · · · , ai′
ℓ
pei′

ℓ
} (i.e. there is in theory a structural variation possible to justify the

discordant paired-end read mappings in the valid cluster).Thus, a maximal valid cluster is a valid

cluster which no additional paired-end read mapping can be added such that it remains valid3.

Although the number of valid clusters can be exponential, however number of total maximal

valid clusters is polynomial and can be produced in polynomial time. We will provide an efficient

method to find all the maximal valid clusters for each type of structural variation in section 3.1.4.

Given a universe setU = {e1, . . . , en} and a collection of subsets ofU , S = {S1, S2, · · · , Sm},

the set cover problem asks to find the smallest subset ofS whose union covers eachei ∈ U . The

greedy algorithm, which at each iteration picks up the set that includes the maximum number of

uncovered elements ofU until all elements ofU are covered, provides anO(log n) approximation

to the optimal solution [145]. Interestingly enough this simple algorithm implies an approximation

factor ofO(log n) for the MPSV problem after the following modification: in each iteration of the

algorithm pick up the maximal valid cluster with the maximumnumber of uncovered paired-end

reads (the proof for the approximation factor trivially follows the proof for the set cover problem

[145]). We have named this algorithmVariationHunter-Set Cover(in shortVariationHunter), be-

cause of its use of original set cover algorithm. Note that wehave used a modified VariationHunter

for discovery of gene fusions using RNA-Seq data [99] (the algorithm for gene fusion discovery is

calleddeFuse).

3Note that the concept of maximal valid cluster was first introduced in [55], and (later) independently in [137]. In
[137] the namemaximal intersecting breakpoint regionswas giving to this concept.
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Weighted MPSV

We extend the MPSV problem such that we can assign weights to each structural variation based on

type and length of the event. For each potential structural variation we have a weight functionW

(in unweighted MPSV problem this is equal to1 for every potential structural variation).

In addition we can assume for each paired-end readpei different mappings have different weights.

Some mappings might suggest more SNPs and indels (i.e. have higher edit distance) in comparison

to other mappings. Lets assume that for each possible mapping of paired-end readpei (such as

ajpei) we have a weightw(ajpei) which is an increasing function on edit distance of the mapping

(w(ajpei) = 0 if ajpei is a perfect mapping, i.e. zero edit distance). The weightedmaximum par-

simony structural variation problem asks to assign all discordant paired-end reads to mappings such

that summation of weights of structural variations (W ) predicted and weights of alignment selected

(w) is minimized.

More formally weighted MPSV tries to find a set of materialized clustersMClui given the set

of DisCor paired-end reads and the set of alignment locations (i.e.Align(pei) for each paired-end

readpei ∈ DisCor) to minimize objective function

∑

∀MClui

W (MClui) +
∑

∀ape∈∪∀iMClui

w(ape)

satisfying the same constraints as MPSV (see conditions 3.1.2).

We also provide aO(log n) approximation for the weighted MPSV problem, which we call

weighted VariationHunter. We use the greedy algorithm provided for set cover for solving this

problem (with slight modifications) as follow:

Assume that we have all the maximal valid clusters (i.e.V Clui) provided (as explained in

section 3.1.4). For each maximal valid clusterV Clui = {ai′1
pei′1

, ai′2
pei′2

, · · · , ai′
ℓ
pei′

ℓ
} we consider

each of its subsets as a distinct set denoted bySij ⊆ V Clui (whenj ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2ℓ − 1}). To each

setSij we assign the costW (V Clui) +
∑
∀ape∈Sij

w(ape), and try to find a subcollection of these

sets with minimum total cost to cover all the elements (i.e. paired-end reads).

We utilize the greedy algorithm for weighted set cover [145]to pick the sets to cover all the

elements with approximation factor ofO(log n). Note that the greedy method for weighted set

cover in each iteration picks the set with least “cost-effectiveness”. The cost-effectiveness of each

set (e.g.Sij ) in each iteration is defined as total cost of the setSij divided by number of (uncovered)

elements (i.e. paired-end reads) being covered by setSij for the first time. The only remaining
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concern is that total number of setsSij considered are exponential. Thus, we need to show how we

can pick the most cost-effective set at each iteration, among all subsets of maximal valid clusters in

polynomial time.

For each maximal valid clusterV Clui (with cardinality ofℓ paired-end read mappings) instead

of calculating the cost-effectiveness of all its subsets ineach iteration (i.e.2ℓ − 1 subsets), it is

sufficient to calculate the cost-effectiveness forℓ subsets ofV Clui at each iteration.

Note that the most cost effective subset of a valid clusterV Clui which coversk new elements

is the set ofk uncovered elements fromV Clui with least amount of total weight. To find such a

subset in polynomial time, we sort (in ascending order) the elements in each cluster (i.e. paired-end

read mappings) based on their weight (w) and pick the topk uncovered elements. We can do this

for everyk (1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ), to pick the most cost-effective subset ofV Clui. This producer would

eliminate the need for exploring exponential different subsets and guaranties an approximation of

O(log n) for the weighted MPSV proposed.

3.1.4 Maximal Valid Clusters

In this section we will provide algorithms for finding all maximal valid clusters for structural vari-

ation events of type insertion, deletion, inversion and transposition (e.g. mobile element insertion)

efficiently. First we give an optimal algorithm which is ableto find all maximal intersecting intervals

given a set of intervals. We utilize this algorithm as a subroutine in finding maximal valid clusters.

Maximal intersecting intervals

Given a set of intervalsI = {[I1L
, I1R

], [I2L
, I2R

], · · · , [ImL
, ImR

]} with cardinalitym, we describe

an optimal method to find all the maximal intersecting intervals of it. A set of intervalsI ′ ⊆ I is

“intersecting” if there exists a common intersection for all the intervals in the setI ′ (i.e ∃x ∈

R,∀J ∈ I ′ : JL < x < JR). A maximal set of intersecting intervals from setI is an intersecting

set of intervals where no superset of it is also an intersecting set of intervals. Here we provide an

algorithm which finds all maximal intersecting intervals ofsetI in optimal time.

We first sort all end-points ofm intervals (2m coordinates) in ascending order based on their

values. We call this sorted list of intervalsL where each interval appears twice in the listL. We then

scan the sorted list from left to right:
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• If we observe a point that is the left end-point of an interval, we insert the interval to a min-

imum heap data structure, denoted asheap. The priority value of theheap is the right end-

point of the inserted interval. After each insertion of a newinterval toheap, we set a flag

newIns = true.

• If we observe a point that is the right end-point of an interval we take these two steps. 1) We

check the flagnewIns and if it is set totrue we output all the elements in theheap as one

maximal intersecting interval and setnewIns = false. 2) We remove the interval fromheap

since it is guaranteed that the value of the right end-point of the interval removed from the

heap is the same as the right end-point of the interval reached in scanned listL. We continue

removing intervals fromheap till the priority value of the head element of the heap changes.

The above algorithm outputs all of the maximal intersectingintervals of input setI. We denote

this algorithm asMInIn (short forMaximal INtersecting INtervals).

Complexity : It can be shown that the running time of the above algorithm is O(m log m + s),

wheres is the size of the output. The sorting procedure in the first step of the algorithm takes

O(m log m). In the worst case, since each removal/insertion operationin the heap takesO(log m)

time, the total run time for the second step is alsoO(m log m). It takesO(s) time to write the

output. In addition it was previously proven that finding themaximum clique in an interval graph

has a lower bound ofΩ(m log m) [45]. Thus, our algorithm gives the optimal solution for finding

all maximal intersecting intervals.

(Small) Insertion

We represent a structural variation of type insertion by eventSVIns(LocL, LocR, Ranmin, Ranmax).

The eventSVIns(LocL, LocR, Ranmin, Ranmax) represents an insertion between lociLocL and

LocR of the reference genome, with the length of insertion being in range ofRanmin andRanmax.

A set of paired-end read mappingsClu can support the same insertion if and only if two conditions

are met. First, there exists a locus in genome were all of the paired-end read mappings in the cluster

Clu span it. Second, there exists a positive lengths of insertion, Ψ, supported by all the paired-end

read mappings in the clusterClu.

Let paired-end read mappingajpei support an insertion event (i.e.Rℓ(ajpei) − Lr(ajpei) <

∆min). It is not hard to see that the lengths of insertion,Ψ(ajpei) (supported by the paired-end read

mappingajpei) is in the range provided in equation 3.2.
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∆min + Lr(ajpei) − Rℓ(ajpei) < Ψ(ajpei) < ∆max + Lr(ajpei) − Rℓ(ajpei) (3.2)

Thus we can assumeΨ(ajpei) = [Ψmin(ajpei),Ψmax(ajpei)], whereΨmin(ajpei) = ∆min +

Lr(ajpei)−Rℓ(ajpei) andΨmax(ajpei) = ∆max +Lr(ajpei)−Rℓ(ajpei) as provided in equation

3.2.

Now we are ready to provide an algorithm for finding the maximal valid clusters for insertions

as follows : traverse the genome from left to right and consider each locusgi as a potential locus of

insertion (i.e. the locus satisfying the first condition). For each of locusgi take these steps:

1. construct the set of paired-end read mappings which can support an insertion at positiongi.

This is the set

Pgi
= {ape|(Lr(ape) < gi < Rℓ(ape))}

2. calculate the length of insertions supported by each paired-end read mapping inPgi
. For

each paired-endape ∈ Pgi
the length of insertions supported by the mapping is interval

[Ψmin(ape),Ψmax(ape)] (which can be calculated using equation 3.2). Thus the setIgi
=

{[Ψmin(ape),Ψmax(ape)]|ape ∈ Pgi
} is the set of (intervals of) insertion lengths supported

by each paired-end read mapping inPgi
.

3. find all the maximal intersecting intervals on set of intervalsIgi
usingMInIn algorithm. The

output ofMInIn is all the maximal valid clusters of insertion with assumption that locus of

insertion isgi.

Finally, after the algorithm reaches to the end of the reference genome, we need to discard

valid clusters outputted byMInIn (in the third step) which are proper subset of another cluster

outputted byMInIn. Note that for each valid cluster created byMInIn for locusgi we only need

to verify maximality with other clusters created byMInIn for only loci in the range ofgi − ∆min

to gi + ∆min.

Deletions

Deletion events have two breakpoints (denoted asBrℓ andBrr) and finding both of them is the

ultimate goal, however the paired-end read mapping strategy can not provide us the exact such

breakpoints but a set of possible breakpoints. Thus for simplicity we have summarized all of such
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possible breakpoints for a deletion into eventSVDel(LocL, LocR, Ranmin, Ranmax). The event

SVDel(LocL, LocR, Ranmin, Ranmax) represents a deletion located between lociLocL andLocR

of the reference genome, with the length of deletion being inthe range ofRanmin to Ranmax.

More formally given a valid cluster of paired-end read mappingsV Clu there exists an event

SVDel(LocL, LocR, Ranmin, Ranmax)

which includes all the possible deletion breakpoints supported by clusterV Clu. We propose a

similar algorithm for finding maximal valid cluster for deletions to the one proposed for insertions

with some modifications. We use the formulation from [12] forfinding the two potential breakpoints

of deletions for given discordant mappings.

For each paired-end read mappingajpei supporting a deletion (i.e.Rℓ(ajpei) − Lr(ajpei) >

∆max), the two breakpoints of the deletion should obey the equation 3.3. The potential left and right

side breakpoints of the deletion are denoted byBrℓ andBrr respectively.

∆min < Rℓ(ajpei) − Brr + Brℓ − Lr(ajpei) < ∆max (3.3)

The algorithm for finding all the maximal valid clusters for deletions works as follow: traverse

the genome from left to right and consider each locusgi as a potential left breakpoint of the deletion

(i.e. assumeBrℓ = gi). For each locusgi take these steps:

1. construct the set of paired-end read mappings which can support a deletion with left break-

point being locusgi. Lets denote this set asPgi

Pgi
= {ape|gi − ∆max < Lr(ape) < gi}

2. calculate the right side breakpoints of potential deletions supported by each of the paired-end

read mappings inPgi
assuming the left side breakpoint of the deletion isgi (i.e. Brℓ = gi).

This can be done easily using the inequality 3.3. Note that for each of the paired-end read

mappings in the setPgi
the right side breakpoint would be an interval of possible loci in

reference genome. Assuming thatape is a mapping in setPgi
, then the right breakpoint of the

deletion supported byape (assuming that the left breakpoint isgi) is an interval of loci denoted

by Brr(ape, gi) = [Brr1(ape, gi), Brr2(ape, gi)] whereBrr1(ape, gi) = gi + Rℓ(ape) −

Lr(ape) − ∆max andBrr2(ape, gi) = gi + Rℓ(ape) − Lr(ape) − ∆min (via equation 3.3).
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WLOG assumePgi
= {ape1, ape2, · · · , apek}, then intervals of right breakpoints supported

by each of these mappings isIgi
= {Brr(ape1, gi), Brr(ape2, gi), · · · , Brr(apek, gi)}.

3. find all of the maximal intersecting intervals of setIgi
(using the optimal methodMInIn).

The maximal intersecting intervals of setIgi
are potential maximal valid clusters for deletions

with assumption that the left breakpoint of the deletion is locusgi.

Finally, after the algorithm reaches to the end of the reference genome, we need to discard

clusters created which are proper subset of another clustercreated. Note that for each valid cluster

created byMInIn for locusgi we only need to verify maximality with other clusters created by

MInIn for only loci in the range ofgi − ∆max to gi + ∆max.

Inversion

We represent a structural variation of type inversion by eventSVInv(LocL, LocR, Ranmin, Ranmax).

The eventSVInv(LocL, LocR, Ranmin, Ranmax) represents an inversion located between lociLocL

andLocR of the reference genome, and the length of inversion being inthe range ofRanmin and

Ranmax. Similar to deletion events, inversion events also have twobreakpoints and the goal is to

find these two breakpoints, however the paired-end read mapping strategy can not give us the exact

such breakpoints, but a set of possible breakpoints. Thus for simplicity we represent all of such

breakpoints for an inversion event bySVInv(LocL, LocR, Ranmin, Ranmax).

We propose a similar algorithm for finding maximal valid cluster for inversion to the one for

deletion4. There are two differences between the algorithm for deletion and inversions and we will

mention them here. First difference is the setPgi
, which for inversions would be a more complicated

than deletions. For inversions the setPgi
, which denotes the set of all paired-end read mappings that

can support an inversion when the left breakpoint of the inversion isgi:

Pgi
= {ape | (or(ape) = + + ∧gi − ∆max < Lr(ape) < gi)

∨ (or(ape) = −− ∧gi < Lr(ape) < gi + ∆max)} (3.4)

Second difference is the rules for calculating the potential breakpoints of inversions for each

mapping in comparison to deletions. The rules for calculating potential inversion breakpoints for a

4We have modified the method proposed in [55] for producing maximal valid clusters. Similar to [12, 137] our
modified method tries to match the two breakpoints. It shouldbe noted that the method in [55] in some special cases
could produced clusters which were not valid clusters for inversions (courtesy of Dr. Benjamin Raphael).
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paired-end read mappingajpei is given in equations 3.5.

or(ajpei) = ++ =⇒ ∆min < Brℓ − Lr(ajpei) + Brr − Rr(ajpei) < ∆max

or(ajpei) = −− =⇒ ∆min < Lℓ(ajpei) − Brℓ + Rℓ(ajpei) − Brr < ∆max (3.5)

Transposition (mobile element insertions)

Another important type of structural variation is thetranspositioneventwhere a segment of the

genome (formally, a transposon) is copied to another location with a small divergence. In the

remainder of this subsection we call such types of structural variants ascopy events. Examples of

common copy events include transpositions of Alu, SVA and L1elements.

Unfortunately, none of the available methods designed to detect structural variation events (e.g.

[144, 79, 73, 12, 84, 85, 55, 27, 137]) considered these copy events, and their focus was mainly on

the discovery of deletions, insertions, and inversions. A more recent algorithm, HYDRA, includes

simple heuristics to detect transposon insertions [118]. Interestingly, even if the goal of a method

is to identify only insertions, deletions and inversions ina sequenced genome, the presence of the

common copy events will cause many false negative deletion and inversion predictions. Figure

3.2 clearly demonstrates a common scenario where a copy event is mistakenly identified as a large

deletion.

Reference

Donorxx

xx

pe

ape

(a) The presence of a copy event in the
donor genome and the supporting dis-
cordant paired-end mapping.

Donor

Reference

x

pe

ape

Deletion

(b) The same discordant mapping as
above, however, suggests a large dele-
tion if the annotated repeat element is
not considered.

Figure 3.2: Transposon insertion causing a false negative deletion prediction. A discordant paired-
end read alignment due to a copy event shows identical pattern with a discordant paired-end read
alignment supporting a deletion event.

In what follows, we study two classes of copy events and present the set of conditions based on

the map locations and orientations of the paired-end alignments that imply a copy event within each
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of these classes. First, we consider those copy events in which the transposed segment is in direct

orientation, and present the set of conditions for all of thefour different cases of this class (denoted

as Class I). We denote this type of transposition event bySVCopy(LocL, LocR, LocBrL
, LocBrR

).

This indicates a region being copied is a segment inside loci[LocL, LocR] (i.e. a substring of region

[LocL, LocR]), and it is pasted (copied) to a locus betweenLocBrL
andLocBrR

. We also study the

cases for Class II, where the transposon is copied in inverted orientation, and we denote the event as

SVCopy(LocL, LocR, LocBrL
, LocBrR

).

For each copy event in reality there exists three breakpoints, which we will denote asPosL,

PosR andPosBr. PosL represents the left locus of the segment being copied,PosR represents

the right locus of the segment being copied andPosBr represent the locus (breakpoint) where the

segment is copied to.
One of the following four cases should hold for a paired-end read alignmentape that supports a

copy event (Class I):

Case 1 (PosBr < PosL and or(ape) = +−) : ∆min < PosBr − Lr(ape) + Rℓ(ape)− PosL < ∆max

(Figure 3.3(a))

Case 2 (PosBr < PosL and or(ape) = −+) : ∆min < Lℓ(ape)− PosBr −Rr(ape) + PosR < ∆max

(Figure 3.3(b))

Case 3 (PosBr > PosR and or(ape) = +−) : ∆min < Rℓ(ape) − PosBr + PosR − Lℓ(ape) < ∆max

(Figure 3.3(c))

Case 4 (PosBr > PosR and or(ape) = −+) : ∆min < PosBr −Rr(ape) + Lℓ(ape)− PosL < ∆max

(Figure 3.3(d))

Similarly, one of the following cases should hold for a copy event of Class II:

Case 1 (PosBr < PosR and or(ape) = ++) : ∆min < PosBr − Lr(ape) + PosR −Rr(ape) < ∆max

(Figure 3.4(a))

Case 2 (PosBr < PosR and or(ape) = −−) : ∆min < Lℓ(ape) − PosBr + Rℓ(ape)− PosL < ∆max

(Figure 3.4(b))

Case 3 (PosBr > PosR and or(ape) = ++) : ∆min < PosBr −Rr(ape) + PosR − Lr(ape) < ∆max

(Figure 3.4(c))

Case 4 (PosBr > PosR and or(ape) = −−) : ∆min < Rℓ(ape) − PosBr + Lℓ(ape)− PosL < ∆max

(Figure 3.4(d))

Similar to previous types of SV events studied, a set of discordant paired-end read alignments

that support the same potential copy event is called a “validcluster” and denoted byV Clui =

{ai′1
pei1 , ai′2

pei2 , · · · , ai′
ℓ
peiℓ}.
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Figure 3.3: The set of conditions for each case that suggestsa copy event in which the transposed
segment is copied in direct orientation (Class I).

To find all maximal valid clusters for copy events, a naı̈ve method would investigate allO(n3)

possibilities of potential copy events, for each of the locationsPosBr, PosL, andPosR between1

ann, wheren is the genome length. This can be done by first creating a cluster for each possible

values ofPosBr, PosL, PosR, and then adding those paired-end reads that satisfy the conditions

given in Section 3.1.4 to the appropriate cluster. Finally,a set of maximal clusters would be selected.

The above method guarantees to find all the maximal valid clusters but it would be time consuming

in practice. In what follows, we will present a more efficientmethod to find all the maximal valid

clusters provided that the potential positions of copied segments or copied sequences are known.

We defineΦ = {(φ1ℓ
, φ1r), (φ2ℓ

, φ2r ), · · · , (φtℓ , φtr )} as the set of (non-overlapping) segments

that can be copied to other locations (Φ can represent the annotated transposons in the reference

genome assembly). Note that∀ i ≤ t, φiℓ is the start location of thei-th segment andφir is the end

location. The coordinates for the intervals are referred toas “end-points” in the rest of this section

for simplicity.

For each paired-end read mappingape with exactly one end-read mapped to a transposon

(e.g. φi = (φiℓ , φir)), there exists a range of locations, or “breakpoint intervals” Bri(ape) =

[Bri
L(ape), Bri

R(ape)], whereape supports a copy of subsequenceφi = (φiℓ , φir) to any location

within Bri(ape) in the reference genome. Note that for a givenape and a segmentφi = (φiℓ , φir),

the breakpoint intervalBri(ape) can easily be computed using the set of conditions given in Section

3.1.4.
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Figure 3.4: The set of conditions for each case that suggestsa copy event in which the transposed
segment is copied in inverted orientation (Class II).

Now we present an efficient algorithm to find the maximal validclusters supporting copy of

segmentφi = (φiℓ , φir) to any location in genome (the algorithm can trivially be extended for other

segments inΦ).

Without loss of generality we assume that there are total ofmi discordant mappings with exactly

one end mapped toφi (Please note thatm =
∑t

i=1 mi, where total number of segments ist). Lets as-

sume WLOG the set of such discordant paired-end read mappings isApei = {ape1, ape2, · · · , apemi
}.

In addition the set of breakpoint intervals for the paired-end read alignments in setApei is denoted

asBri = {[Bri
L(ape1), Bri

R(ape1)], [Bri
L(ape2), Bri

R(ape2)], · · · , [Bri
L(apemi

), Bri
R(apemi

)]}.

It is trivial to see that finding maximal valid clusters for all copies of segmentφi = (φiℓ , φir)

into any position in the genome is equivalent to finding all maximal intersecting breakpoint intervals

for all paired-end read mappingsApei. Thus, we are interested in findingall maximal intersections

of the breakpoint intervalsBri.

The algorithmMInIn can output all the maximal intersecting intervals (ofBri) in timeO(mi log mi+

s), wheres is the size of the output. Please note that an algorithm whichfinds maximal valid

clusters supporting copy of a given segmentφi with running time ofO(mi log mi + s) will yield

anO(m log m + s′) algorithm for finding maximal valid clusters for all the segments inΦ (since

m =
∑t

i=1 mi).
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3.2 Novel Insertion Discovery

It is estimated that 19-40 Mb of human genomic sequence is missing from the human genome ref-

erence assembly [89]. Although high-throughput sequencing technologies have revolutionized the

field of genomics, the human sequences not represented in thereference genome leads to incom-

plete genome analysis. The missing sequences can even harbour not-yet-discovered genes, or other

types of sequences of functional importance. There is a needto discover the locus and content of

so called “novel sequence insertions” to build a more comprehensive human reference genome to

better analyze genomes of individuals from many different populations.

To date, the most promising method to characterize longer DNA segments that are not rep-

resented in the human reference genome has been building sequence assemblies from unmapped

fosmid clone ends sequenced with the traditional Sanger-based capillary sequencing [73], and se-

quencing the entire fosmid clones [75]. However, the highercost of the capillary sequencing is

prohibitive to characterize genomes of thousands of more individuals. Next generation sequencing

technologies make sequencing of thousands of genomes possible, and for the first time, give us the

opportunity to discover novel sequences across many human populations to build better genome

assemblies (or “pan genomes” [89]). Various computationalmethods were developed in the recent

years to characterize structural variation including deletions, insertions, inversions, and duplications

among human individuals using next generation sequencing (NGS) platforms [101]. Characteriza-

tion of locus and content of longer novel sequences remainedelusive due to the shorter insert size

and sequence length associated with the NGS methods. For example, using the end-sequence profil-

ing approach [147, 144, 79, 73] one cannot discover insertions> 100 bp when 200 bp insert size is

used with the Illumina platform [18, 55, 85, 27]. Currently,the only method applicable for the dis-

covery of long novel insertions using NGS technologies isde novosequence assembly [136, 26, 90].

However, this approach requires large computational resources, and requires further processing to

anchor the sequences to the reference genome.

Here we present a computational framework to discover the locus and content of novel sequence

insertions using the NGS platforms. A ”novel sequence insertion” refers to an insertion of a sequence

into the donor genome where no subsequence with high similarity to the inserted sequence exists in

the reference genome. We aim at identifying novel sequence insertions in a high-coverage sequenced

donor genome through our computational pipelineNovelSeq.

Note that the insertions of repeat sequences such as SINEs and LINEs do not constitute as novel

sequence insertions since paralogs of the same repeat sequence exists elsewhere in the reference
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genome assembly. Therefore, the algorithms presented herewill not be able to predict such repeat

sequence insertions unless the inserted sequence is highlydivergent from other existing copies.

For algorithms specifically designed for repeat sequence (or more formally, transposon) insertion

detection as covered in section 3.1.

In Section 3.2.1, we will present the NovelSeq pipeline for novel insertion discovery, which con-

sists of five different phases. In Section 3.4.4, we will discuss the results of the NovelSeq pipeline.

3.2.1 NovelSeqpipeline

NovelSeq is a pipeline to discover novel insertions into thedonor genome in comparison to the

reference genome. It has five steps, which is depicted in figure 3.5. Each of these steps is explained

in detail in this section.

Mapping of the paired-end reads onto the reference genome

The computational pipeline begins by mapping the WGS paired-end reads onto the reference genome

using mrFAST [4] and identifyingorphan reads andone end anchored (OEA)reads. The paired-

end reads where neither end-read5 sequences can be mapped (with more than95% similarity) to

the reference genome are classified asorphan reads. Following the nomenclature previously de-

scribed [73], if only one end-read is mapped onto the reference genome, such paired end reads

are classified as One-End-Anchored (OEA). The set of One End Anchored reads is represented

as OEA and the set of orphan reads is represented asOrph. The paired-end reads inOEA

may also be mapped to multiple locations on the reference genome. Givenpe ∈ OEA, ape =

((Locℓ(ape), Locr(ape)), or(ape)), where(Locℓ(ape), Locr(ape)) is the location the read is aligned

to the reference genome andor(ape) is the alignment orientation (i.e.or(ape) ∈ {+,−}) since only

one end read aligns to the reference genome). A hypothesis which can explain the existence of these

orphan and OEA paired-end reads in a sequenced donor genome is as follows: The unmapped reads

of the OEA pairs, and the orphan paired-end sequences both belong to novel sequence insertions

(See phase (a) in Figure 3.5).

5Each end sequence of a paired-end read is referred to as end-read.
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Figure 3.5: In this figure we illustrate the 5 stages of the NovelSeq pipeline. (a) Starts by mapping
the paired-end reads to the reference genome, and classifiesthe paired-end reads to OEA and Orphan
reads. (b) Assembles the orphan paired-end reads using available de novo assemblers, and removes
any contigs which are result of contamination. (c) Clustersthe OEA reads into groups and finds the
insertion locus supported by each OEA cluster. (d) Assembles the unmapped end-read of paired-
end reads in each OEA cluster (the OEA reads with different orientation of mapping should be
assembled independently). (e) Merges the orphan contigs and OEA contigs to find the locus of each
orphan contig insertion. Figure is taken from [47].
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Orphan assembly and contamination removal

Using available de novo assembly algorithms such as EULER-SR [26] or ABySS [136], we assemble

all the orphan reads into longer contigs. These contigs may later be identified as novel insertion

sequences in the donor genome. In addition, we perform an initial screening of the contigs using

BLAST [6], and remove any contig that contains sequences from known contaminants (e.g. Epstein-

Barr, E. coli, vectors, etc). As a second test to remove the mapping artifacts, we remove the contigs

that can be aligned to the reference genome with a sequence similarity more than99%.

Clustering the OEA reads and Selecting potential insertionlocus

We formally describe a greedy algorithm to identify the OEA clusters and select the potential inser-

tion loci (please see phase (c) in Figure 3.5).

A set of OEA readsClu ⊂ OEA supports the same insertion (i.e. are a valid cluster supporting

novel insertion) if the following conditions hold:

• For every pair of OEA read mappingsρF ∈ Clu andρR ∈ Clu whereor(ρF ) 6= or(ρR)

(without loss of generality we assume thatρF aligns onto the forward andρR aligns onto the

reverse strand), the mapping location ofρF is before the mapping location ofρR.

• Themaximumpairwise distances of the mapping locations of the OEA readsin Clu with the

same mapping orientation must be less that the maximumInsSize (i.e. ∆max).

• The difference between the mapping locations of two OEA reads with different mapping

orientations should not exceed twice the maximumInsSize (i.e. 2∆max).

Note that similar to 3.1.4 an OEA clusterc is called a “maximal valid cluster” if no more OEA

read alignment can be added toc that all the conditions noted above remain valid. By using an

iterative method, we find all such maximal valid clusters in polynomial time. We first order all the

OEA read alignments based on theirloc value, and start traversing the genome from left to right. For

each position of the genomegi, we consider a window of size2∆max +1 centered atgi. Every OEA

alignment inside the first half of the window with an orientation ′+′, and every OEA alignment on

the second half of the window with orientation of′−′, is considered as one potential maximal valid

clusters. Finally, a pairwise comparison is performed between all overlapping clusters detected in

the previous step and only the maximal clusters are reported.

Similar to 3.1.2 we use the maximum parsimony objective function for selecting the insertions.

Given a set of OEA clusters where each cluster potentially indicates a novel insertion, our goal is
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to select the minimum number of clusters (i.e. to minimize the total number of insertions) such that

all OEA reads are aligned to the reference genome. We model this problem as a set cover problem

and provide anO(log n) approximation solution. Note that the set of all OEA reads isthe universe

of elements, and the clusters created in the previous step are the sets that are selected to cover this

universe. This is a necessary step since an OEA read can be present in multiple clusters. This is

exactly similar to what we proposed in section 3.1.3 for other types of SV discovery using maximum

parsimony assumption.

The local assembly of the OEA clusters

All single end reads in the OEA clusters which were formed in the previous phase are assembled

into two OEA contigs using a local assembly routine, mrSAAB (micro-read Strand-Aware Assembly

Builder). For each OEA cluster selected in previous phase (e.g. oeai), the goal is to assemble the

unmapped end of reads inoeai with orientation+ into a single contig (i.e.oeai+ contig) and the

unmapped end of reads inoeai with orientation− into a single contig (i.e.oeai− contig). This step

is to assemble the unmapped reads of OEA clusters that were created by the clustering algorithm

and selected by the set cover approach. Within a cluster, theOEA reads with an alignment to the

forward strand (i.e.+ strand) must be assembled together and those with an alignment to the reverse

strand (i.e.− strand) must be assembled into OEA contigs independently (please see the phase (d)

in figure 3.5).

The availablede novoassemblers including EULER and ABySS do not provide the option of

assembling the reads of only a single strand6. In the single-end option, both ABySS and EULER

consider the reverse complements of the read sequences as well. We therefore develop a local

assembly routine that makes use of the fact that all unmappedreads from a single OEA cluster

originate from the single strand reciprocal to the mapping orientation of the anchored reads from

the same cluster. During the traversal of the assembly graph, we do not allow two consecutive OEA

reads such that the mapping locations of their mates (from the corresponding paired-end reads) are

too far from each other. The map location of the anchored read dictates the approximate position of

the unmapped read in the local OEA assembly. The confidence interval for this position information

depends on theInsSize distribution. Our local assembly routine is based on the standard overlap-

layout-consensus graph approach. Note that this routine can also be implemented with an Eulerian

path approach assembly based on a de Bruijn graph (e.g. through a modification to ABySS). In what

6Personal communication with the main developers of the tools
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follows, we briefly present this routine.

Traversal of the overlay graph We first construct the overlay graph for all unmapped reads inan

OEA cluster whose mates are anchored to the same strand. Notethat for each OEA cluster, there

will be two disjoint assembly graphs representing two different strands. Given a pair of nodesu, v

in the overlay graph (representing two OEA reads), we add a weighted directed edge connectingu

to v if there exists a suffix ofu with a prefix ofv. The weight of the noted edge will be a function

of the suffix-prefix overlap between them. We implemented a greedy heuristic to find anassembly

of the reads using both the edge weights and the extra information of the mapping locations of the

other mates.

Merging the orphan contigs and the OEA contigs

In this phase of the pipeline, we aim to merge the OEA contigs (from both forward and reverse

strands) with the orphan contigs. Through this merging step, we both provide more read support for

the orphan contig, and obtain the approximate anchoring position of the novel sequence insertion

to the reference genome. Our merging algorithm mrBIG (micro-read Big Insertion Gluer) aims to

report the maximum number of orphan contigs which can be merged with OEA contigs with ahigh

support. mrBIG was developed based on a maximum weighted matching approach in a bipartite

graph.

Given the set of OEA contigs and the orphan contigs, we would like to find the maximum number

of orphan contigs that can be merged with OEA contigs. We do not allow an orphan contig to merge

with OEA contigs of both strands (sayoea+ andoea−) if the score of the prefix/suffix alignment

between the two ends of the orphan contig andoeaF andoeaR is less than a user-defined threshold.

We mathematically model this problem as a maximum-weight bipartite matching problem and give

an exact solution based on the Hungarian method.

LetOrpco = {or1, or2, · · · , ork} be set of orphan contigs andOEAco = {oea1, oea2, · · · , oeav}

be a set of OEA contigs whereoeai is a pair of two OEA contigs from the local assembly of the

OEA cluster with idi (i.e.,oeai = (oeai+ , oeai−)). We would like to assign each element ofOrpco

(e.gori) to an element inOEAco (e.g. oeaj) such that the total score of alignment of suffix ofori

with oeaj+ and the score of alignment of prefix ofori with oeaj− is maximized.

We reduce this problem to the maximum-weight matching problem in the bipartite graphG(U, V,E)

whereG is defined as follows:

• ∀ori ∈ Orpco : ∃ui ∈ U
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• ∀oeaj ∈ OEAco : ∃vj ∈ V

• The weight of edge(ui, vj) is a function of the overlap between the first∆max base-pair of

ori andoeaj+ and the overlap between the last∆max base-pair ofori with oeaj− .

Figure 3.6 shows how we reduce the merging problem into a bipartite matching problem.

Novel insertion {OEA(+), orphan contig, OEA (-) contigs}

Orphan 1

Orphan 2

Orphan 3

Orphan 4

Orphan 5

{OEA(+), OEA(-)} 1

{OEA(+), OEA(-)} 2

OEA (+) OEA (-)

Orphan

{OEA(+), OEA(-)} 3

{OEA(+), OEA(-)} 5

{OEA(+), OEA(-)} 7

{OEA(+), OEA(-)} 6

{OEA(+), OEA(-)} 4

w i,j

Figure 3.6: This figure illustrates how to reduce the problemof merging the orphan contigs with
OEA contigs (note that each OEA cluster is in fact two contigswith different orientations, which
together represent an insertion) into a maximum weighted matching problem in bipartite graphs.
Each orphan contig is represented as a green node and each pair of OEA contigs (the OEA contigs
of end-reads with′+′ and′−′ orientation mapping in the same OEA cluster) are represented as red
nodes. The edge weights are the total alignment suffix/prefixscore between the two OEA contigs
(different orientations) and the orphan contigs. Figure isfrom [47].

3.3 Maximum Parsimony Structural Variation with Conflict Re solu-

tion

As mentioned before, the possibility of multiple map locations for each paired-end read raises the

question of resolving which structural variants implied bythe maximal valid clusters arecorrect.

The Maximum Parsimony Structural Variation (MPSV) problemas defined in section 3.1.2 aims

to compute a unique mapping for each discordant paired-end read in the reference genome such that

the total number of implied SV is minimized (in this section we consider all classes of SV). MPSV
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was modeled as a combinatorial optimization problem and shown to be NP-complete. An approx-

imation algorithm (denoted as VariationHunter) based on the set-coverproblem withO(log n) ap-

proximation factor was given. However, the modeling of the MPSV problem imposed no limits on

the number of “overlapping” SV predictions. A considerableamount of the predicated calls overlap

with each other and a post-processing heuristic to filter some of those overlapping predicted SVs

should be used (see the Results section 3.4.3). In this section we mathematically formulate these

“conflicts” and model the structural variation discovery problem as anovelcombinatorial optimiza-

tion problem.

3.3.1 Conflicting SV clusters in haploid and diploid genome sequences

We motivate the “conflict resolution” for structural variation using a simple example. Given paired-

end reads from ahaploid genome, a structural variation detection algorithm (such as Variation-

Hunter, MoDIL or BreakDancer) might construct two or more sets of valid clusters that imply mul-

tiple conflicting deletion calls (Figure 3.7). Assuming thegenome is haploid, it is not possible that

both valid clusters in Figure 3.7 can be “correct”.

We first formalize the Maximum Parsimony Structural Variation with Conflict Resolution (MPSV-

CR) for both haploid and diploid genomes, and then we analyzethe complexity of the MPSV-CR

problem. Finally, we provide a heuristic solution for MPSV-CR. We call this solution as Variation-

Hunter with Conflict Resolution (VariationHunter-CR).

Assuming a haploid genome, two valid clustersV Clu1 and V Clu2 of paired-end reads are

conflicting if and only if there exists a potential scenario of structural variants implied by the two

valid clusters, such that the existence of one of the events makes the other valid cluster incoherent

(Figure 3.7). In the Appendix (section A), we present the setof rules to determine whether two valid

clusters are in conflict in a haploid genome. Note that the rules in Appendix A are provided such

that to consider any two valid clusters in conflict if there exists a configuration of the two potential

SV’s which makes one or both of the clusters not possible.

Through the conflict rules we can model the conflict representation of all clusters using a graph

denoted asconflict graph. Each cluster is represented as a node, and there exists an edge between

two nodes if and only if the two corresponding clusters are inconflict with each other. It is not

difficult to see that a consistent set of valid clusters is a set of nodes/clusters in which no two nodes

within the subset are connected. In another words, the validsolution (without any conflicts) is an

independent set of the conflict graph.
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VClu

Potential Deletion 1

Potential Deletion 2

VClu 2

1

Figure 3.7: Two valid clustersV Clu1 andV Clu2 are shown to be in conflict in a haploid genome.

One can easily generalize the definition of conflicting clusters todiploid genome sequences. Let

V Clu1 andV Clu2 be two conflicting clusters in a haploid genome. However, provided that the

genome is diploid, bothV Clu1 andV Clu2 might imply a correct SV in different haplotypes. Now

consider a third SV cluster,V Clu3 that is in conflict with bothV Clu1 andV Clu2. It is trivial

that, based on the pigeon hole principle,V Clu1, V Clu2, andV Clu3 cannot simultaneously occur

in a diploid genome. In other words, the presence of three different SV clusters that are conflicting

pairwise in a haploid genome7 will be a conflict in a diploid genome. The concept of the conflict

graphs for haploid genomes can be replaced withconflict hypergraphsfor diploid genomes. In the

conflict hypergraph each hyperedge connects three nodes, ifthese three nodes are in conflict with

each other8.

Now, we define the Maximum Parsimony Structural Variation with Conflict Resolution (MPSV-

CR) problem that does not only aim to minimize the total number of implied structural variants but

also guarantees that no pairwise conflicting triplet of the implied SVs exists.

Note that this new version of the MPSV problem does not selectany conflicting structural vari-

ants and thus may not always be able to assign every paired-end read to a particular SV. Thus the

optimization function and constraints for MPSV-CR should be changed. One possible way is to

allow some paired-end reads not to be assigned to a structural variation, however they should be

penalized. Thus the new MPSV-CR problem not only tries to minimize the number of SVs pre-

dicted, but also maximizes the number of paired-end reads that can be mapped to reference genome.

In what follows we present the concept of conflicting SV clusters in more detail and give a formal

definition of the MPSV-CR problem.

7According to our definition of conflicts in a haploid genome.
8It should be noted that in the most general definition of conflict hypergraph, every odd number of nodes which creates

a cycle in conflict graph should be connected by a conflict hyperedge (i.e., they are in conflict in the diploid genome).
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3.3.2 Formal definition of the MPSV-CR problem

In this section, we formally define the MPSV-CR problem. LetMC = {V Clu1, · · · , V Clun}

be the set of SV clusters andR = {pe1, pe2, · · · , pem} be the collection of discordant paired-end

reads. These discordant read pairs can be mapped to multiplelocations in the genome, represented

by Align(pei) = {a1pei, a2pei, · · · , ajpei}.

In order to formulate the constraints, we define the conflict hypergraphCG as a hypergraph with

vertex setV (CG) = MC and a hyperedge setE(CG) as follows. Between everythreedistinct SV

clusters that are pairwise in conflict, there exists a hyperedge inE(CG):

E(CG) = {(V Clui, V Cluj, V Cluk) | V Clui, V Cluj,

V Cluk are pairwise in conflict}

Note that for the case when we only deal with a haploid genome (rather than a diploid genome),

the hypergraph is nothing else than a simple graph (denoted by G) where eache ∈ E(G) represents

a pair of conflicting SV cluster.

We define a subsetSC ⊂ MC is satisfiableunder the constraint hypergraphCG, if

∄e = (V Clup, V Cluq, V Clur) ∈ E(CG) : e ⊆ SC

(in the case of a haploid genome a subsetSC ⊂ MC satisfiableunder the constraint graphG, if

∄e = (V Clup, V Cluq) ∈ E(G) : e ⊆ SC).

For each satisfiable subsetSC and each paired-end readpei, we define the indicator variable

∆(SC, pei) as follows:

∆(SC, pei) =

{
0 if ∃SCk ∈ SC

∧
∃j : ajpei ∈ SCk

1 otherwise

Intuitively, ∆(SC, pei) is the penalty for not assigning the pair-end readpei to a cluster in

the satisfiable subsetSC. The MPSV-CR problem aims to find the satisfiable setSC ′ such that

f(SC ′) = |SC ′| +
∑

pe∈R ∆(SC ′, pe) is minimized(i.e. to find a trade-off between the number of

SV clusters in a satisfiable set and the number of paired-end reads that are not assigned to any SV

clusters.).
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3.3.3 Computational complexity of MPSV-CR

We will prove that MPSV-CR is NP-hard even if we have any positive weight on the cardinality of

SC ′ and any positive penalty for unmapped reads (i.e. minimizing the functiong(SC ′) = k|SC ′|+

l
∑

pe∈R ∆(SC ′, pe) for somek > 0 andl > 0 is NP-hard.).

Proof. Whenl ≥ k > 0 (we denote this Case 1), minimizingg(SC ′) = k|SC ′|+l
∑

pe∈R ∆(SC ′, pe)

is the same as minimizingg(SC ′) = |SC ′|+l′
∑

pe∈R ∆(SC ′, pe) wherel′ = l/k. Whenk > l > 0

(we denote this Case 2), minimizingg(SC ′) = k|SC ′| + l
∑

pe∈R ∆(SC ′, pe) is the same as mini-

mizing g(SC ′) = k′|SC ′| +
∑

pe∈R ∆(SC ′, pe) wherek′ = k/l.

We prove that the MPSV-CR problem is NP-hard by using a reduction from the minimum set

cover problem. GivenC, a collection of subsets of a finite setS (|S| = n), we would like to find a

subsetC ′ ⊆ C with the minimum cardinality such that every element inS belongs to at least one

member ofC ′. Without loss of generality, we can assume given an instanceof the set cover problem,

we build an instance of MPSV-CR as follows:

Case 1 (k = 1 and k ≤ ℓ): For each elementSi ∈ S, there is a discordant paired-end read

pei, and corresponding to each setCj ∈ C we have a clusterV Cluj = Cj. We defineR = S,

V (CG) = V (G), andE(CG) = ∅. It is easy to see that if we have a set coverC ′ of size≤ t,

we can select a satisfiable set of clustersSC such thatg(SC) ≤ t. On the other hand, if we can

select a satisfiable set of clustersSC such thatg(SC) ≤ t which includesx clusters andy uncovered

discordant paired-end reads, we can have a corresponding solution C ′′ ⊆ C for the set cover instance

with |C ′′| ≤ x + y ≤ t by choosing at mosty more sets to covery uncovered elements.

Case 2 (ℓ = 1 and ℓ < k): We denotep = ⌈k⌉. For each elementSi ∈ S, there arep discordant

paired-end readspei, pei+n, . . . , pei+n(p−1) and corresponding to each setCj ∈ C there is a cluster

V Cluj = {pek|Sk mod n ∈ Cj}. We defineR = S, V (CG) = C, andE(CG) = ∅ like in Case

1. If we have a set coverC ′ of size≤ t, we can select a set of clustersSC such thatg(SC) = kt.

When we can select a satisfiable set of clustersSC such thatg(SC) ≤ kt which includesx clusters

with y uncovered discordant paired-end reads. By the construction, we haveg(SC) = kx + y

andy uncovered discordant reads correspond toy′ = y/p elements inS. And sincek(x + y′) ≤

kx+py′ ≤ kx+y ≤ kt, we havex+y′ ≤ t. Thus, it is similar to Case 1 the collectionC ′′ of x sets

and at most additionaly′ sets to covery′ uncovered elements is a solution to the set cover instance

with cardinality less than or equal tot.
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In the following, we show an inapproximability result even when we deal with a haploid genome.

Theorem 2. There is no constantǫ > 0 for which MPSV-CR problem whenl = 1 andk = 1 on

haploid genome can be approximated within a factor ofn1−ǫ in polynomial time, unlessP = NP .

Proof. We use an approximation preserving reduction [112] from theMinimum Independent Dom-

inating Set (MIDS) problem. Given a graphG = (V,E) where|V | = n, the MIDS problem asks

for a setS ⊂ V with the minimum cardinality such thatS is not only a dominating set but also an

independent set ofG. S is a dominating set ofG if for eachv ∈ V , eitherv ∈ S or v is adjacent to

somev′ ∈ S. S is an independent set of the graphG if ∀e ∈ E: e * S.

Given an instance of the MIDS problem (denoted byΓ), we build an instance of MPSV-CR

problem (denoted byΛ) as following: Corresponding to each vertexvi in MIDS instanceΓ, we

have a clusterV Clui and a readri in MPSV-CR instanceΛ. We also setMC = R = V (G),

V (CG) = V (G), andE(CG) = E(G). Now for eachi ≤ n, we define the SV clusterV Clui =

{v|∃e ∈ E : e = viv} ∪ {vi} (i.e. V Clui consists of vertices that are adjacent tovi and includes

vi). Here we can give three properties of such a reduction:

1. It is easy to see that any independent dominating set to graph G(V,E) with size K (i.e.

lets assume set{vi, v
′
i, · · · , v

(K)
i }) has an equivalent set ofK clusters in MPSV-CR instance

which cover all the reads and there is no edge between theK clusters (i.e. the set of clusters

{V Clui, V Clu′i, · · · , V Clu
(k)
i }) in constraint graphCG.

2. For any set of clustersSC which satisfy the constraints of MPSV-CR instance problemΛ and

cover all the reads, there exists an equivalent set of nodes in graphG(V,E) which has the

same cardinality and is a independent dominating set for instanceΓ.

3. Finally, for any set of clustersSC satisfying the constraints of MPSV-CR instanceΛ (with cost

g(SC)), we can find another set of clustersSC ′ satisfying the constraints of instanceΛ where

g(SC ′) ≤ g(SC) and all the reads inR are assigned to clusters inSC ′. To constructSC ′

we use an iterative method and start by including all the cluster in SC to SC ′. Lets assume

readri ∈ R is one of the uncovered reads bySC ′, then adding the respected clusterV Clui

(which hasri as a member) toSC ′ will still satisfies the conditions of MPSV-CR problemΛ.

We know there is no edge betweenV Clui and any other clusters inSC ′, becauseri was not

covered by any cluster inSC ′ and that means clusterV Clui or none of its neighbors in graph

CG are members ofSC ′. Thus there is no edge betweenV Clui and any cluster in setSC ′.

It is obvious that such addition would not increase the cost (i.e. g(SC ′ ∪ V Clui) ≤ g(SC ′),
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because the extra cost of adding a cluster will be canceled byprofit of covering at least one

more element). After several iterations of adding a clusters toSC ′ in each iteration, we can

guaranty thatSC ′ will cover all the reads and has a cost not greater thang(SC).

It is not hard to see that these three properties show that thereduction provided is an approxima-

tion preserving reduction from minimum independent dominating problem to MPSV-CR problem.

Hence, if MPSV-CR has anǫ-approximation algorithm (ǫ > 1) with polynomial running time, the

MIDS problem also has a polynomial time approximation algorithm within the same factor. How-

ever the MIDS problem does not have any polynomial approximation algorithm within a factor of

n1−ǫ for any ǫ > 0 unlessP = NP [49]. Thus, the MPSV-CR problem is not likely to have a

polynomial approximate algorithm within the same factor.

3.3.4 An efficient solution to the MPSV-CR problem

In this section we present a heuristic solution for a specialcase of the MPSV-CR problem where

bothk andl (the coefficients in the optimization functiong) are set ask = 1, l = 1. This heuristic,

named asMax Assigned Reads, consists of two phases:

In the first phase, we form amaximal satisfiable setof SV clusters (denoted byMS) in a greedy

fashion. Note that a satisfiable set of SV clusters,SC (as noted in the previous section), is called

maximalif no other SV cluster (such asV Clu) can be added toSC (i.e. V Clu together with two

existing SV clusters inSC will form a hyperedge in the conflict hypergraphCG). We start with

MS = ∅ and then iteratively add the SV cluster that covers the most number of paired-end reads9

to MS until MS becomes a maximal satisfiable set. Note that we add an SV cluster SVk to MS

in an iteration even ifSVk does not cover anynewdiscordant paired-end read (provided thatMS

remains satisfiable). We denoteMR as the set of all paired-end reads covered by the SV clusters in

MS.

In the second phase ofMax Assigned Reads, the aim is to select the minimum number of SV

clusters fromMS that cover all paired-end reads inMR. For this phase we use a set cover approach

similar to solution for original maximum parsimony structural variation discovery as mentioned in

section 3.1.2.

In what follows, we give a lower bound on the cardinality ofMR. The analysis of the second

9We count the paired-end reads that were not previously covered by any SVs inMS
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phase ofMax Assigned Reads is similar to [55]. Letm be the total number of discordant paired-

end reads, and letneighbors(V Clu) = {V Clu′|∃e ∈ E(CG), V Clu, V Clu′ ∈ e}, deg(V Clu) =

|neighbors(V Clu)| and∆ = max{deg(V Clu)|V Clu ∈ MC} i.e. the maximum degree of a

vertex in the conflict graphCG.

Theorem 3. |MR| ≥ m/(∆ + 1).

Proof. Let k be number of iterations ofMax Assigned Reads. For eachi (1 ≤ i ≤ k), we denote

V Clui as the cluster that is selected at theith iteration. We also denoteMRi as the set of paired-

end reads that are covered byV Clui for the first time. Furthermore, we defineURi as the set of

paired-end reads that are not covered by any of the SV clusters V Clu1 throughV Clui and also is

not able to be covered later (as the result of selectingV Clui) in the remainingk − i iterations.

At the ith iteration, the maximum number of reads that could be coveredfor all neighbors of

V Clui is at most∆|MRi|, thus|URi| ≤ ∆|MRi|. Moreover, we have
∑k

i=1 (URi + MRi) = m

and|MR| =
∑k

i=1 MRi. Hencem/(∆ + 1) ≤ |MR|.

3.4 Experimental Results

3.4.1 Best Mapping vs All Mapping

We used the simulated paired-end reads produced in [122] to study the effect of using Variation-

Hunter with multiple mapping in comparison to using best mapping for each paired-end read10.

Simulated paired-end read data that approximates the fragments sizes and read lengths that are rou-

tinely obtained with short read, short insert sequencing technologies were used in this experiment.

For details of this simulation (data production and alignment) please see [122]11. Since Variation-

Hunter utilizes reads with non-unique alignments, discordant pairs that have multiple alignments to

the reference were also considered. Considering the fact that GASV [137] produces maximal valid

clusters (a.k.a maximal intersecting regions) as structural variations, thus the difference observed

between VariationHunter and GASV is due to using multiple mapping with maximum parsimony

by VariationHunter in contrast to best mapping in GASV. Figure 3.8 shows the comparison of Vari-

ationHunter and GASV in predicting simulated deletions. Asit can be seen considering multiple

mappings for structural variation discovery clearly givesadvantage over best mapping approach.

10Courtesy of authors of [122] for providing us with the simulation data.
11It should be noted that the difference between VariationHunter results shown in figure 3.8 and the one shown in [122]

is due to using different parameters for VariationHunter.
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Figure 3.8: The comparison of unweighted VariationHunter and GASV in capturing simulated dele-
tions. It is important to note that for GASV best mapping was used, while for VariationHunter
multiple mappings were considered.

3.4.2 Mobile Element Insertion Discovery

Implementation of Mobile Element Insertions

It is established that there are a large number of mobile elements in the human genome [105].

For example, the reference human genome assembly annotation includes 1 million copies of the

Alu element. Considering all known mobile elements (segments in genome) as potential transposon

sequences for our algorithm would be very time consuming, and in fact, unnecessary. The consensus

sequences for all mobile elements are well studied, and available at the RepBase database [70].

We used the consensus sequences of these mobile element families as representative sequences to

facilitate faster experimentation. To this end, we create anew sequence, denoted as chrN: we first

append a poly-N sequence to each consensus sequence, and then concatenate them, generating chrN.

In these experiments we considered only Alu and SVA elements.
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For read mapping we use mrsFAST [46], a cache-oblivious short read mapper recently developed

as an extension of mrFAST [4]. mrsFAST maps the paired-end reads toall locations with Hamming

distance less than a user-defined thresholdω. In this experiment we setω = 2.

Given paired-end whole-genome shotgun sequence libraryR = {pe1, pe2, · · · pen}, we follow

the following steps to obtain the reads (and mapping information) for transposon discovery:

• We first map all paired-end reads to chrN using mrsFAST and discard such paired-end reads

that cannot be mapped to chrN. We keep the read pairs where oneend-read is mapped to chrN.

• Next, we map the reads we determine in the previous step to thereference genome, and discard

all paired end reads with at least oneconcordantmapping.

• Finally we re-map the reads from previous step to both chrN and the reference genome. As a

post-processing step, we select the paired-end alignmentswhere one end is mapped to chrN

and the other end is mapped to the reference genome.

Mobile element insertion discovery in the Venter genome

A list of mobile element insertions in the Venter genome assembly (HuRef) [87] in comparison

to reference human genome assembly (NCBI build 36) was recently published [154]. We used

the available HuRef genome to produce short paired-end reads, similar to reads generated by the

Illumina technology (simulating an Illumina sequencing ofthe Venter genome) to benchmark the

sensitivity and specificity of our algorithms. To our knowledge this is the only dataset for mobile

element insertion annotations from the genome of a single individual. We created paired-end reads

from the HuRef genome with a read length of 36 bp, and obtained10-fold sequence coverage. The

fragment insert sizes for paired-end reads were chosen randomly that follows a normal distribution

very similar to the fragment size distribution in the NA18507 shotgun sequence library generated

using the Illumina platform [18].

We used our mobile element insertion discovery feature of VariationHunter to discover trans-

posons in the autosomes of HuRef (from chr1 to chr22). In our experiments, we focused on Alu,

NCAI (Non-classical Alu Insertion)12, and SVA insertions. The results of our experiment are sum-

marized in Table 3.1. The validated set of mobile element insertions in the HuRef assembly is a

union of the published transposon insertions in [154] and our newtransposon predictions not listed

in [154] but are included in HuRef.

12Alu insertions that only contain the internal fragment of Alu are called Non-classical Alu insertions (NCAI) [154].
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As shown in Table 3.1, our method was able to find most of the known/validated mobile element

insertions (recall rate is> 85%) while the number of invalidated predictions is very low (precision

rate∼ 90%).

Interestingly, most of the Alu insertions missed by our algorithm were truncated insertions (sig-

nificantly smaller than the consensus sequences). Figure 3.9 summarizes the true positive / false

negative results with respect to the length of Alu insertion.

Figure 3.9: The length distribution of true positive and false negative mobile element insertion
predictions for Alu elements. Note that all of the Alu consensus sequences used in creating chrN
are longer than 250 bp.

3.4.3 Deletion and Inversion Discovery on NA18507

We tested VariationHunter with the paired-end read WGS library generated from the genome of an

anonymous donor (NA18507) using the Illumina technology [18] for prediction of deletions and

inversions on this genome. We first downloaded approximately 3.5 billion end sequences (∼ 1.7

billion pairs) of length36 − 41bp and insert size200bp from the NCBI Short Read Archive13. This

constitutes∼ 42X sequence and∼ 120X physical coverage of the human genome. Using longer

inserts (40Kbp fosmids), a set of structural variation events in the genome of the same individual was

previously detected and experimentally validated [73], which we also utilize to test the sensitivity of

our algorithms, and compare against the sensitivity of the method used in [18] (see table 3.2).

Due to the lower sequence quality generated by the Illumina platform, we first pre-screened the

paired-end reads. We removed any mate-pairs from consideration if either (or both) end sequences

13ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/TraceDB/ShortRead/SRA000271/
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Table 3.1: Summary of mobile element insertion prediction results in the Venter genome. We
show the precision and recall rates of our mobile element (Alu, NCAI, and SVA) insertion discov-
ery. We compare our mobile element insertion predictions with both [154] and the HuRef genome
assembly[87]. The results demonstrate that our algorithm has a high recall and precision rate.

Chromosome Validated Predicted Found Recall Precision
Chromosome 1 41 Alu 42 Alu 40 88% 95%

4 NCAI
Chromosome 2 59 Alu 57 Alu 56 91% 98%

2 NCAI
Chromosome 3 42 Alu 40 Alu 40 90% 100%

1 NCAI
1 SVA

Chromosome 4 43 Alu 41 Alu 40 87% 97%
4 NCAI 1 NCAI 1

Chromosome 5 39 Alu 44 Alu 35 90% 80%
1 SVA 1 SVA 1

Chromosome 6 59 Alu 55 Alu 53 88% 96%
1 NCAI
1 SVA 1 SVA 1

Chromosome 7 24 Alu 22 Alu 20 83% 91%
Chromosome 8 34 Alu 33 Alu 33 92% 100%

2 NCAI
Chromosome 9 23 Alu 23 Alu 21 88% 92%

1 NCAI 1 NCAI 1
1 SVA

Chromosome 10 33 Alu 32 Alu 32 94% 100%
2 NCAI 1 NCAI 1

Chromosome 11 35 Alu 32 Alu 32 85% 100%
3 NCAI 1 NCAI 1
2 SVA 1 SVA 1

Chromosome 12 33 Alu 34 Alu 31 84% 91%
4 NCAI

Chromosome 13 34 Alu 34 Alu 34 90% 100%
3 NCAI
2 SVA 1 SVA 1

Chromosome 14 19 Alu 20 Alu 19 95% 95%
1 NCAI
2 SVA 2 SVA 2

Chromosome 15 24 Alu 21 Alu 20 83% 95%
Chromosome 16 12 Alu 12 Alu 12 80% 100%

3 NCAI 1 NCAI 1
Chromosome 17 9 Alu 9 Alu 9 77% 100%

2 NCAI
2 SVA 1 SVA 1

Chromosome 18 22 Alu 21 Alu 20 91% 95%
Chromosome 19 11 Alu 11 Alu 11 80% 100%

3 NCAI 1 NCAI 1
1 SVA

Chromosome 20 11 Alu 13 Alu 9 77% 71%
2 NCAI 1 NCAI 1

Chromosome 21 7 Alu 7 Alu 7 100% 100%
Chromosome 22 7 Alu 5 Alu 5 71% 100%
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Figure 3.10: Span length histogram of paired-end reads fromNA18507 on human genome build 36.
We call a paired-end read concordant if its span is within 4 std of the mean length. For this library,
the concordant size cut off values are 155bp and 266bp.

has averagephred[38] quality value less than20, or if either (or both) sequences contain more than

two ’N’ characters. This resulted in the removal of∼ 1.3 billion reads. Approximately50 million

pairs of sequences were first sampled and mapped to the reference genome to establish length statis-

tics (average span length209bp and standard deviation (std)13.4bp - see Figure 3.10 for the length

distribution histogram). All∼ 2.2 billion higher-quality end sequences were then mapped to the

reference genome using our in-house sequence mapping toolmrFAST[4], and all possible locations

within an edit distance of2 were considered14. In total,2.17 billion reads (95.9%) were mapped to

the reference genome (∼ 804 million inserts where both ends mapped) yielding approximately 56X

physical coverage over the reference genome. We then discarded any mate-pairs where the total

number of paired configurations exceed1, 000, or if either of the end sequences map to more than

5, 000 locations. The read mapping stage was completed within a week using200 CPU cores on our

14The reader should also note that our algorithm is compatiblewith any sequence mapping tool that can return multiple
map locations, such as Mosaik [51] or SHRiMP [155]
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Validated [73] VariationHunter Bentley et al.
Weighted Unweighted

Pred. Capt. Pred. Capt. Pred. Capt.
Validation type S L S L S L S L
Deletion 92 143 8, 959 57 85 7, 599 55 82 5, 704 49 67

Inversion 13 82 504 2 23 433 4 25 NA NA NA

Table 3.2: Comparison of structural variation detected in the Illumina paired-end read library gener-
ated from the genome of NA18507 with the validated sites of variation (sample (S) and locus-level
(L) validation; remapped to human genome build 36) using fosmid based approach from the same
individual. We require that at least50% of either the validated or predicted deletion interval to be
covered to call an overlap. Inversions are considered to be captured if there is any intersection be-
tween the validated and predicted interval. The original study with the Illumina data does not report
the inversion calls, primarily because inversions usuallyflanked by repeat sequences which were
mostly missed by unique sequence mapping [18].

computational cluster. As per [144, 79, 73, 84] we call a clone insertconcordantif it spans within

4 × std of the average length (155bp to 266bp), and the mapping orientations of both ends obey

the rules dictated by the WGS library15. In the end, we obtained787, 667, 370 concordant, and

16, 766, 282 discordant(deletion, insertion, inversion, everted, translocation) pairs (296, 408, 665

discordant combinations). Concordant clones are removed from further consideration for SV de-

tection, however, the concordant clone information can further be utilized to infer heterozygosity.

VariationHunter algorithm was then run on the map locationsof the discordant paired-end read se-

quences. It took less than1 hour for the VariationHunter algorithm to complete on a single computer

with AMD Opteron processor.

To increase our confidence in SV prediction by VariationHunter, we filtered variants with less

than5 supporting independent clones for the unweighted version,and variants withweighted support <

3 were filtered out in the weighted version (weighted support is total summation of weights of

paired-end reads supporting an SV. Note that weight of each paired-end supporting an SV is based

on its sequence similarity score; it is also normalized suchthat total weights associated to each

paired-end read is equal to1). We also required at least5bp between the start coordinates of map

locations to eliminate possible duplicated reads [144, 73]. False positives frequently are recognized

post-factor as too many clustered calls predicting more than 2 alleles. We applied a simple heuris-

tic to remove the discrepancy between predicted events thatwould simply filter out the calls with

15For example in the Illumina platform (short insert library), the upstream end sequence is expected to map to the +
strand, where the downstream end sequence is expected to mapto the - strand.
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less mate-pair support among the incompatible variants. Incase of equal mate-pair support of2

contradicting indels, we select the variant with smaller size. We further limited our deletion calls

to 500Kb and inversion calls to10Mb in size, and discarded any inversion events if only one of

the two breakpoints are observed. Our first algorithm,unweighted VariationHunter, returned a to-

tal of 8, 959 deletions,504 inversions, and5, 575 insertions with the weighted version; and7, 599

deletions,433 inversions, and3, 772 insertions with the unweighted version.

We compare the predicted deletions and inversions with bothsample-level and locus-level val-

idated sites of variation in Table 3.2. Structural variantsdetected by fosmid ESP approach that are

validated using the fosmids from the same individual are classified as “sample-level validated”. If

a variant is predicted in multiple individuals (including NA18507), but validated with fosmids from

another individual (to reduce cost and labor for validatingcommon variants), then it is categorized as

“locus-level validated”. Our thresholds to call an overlapare more strict than the original Illumina

study [18]. We require for deletions that the length of the intersection of validated and predicted

overlap to at least50% of the length of the union of the intervals; or the deletion variant predicted

by Illumina sequencing to be entirely encompassed by the fosmid interval (due to the difference

between detection resolutions of the two methods). Any overlap between the predicted and vali-

dated inversion calls are considered as captured. In total,we were able to predict∼ 62% of the

validated deletions with our VariationHunter, where the original study shows evidence for∼ 53%

overlap when same thresholds are applied. Our true positiverate can be improved to64/92(70%)

for sample-level validated, and96/143 (67%) for locus-level validated sites by simply removing the

weighted support ≥ 3 requirement, but this also increases the total number of deletion prediction

to 13, 320 sites (134Mbps) as opposed to8, 959 intervals (23.4Mbps). Note that, it is impossible

to capture any insertion events larger than the difference between the average insert size and the

concordant size cut off (209 − 155 = 54bp in this set) using paired-end reads without the use of

sequence assembly methods. However, since the average length of a fosmid clone is40Kbp, Kidd

et al. [73] could detect insertions of size only between800bp-8Kbp, thus insertion predictions from

these two sets are not comparable.

Although the number of deletions we discover using the Illumina WGS set is significantly higher

than the validated sites,24.5% of the predicted intervals report less than100bp, and96.75% of the

intervals call< 8Kbp of deletion (Figure 3.11), which is the resolution limitfor deletion detection

with fosmid ESP analysis [144, 73]. This is mainly due to the ability to detect shorter deletions with

the smaller insert size (200bp against40Kbp).

In addition, the length distribution of the predicted sitesof deletion (Figure 3.11) also show
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Figure 3.11: Deletion length histogram of detected SVs fromNA18507 on human genome build 36
with weighted VariationHunter algorithm. Increased number of predicted deletions of size300bp
and6Kbp (due to AluY and L1Hs repeat units respectively) are clearly seen in the histogram, con-
firming the known copy-number polymorphism in retrotransposons [15, 21].

increased number of300bp and6Kbp deletions confirming the known copy number polymorphism

of retrotransposons [15, 21]. We also showed the length distribution of deletion sites for lengths

> 100bp called by our weighted VariationHunter (which is total of 6759 predicted deletions) and

the set of homozygous deletions in comparison of individual(J. Craig Venter) and NCBI human

reference assembly [87] (which is a total of 3104 deletions of length> 100bp) in Figure 3.12.

3.4.4 Novel Insertion Discovery on NA18507

We tested our NovelSeq framework using the whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequence library gen-

erated from the genome of an anonymous Yoruba African donor (NA18507) generated with the

Illumina Genome Analyzer platform [18]. Similar to the pre-screening methodology used for other

types of SV discovery we removed any paired-end reads from consideration if either (or both) end

sequence has an averagephred[38] quality value less than20, or if either (or both) sequence contain
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of deletion size distributions detected from the genome of NA18507 with
the weighted VariationHunter algorithm and from Venter genome as reported in [87].

more than2 unknown (i.e.N ) characters. After the preprocessing step, we mapped all the remain-

ing ∼ 2.2 billion end sequences to the human genome reference assembly (UCSC build 36) using

mrFAST[4], allowing for edit distance≤ 2. Note that mrFAST returnsall possible map locations

of read sequences, thus an OEA read can be aligned to multiplelocations in the reference genome.

In total, 15, 173, 562 pairs of reads (30, 347, 124 end-sequences) were identified asorphans, while

83, 662, 790 reads were identified asOEAs. Using ABySS [136], we assembled the orphan paired-

end reads into4, 154 contigs of size≥200bp. (N50 = 995). In the rest of this section we call these

contigs asABySS contigs. As an independent assessment, we also generated the sequence assembly

of the orphans using the EULER [26] algorithm, which we callEULER contigs. EULER returned

4, 564 contigs of size≥200bp. (N50 = 730). Next, we screened the orphan contigs to test for con-

tamination. Using BLAST [6], we compared the orphan contigswith the database, and removed the

contigs that align to consensus sequences of known contaminants (Escherichia coli, bacteriophage,
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herpesvirus, plasmid, Epstein-Barr, bacterium, bacteria) from further consideration. In total,39 con-

tigs were removed from the ABySS contig set due to contamination, where the majority were due

to Epstein-Barr, a virus commonly used for cell immortalization.

Note that out of 4,115 ABySS contaminant-free contigs (≥200bp), 1,984 are≥500bp and778

are≥1Kbp long. Among the EULER contaminant-free contigs,1, 690 are≥500bp and582 are≥1

Kbp. We then mapped the orphan contigs to the human genome reference assembly (both build35

and build36) using BLAST in order to remove the orphan contigs with high sequence identity with

the reference genome.493 of ABySS contigs of length≥200bp could be mapped onto either build35

or build36 with more than99% identity (548 of EULER contigs). We removed such contigs from

consideration in the remainder of the NovelSeq pipeline.

We used our clustering algorithm followed by the set cover approach to cluster the OEA reads,

and obtained10, 560 sets of OEA clusters with ahigh support16 on each side (i.e. both + and -

strands). Each side (or strand) of the detected OEA clusterswere independently assembled with

our local assembly routine. Resulting OEA contigs were thenprocessed together with the orphan

contigs in the last phase of the NovelSeq pipeline. In summary, we anchored130 EULER contigs

and113 ABySS contigs independently to the reference genome using the NovelSeq pipeline. In

the merging phase of the orphan and OEA contigs (mrBIG), NovelSeq requires the alignment score

between the orphan contig and the OEA contig to be≥50. The alignment score is calculated as

the score of the local alignment under affine gap model, wherethe matchscore is+1, mismatch

penalty is−1, andgappenalties are−16 and−4 for gap opening and extension, respectively. The

minimum requirement for the alignment score is a user definedparameter in the NovelSeq pipeline.

Clearly, the lower alignment score one chooses at the merging phase, the more orphan contigs can

be anchored to the reference assembly.

Recently, Kidd et al. [73] sequenced all fosmid clones (∼40Kbp each) generated from the

genome of the same individual (NA18507) using the traditional Sanger method to build a map

of novel insertions with high quality sequence information[73]. We used this dataset as the gold

standard to test the accuracy of the NovelSeq pipeline. As shown in Table 3.3, we anchored>70% of

the orphan contigs (with high sequence identity to a novel insertion sequence detected by fosmids) to

locations in concordance with the fosmid-based predictions. Our concordance rate increases to 78%

for ABySS contigs of length≥500bp. Note that some of the fosmid sequences were not anchored

to the human genome reference assembly, thus we were not ableto test the accuracy of the loci we

16We considered the OEA clusters supported by≥10 OEA reads in both strands, where≥20 OEA reads were required
to support the cluster in at least one strand.
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predicted for the contigs that are highly identical to such fosmid sequences.

NA18507 # merged same locus different locus
minimum length 500bp 200bp 500bp 200bp 500bp 200bp

ABySS 78 113 37 50 10 21
EULER 85 130 35 51 14 23

Table 3.3: This table shows two different result sets depending on the minimum length of the or-
phan contigs considered for the merging phase. For both AbySS and EULER contigs, we show
the number of orphan contigs that are merged with an OEA contig (and hence anchored) with an
alignment score≥50. Same locus(table header) indicates the number of orphan contigs with high
sequence identity to a novel insertion sequence detected byfosmids and loci in concordance with
the fosmid-based predictions.Different locus(table header) indicates the number of orphan contigs
with high sequence identity to a novel insertion sequence detected by fosmids but with loci not in
concordance with the fosmid-based predictions.

3.4.5 Structural Variation Prediction with VariationHunt er-CR

In this section we show that the call set predicted by VariationHunter with conflict resolution

(VariationHunter-CR) has a lower false positive rate than the original VariationHunter [55] while

retaining the same true positive rate. As an experiment we compare the deletion predictions us-

ing different algorithms including VariationHunter-CR inthe genome of a Yoruba African donor

(NA18507) sequenced with the Illumina Genome Analyzer platform [18]. We include the validated

deletions detected in the genome of the same individual using fosmid clone-end sequencing [73] in

our comparisons.

Figure 3.13 shows the comparison of our new VariationHunter-CR algorithm with the original

VariationHunter, the curated (post-processed to remove conflicting predictions) result published in

[55] and BreakDancer [27].
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Figure 3.13: Prediction performance comparisons of VariationHunter (black), VariationHunter-CR
(red) and BreakDancer (blue). We also show the curated (post-processed) results of VariationHunter
in this figure (green). Thex-axis represents the number of deletions predicted by each method,
and y-axis is the number of validated deletions from [73] that overlaps (> 50% reciprocal overlap)
with a prediction. It is desirable to obtain a prediction setis able to find more validated calls with
less number of total calls For VariationHunter and VariationHunter-CR we give the number of calls
and number of validated deletions found for different support levels (number of paired-end read
supporting them); less support level results in more predicted deletion intervals. This figure shows
that VariationHunter-CR has a better performance than VariationHunter for all support levels, and
both VariationHunter and VariationHunter-CR outperform the BreakDancer algorithm [27].



Chapter 4

Alu transposition map on human

genomes

The discovery of the Alu elements more than 30 years ago [131,61] as 300 basepairs (bp) inter-

spersed repeat sequences commonly found within the intronsof genes [33] prompted an active area

of research to address the role of mobile elements in genome evolution and human disease [13].

More than one million Alu retrotransposons comprise over 10% of the human genome sequence

[82, 13, 64]. They are partitioned into numerous subfamilies, which have been active at different

time points during primate evolution [117, 92]. Currently,30 distinct categories of Alu subfamilies

are recognized [105] with AluYa5 and AluYb8 being most active in the human lineage [24]. Alu

retrotranspositions have numerous consequences leading to insertional mutations, gene conversion,

recombination, alterations in gene expression, pseudogenization, structural variation and formation

of segmental duplications [13, 8, 71, 154].

Traditional methods to detect Alu insertion polymorphismsinvolve polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) where putative polymorphic loci are genotyped one by one [11, 127, 31]. Recently, PCR-

based capture and high-throughput sequencing methods havebeen applied to quickly screen thou-

sands of mobile element transposition events [37, 153]. Although promising, these methods also

require the design of appropriate PCR primers and are susceptible to cloning failures. Other meth-

ods to detect retrotransposons include paired-end and fullfosmid sequencing [73, 17, 74], trans-

poson insertion profiling by microarray [62], and restriction enzyme profiling followed by Sanger

and Roche 454 sequencing [68]. Whole-genome shotgun sequencing (WGS) of different individu-

als [87, 18, 150, 152, 98] provides a resource to discover Aluelement insertions at a much higher

92
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scale and throughput. However, such findings are limited by the read length of the sequencing plat-

form [154], and few studies have attempted to systematically discover these events at the individual

genome level.

We described a computational method to discover mobile element insertions in genomes se-

quenced by paired-end next-generation sequencing (NGS) platforms in section 3.1 (also in [58]).

Based on our structural variation detection algorithm, VariationHunter [55], our method follows

the repeat anchored mapping approach [73, 95] to effectively cluster paired-end reads where one

end maps to an annotated repeat element and its mate maps to a position within the genome. We

previously demonstrated the sensitivity and specificity ofour algorithm by simulation, proving its

detection power (see section 3.4.2). Here, we apply this algorithm to construct Alu retrotranspo-

sition maps from the genomes of eight human individuals sequenced with the Illumina platform.

In addition, we also analyze one Yoruban trio from Ibadan, Nigeria, and describe the properties of

parent-to-child Alu transmission.

VariationHunter discovers the mobile element insertions based on a maximum parsimony struc-

tural variation discovery algorithm [55]. In the first step,the algorithm clusters the discordant paired-

end reads that support the insertion of an Alu element. Next,VariationHunter selects the minimum

number of such clusters (mobile element insertions) that cover all paired-end reads [58]. For the

YRI trio, we first pooled all discordant reads and then applied the VariationHunter algorithm on the

combined set of read mappings. This pooling strategy takes advantage of a priori information that

the variation between individuals within a trio should be limited.

4.1 Discovery and Validation

We downloaded WGS data (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/sra.cgi) from the genomes of

eight human individuals generated using the Illumina paired-end sequencing technology (Table

4.1). We considered individuals from different populations, including three Yoruban individuals

from Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI: NA18506, NA18507, and NA18508 [18]), one Centre d́Etude du Poly-

morphisme Humain (CEPH) individual of European origin (Utah resident with ancestry from north-

western Europe, CEU: NA10851 [113]), two Khoisan individuals from southern Africa (KB1 [132]

and HGDP01029 [44]), one Han Chinese (YH [150]), and one Altaic Korean (AK1 [76]). The three

Yoruban genomes constitute a parent-child trio providing us the opportunity to study transmission

of Alu insertions (Table 4.1). We computationally predicted novel Alu insertion loci using Vari-

ationHunter [58]. Briefly, we mapped the WGS data using mrFAST [4] to the reference genome
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Individual Population # reads Read Insert Min # Alu dbRIP dbRIP
(M)illion Length (bp) size (bp) Support + Others

NA18506 YRI 3444M 35 222 6 1720 294 440
NA18507 [18] YRI 2261M 36-41 208 6 1579 292 435

NA18508 YRI 3175M 35 203 6 1744 310 451
NA10851 [113] CEU 1309M 36-101 132-384 5 1282 370 501

AK1 [76] Korean 1430M 36-106 132-384 2 909 225 327
YH [150] Han Chinese 979M 35 135-440 3 1160 307 462
KB1 [132] Khoisan 842M 36-37 181 2 457 92 144

HGDP01029 [44] Khoisan 161M 76 150-300 2 307 60 93

Table 4.1: Genome of eight donors studied for Alu insertions.

(National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) build 36) and identified all discordant read

pairs. We then realigned such reads to both the reference genome and a database of Alu consensus

sequences using a modified version of mrsFAST [46]. We applied VariationHunter to predict Alu

insertions in the sequenced samples dynamically adjustingthe minimum read support as a function

of sequence and physical coverage of each analyzed genome (Table 4.1).

In total, we predicted 2,451 novel Alu insertions not present in the human reference genome for

the YRI trio sequence data (see Figure 4.1) and a total of 4,342 Alu insertions in the entire set (see

Figure 4.2). We find that only 13.2% (571/4,342) of these locihave been previously reported in the

database of retrotransposon insertion polymorphism (dbRIP) [149]. If we include two additional,

recently published surveys [68, 153], we find that 79.0% (3,432/4,342) of our calls are novel (

dbRIP+other column in table 4.1). Of the Alu integration sites, 33.1% (1,437/4,342) mapped within

genes as opposed to the expected 37.3% of the genome based on the most current (RefSeq) gene

definition (downloaded from University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser on

May 20, 2010). This represents a significant (p ≤ 0.001) depletion based on simulation confirming

potential selection and preferential integration within gene-poor regions of the human genome (see

Figure 4.3). We identified 31 Alu elements that retrotransposed within an exon, of which three are

predicted to disrupt a coding sequence (please see Figure 4.4). Also the list of Alu insertions falling

inside exons and coding exons see Tables B.1, B.2 in AppendixB.

We experimentally validated a set of Alu insertion predictions from seven of the eight genomes

using PCR. We selected 29 sites from the YRI trio where integrations had occurred in relatively

unique genomic regions facilitating PCR primer design. All29 sites and the transmission genotypes

within the trio were validated by PCR. We then tested rare Aluinsertions that were predicted to be

specific to an individual targeting the genomes of NA10851, AK1, KB1, and YH. We performed

PCR on 10 selected sites from each of these four genomes. We removed five of the 40 PCR assays

from consideration due to amplification failure, and only 25of the remaining 35 sites confirmed the
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Figure 4.1: The Alu insertion loci are shown for the YRI trio in the order of NA18506, NA18507
and NA18508.
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Figure 4.2: The Alu insertion loci are shown for 5 different individuals
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Figure 4.3: Gene overlap analysis. 1437/4342 (33.1%) of predicted Alu insertions map within a
human gene as defined by RefSeq (green arrow). The histogram shows the expected distribution of
gene overlap based on 1000 permutations.
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Figure 4.4: Gene disruptions. The locations of three novel insertions within the coding exons of
PRAMEF4 (chr1:12,864,273-12,864,302), CHI3L2 (chr1:111,573,857-111,573,923), and PARP4
(chr13:23,907,208-23,807,370) are shown. Unfilled black rectangles represent the exons (and parts
of exons) in the untranslated region (UTR), where filled rectangles show protein-coding exons. First
and third figures are two predicted Alu insertions mapped within a coding region, while second
figure is an insertion in URT.
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Table 4.2: The PCR validation results on a some randomly selection of Alu insertion predictions.
Note that false negative are calculated as the number of locithat were predicted to be specific to
another individual, yet PCR showed Alu insertion in the specified genome.

Individuals PCR assays Predicted Alu False False
insertions positives negative

NA18506 69 31 0 (0%) 1 (2%)
NA18507 69 30 1 (3%) 4 (10%)
NA18508 69 32 1 (3%) 1 (2%)

YH 40 10 0 (0%) 4 (13%)
AK1 40 10 0 (0%) 1 (3%)
KB1 40 10 0(0%) 4 (13%)

NA10851 40 10 1 (10%) 2 (6%)

predicted Alu insertion event in the original target genome. We re-examined the 10 sites that did

not initially validate by designing a second PCR assay. For the second assay, we selected oligonu-

cleotides that map further from the predicted integration site and validated 9 out of 10 of these sites

(Please see table 4.2). Our combined results suggest excellent sensitivity (63/64 = 98.4%) for Vari-

ationHunter, but also suggest caution in interpreting the map location precision based strictly on in

silico mapping (detailed results of the PCR experiments areprovided in [56]).

Since the novel Alu insertions we detected could, in principle, represent Alu deletions from the

reference genome as opposed to newly retrotransposed events, we attempted to assign each Alu in-

sertion to a particular subfamily based on the presence of diagnostic sequence variants. If the events

detected were predominantly new retrotransposition, we would predict that the AluY subfamily

would predominate-the only known active Alu subfamily [14]. To perform this classification, we

compared Alu anchored sequence reads at each site to consensus sequences corresponding to each of

the 31 defined Alu subfamilies (RepBase [70]) and used the minimum genetic distance to assign the

Alu to a particular subfamily. In some cases where we could not distinguish between two subfamilies

(i.e. they were equally divergent with respect to a consensus), both were reported (e.g. an insertion

reported as AluYa5/AluYa8 indicates that we were not able todistinguish between these two sub-

families for that particular insertion). In addition, we were not able to confidently assign 106 Alu

insertions to subfamilies. Out of the 4,236 of Alu insertions that we could classify, 3,785 (89.3%) of

them belonged to the AluY subfamily with the two most active members (Ya5 and Yb8) ranked at

the top. We classified 397 Alu insertions as AluS ( 9%) and 54 asAluJ ( 1%). These may represent

potential deletions in the reference genome or integrations that arose by endonuclease-independent
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pathways as opposed to new retrotransposition events driven by target-site primed reverse transcrip-

tion (see Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Alu frequency distribution among subfamilies.We show the number of predicted Alu
integrations in the eight genomes separated by the inferredAlu subfamilies. As expected, AluY
class had the highest frequency, where AluJ was the rarest. The Alu classes (AluY, AluS, AluJ) are
sorted from youngest to the oldest.

4.2 Familial Transmission

We focused on the parent-child trio (NA18506, NA18507 and NA18058) to assess the transmission

characteristics of the novel Alu insertions. We performed two sets of experiments. First, we treated

each genome individually and then compared the genomes for unique and shared Alu retrotrans-

posons. We found no significant difference between non-transmitted and transmitted Alu elements

from either parent, although slightly more transmissions were predicted from the mother due to

increased sequence coverage and X chromosome transmissions from the mother to the proband

(NA18506) (please see Figure 4.6). In the second experiment, we pooled all sequence data from

the trio providing approximately 50-fold sequence coverage for each haplotype (Table 4.1). As

expected, the analysis led to an increased sensitivity for transmitted Alu insertions, significantly re-

ducing the number of potential de novo candidates. In this analysis, we identified only seven (0.4%)

potential de novo insertions out of 1,720 total insertions predicted in the proband (please see Figure

4.6).

We attempted to validate the seven potential de novo insertions but this proved difficult due to the
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Figure 4.6: Improved specificity in detecting de novo insertions. A three-way comparison of novel
Alu insertion polymorphisms in the YRI trio: when they are predicted separately (left Venn dia-
gram), and when the reads from three individuals are pooled together (right Venn diagram). Pooled
coverage reduces the number of false-positive de novo events for further consideration.
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repetitive nature of sequence flanking the insertion. Despite multiple attempts, we could not design a

successful assay for two of the seven predicted events. Of the seven initial de novo predictions, four

were confirmed as Alu insertions in the child but found to be transmitted from one of the parents,

and the remaining three could not be tested or interpreted.

4.2.1 Genotyping

We have also studied the parent-child trio for homozygous versus heterozygous insertions. Based

on our analysis of the parent-child trio, we categorized allNA18506 Alu insertions as homozygous

or heterozygous. To extract this information we developed asimple classifier for genotyping Alu

insertions that considers two features: 1) the number of concordant paired-end mappings that span

the loci of the predicted insertion (y-axis) and 2) the number of discordant paired-end reads that

support an Alu insertion (x-axis). Our analysis shows that heterozygous and homozygous genotypes

are accurately classified using this simple classifier.

We use a simple linear separator classifier based on two features to genotype the Alu insertions

predicted in the donor genome. The first feature is the total number of discordant paired-end reads

that support the Alu insertion, and the second feature is thetotal number of concordant paired-

end read mappings that span the insertion locus (if the concordant paired-end read has multiple

mappings, a mapping location with the least edit distance isconsidered). Note, if we assume no

paired-end read is mapped incorrectly, we expect that for a heterozygous Alu insertion the total

number of paired-end reads spanning the insertion locus will be almost half of the total paired-end

reads that support the Alu insertion. On the other hand, if weassume the insertion is homozygous,

we then expect that the total number of concordant paired-end mappings that span the locus to

be almost zero. We use a two-dimensional space to represent these insertions, where the x-axis

is the number of discordant paired-end reads supporting theAlu insertion and the y-axis is the

number of concordant paired-end reads that span the locus. In this two-dimensional space, the

heterozygous insertions should fall close to the liney = 1/2x and the homozygous insertions should

be close toy = 0. Thus, we can easily classify insertions based on their distance to these two

lines. This is equivalent to using the liney = 1/4x as the separator between these two classes. We

experimentally tested the genotyping results of 29 previously validated Alu insertions in the YRI trio

using PCR, where 28 of the 29 insertion polymorphisms were correctly genotyped (Figure 4.2.1).

The only locus incorrectly genotyped in NA18506 (chr13: 78,169,5920-78,169,605) was also the

only locus incorrectly genotyped in the NA18508 and NA18507genomes (see Figure C.1(a), C.1(b)
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in Appendix C). One possible explanation may be that the region is enriched for long terminal repeat

(LTR) elements and long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) in the flanking region confounding

detection and validation.

Figure 4.7: The classifier compares the number of reads consistent with the reference genome (con-
cordant) when compared to the number of reads supporting an Alu insertion polymorphism. Ex-
perimentally confirmed heterozygous insertion (black dots) are compared to homozygous insertions
(blue dots). Simple classifiery = 1/4x can correctly genotype 27/28 loci for NA18506 insertions
as homozygous or heterozygous.

4.3 Genome comparisons

We compared the extent of shared Alu insertion polymorphisms among the analyzed genomes in

this study (See Figure 4.9). Based on our limited sample sizeof eight genomes, we found that

50% of these novel Alu insertions were observed in two or moreindividuals, suggesting an allele

frequency> 10% (Figure 4.8). Due to the non-uniformity in sequence coverage, this is likely an

underestimate as a result of false negatives. Therefore, werepeated this analysis, limiting it to four

unrelated genomes, each representative of a different human population, namely YH (Han Chinese),
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NA18506 (YRI), AK1 (Korean), and NA10851 (CEU). Of the Alu insertions, 4% (137/3446) were

shared among all four genomes but were not present in the reference genome (NCBI Build 36).

Considering the diversity of the sampled genomes, we conclude that these 137 loci are common to

most humans, and the reference genome likely represents a rare polymorphism (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.8: The histogram shows the number of Alu insertionsthat are unique and shared among
two or more genomes.

Note that although we find less-common Alu insertions between AK1 and YH than we find

between YH and NA10851, we believe this is only an artefact oflower sequence coverage in the

AK1 genome compared with the other two genomes. As expected,the YRI genome shows greater

genetic diversity. Approximately 59% (1016/1720) of the Alu insertions predicted in NA18506 are

unique when compared with the other genomes, where the proportions of unique Alu integration

loci in other genomes range between 37% and 45%. We identify 10%-15% more Alu integrations

in the YRI samples, even after controlling for differences in sequence coverage. In addition, fewer

YRI insertions were previously reported in dbRIP (16% [388/2451] of YRI insertions vs. 20%

[488/2430] of non-African insertions). When we also compare with other recently published sets of

novel Alu insertions [68, 153] in addition to dbRIP, we find 24% (589/2451) of YRI insertions and
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31% (744/2430) of non-African insertions were previously reported.

Figure 4.9: A Venn diagram of shared novel Alu insertions among four genomes. The African
(NA18507) genome shows the greatest number of individual-specific Alu integration polymor-
phisms when compared with the Asian (AK1 and YH) and European(NA10851) genomes. This
effect holds even after correcting for differences in genome coverage



Chapter 5

Simultaneous Structural Variation

Discovery

With the increasing popularity of whole genome shotgun sequencing (WGSS) via high-throughput

sequencing technologies, it is becoming highly desirable to perform comparative studies involving

multiple individuals (from a specific population, race, or agroup sharing a particular phenotype).

The conventional approach for a comparative genome variation study involves two key steps: i)

each paired-end high throughput sequenced genome is compared with a reference genome and its

(structural) differences are identified, ii) the list of structural variants in each genome are compared

against each other. In this chapter we propose to move away from this two-step approach to a novel

one in which all genomes are compared with the reference genome simultaneously for obtaining

much higher accuracy in structural variation detection. For this purpose, we introduce the maximum

parsimony-based simultaneous structural variation discovery problem for a set of high throughput

sequenced genomes and provide efficient algorithms to solveit. We compared the proposed frame-

work with the conventional framework, on the genomes of two trio (the Yoruban mother-father-child

trio and the CEU mother-father-child trio) We observed thatthe conventional framework predicts an

unexpectedly high number of de novo variations in the child in comparison to the parents and misses

some of the known variations. Our proposed framework, on theother hand, not only significantly

reduces the number of incorrectly predicted de novo variations but also predicts more of the known

(true) variations.

106
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5.1 Introduction

High throughput - next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are reducing the cost and increas-

ing the world-wide capacity for sequence production at an unprecedented rate. Large scale projects

based on NGS aim to sequence 2000 [1] or many cancer genomes [67] and analyze genomic vari-

ation at a population scale. Genomic variation, especiallystructural variation (involving insertion,

deletion, duplication, translocation and transposition events) detection through NGS promises to be

one of the key diagnostic tools for cancer and other diseaseswith genomic origin [41], [138]. One re-

cent study [83] for example, demonstrates that patient-specific structural variants identified in blood

samples could be used as personalized biomarkers for monitoring tumor progression and response

to cancer therapies. The main potential use of NGS in clinical applications, however, would be the

identification of genomic variants including the structural ones as recurrent biomarkers in patient

subgroups which are scarcely observed in healthy tissues. Some recent studies on specific cancer

types, on the other hand, have not been able to identify recurrent structural biomarkers (e.g. [28]

or [148]). Although it is possible that such genomic signalssimply do not exist in the cancer types

studied, another likely explanation is that the computational tools used in these studies were not

sufficiently accurate to correctly identify and/or prioritize recurrent structural variants. The emerg-

ing area of personalized genomics will surely benefit from computational tools that can correctly

identify recurrent structural variants among a collectionof genomes and transcriptomes.

In order to identify genomic variations with much higher accuracy than what is currently pos-

sible, we propose to move from the current model of (1) detecting genomic variations in individual

next generation sequenced (NGS) donor genomes independently, and (2) checking whether two or

more donor genomes indeed agree or disagree on the variations - we will call this model, ”inde-

pendent structural variation detection and merging” (ISV&M) framework. As an alternative, we

introduce a new model in which genomic variation is detectedamong multiple genomes simultane-

ously.

Our new model can be likened to multiple sequence alignment methods which were introduced

to overcome the limitations of pairwise sequence aligners -the primary source of sequence analysis

in the early days of genomics. Pairwise sequence alignment methods implicitly aim to match iden-

tical regions among two input sequences which are not interrupted by mismatches or indels. They

achieve this under the maximum parsimony principle that suggests to minimize the (probabilisti-

cally weighted) number of single nucleotide insertions, deletions and mismatches in an alignment.

Unfortunately the most likely alignment is many times incorrect. Accuracy in sequence alignment
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can be improved significantly by the use of multiple sequencealigners, provided that several related

sequences are available for use. Today, at least for the purposes of identifying genomic variants at a

single nucleotide scale, multiple alignment is the ”technology” of choice.

The main contribution of this chapter is a set of novel algorithms for identifying structural dif-

ferences among multiple genomes through the use of multiplesequence comparison methods. Our

algorithms will help better analyze vast amounts of publicly available genomic sequence data (e.g.

1000 genomes project [1, 107]), which include WGSS data fromdiverse populations (and members

of the same population or even family).

Existing Methods for Structural Variant (SV) Discovery and Their Limitations. Available

methods for SV discovery typically employ paired-end sequencing: inserts from a donor genome

(from a tightly controlled length distribution) are read attwo ends, which are later aligned to a

reference genome. Provided that the mapping loci is correctly identified, an increase or decrease

of the distance between the end reads indicate an insertion or a deletion. PEMer [78] for example,

maps each paired- end read to a unique location through the mapping software MAQ [84]. A number

of followup studies that employ a similar ”hard clustering”approach [101] include Pindel [156] and

BreakDancer [27], all focus only on the ”best mapping” of each read, provided by the mapping

software in use. A survey by Medvedev et al.[101] summarizesthe basis of decision making for

each of these methods and report briefly on their performance. These methods typically work well

on unique regions of the human genome; however they naturally ignore potential multiple alignment

locations in repeat regions, by either picking one arbitrary location among many possibilities or

simply avoiding the use of reads that have multiple mapping locations. As a result they cannot

capture structural variations in repetitive regions of thehuman genome.

In a recent paper [46], it was demonstrated that by ignoring possible mapping locations of a read

may lead to significant loss of accuracy in structural variation detection. A 2x100bp read provided

by Illumina HiSeq2000 technology maps to more than 180 locations within 6 mismatches or indels.

Picking an arbitrary location among these as the mapping location of a read naturally leads to both

false positives and false negatives in SV discovery.

To address the above problem, a number of ”soft clustering” techniques [55, 4, 85] have been in-

troduced in the past two years. Here, paired-end reads are mapped to all potential locations - through

the use of the mapping algorithms such as mr and mrsFAST[4, 46]. In soft clustering approaches,

paired-end reads can have multiple mapping to the referencegenome, and thus suggest different

variations. Each set of the discordant paired-end reads canbe indicating a real structural variation
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or just be an artifact of the multiple mapping. These clusters of paired-end reads are denoted as soft-

clusters [101]. VariationHunter [55] (please see chapter 3) is one of those soft clustering methods

that aims to resolve repetitive regions of the human genome through a combinatorial optimization

framework for detecting insertion, deletion and inversionpolymorphisms. MoDiL [85], as well as

its followup MoGUL [86] evaluate the clusters of reads that seem to indicate a structural variant

using a probabilistic framework, while Hydra [118] uses heuristics (based on the algorithmic strate-

gies of VariationHunter) to detect structural variant breakpoints in the mouse genome. MoGUL

[86] focuses on finding common insertion and deletion eventsin a pool of multiple low coverage

sequenced genomes.

In this chapter we demonstrate, for example, that on the wellknown NGS genomes of the

Yoruban family (involving a child, the mother and the father, NA18506, NA18507, NA18508),

the independent application of VariationHunter (one of thefew publicly available algorithm for Alu

discovery on NGS genomes) predicts up to410 de novo Alu inserts in the child! A careful inspec-

tion of the clusters obtained by VariationHunter on all three individuals on the other hand, reveals

thatall of these 410 novel Alu inserts predicted are indeedfalse positivesmostly due to SNVs or

varying read coverage, etc.

Note that soft clustering strategies for SV detection between one donor genome and a reference

genome do provide both false positives, as well as false negatives, due to SNV effects and others.

However, the proportion of false positives among all positives predicted will be low because of the

high number of actual SVs typically observed between a donorand the reference. On the other hand,

when the goal is to identify structural differences betweentwo highly related donors by using the

reference as an intermediary, while the number of false positives (betweenD1 andR andD2 andR)

will be of similar scale, the proportion of false positives among all positives will be high, simply due

to the low number of actual SVs that would be present between the donor genomes. Thus although

VariationHunter (and other soft clustering strategies) may provide high levels of accuracy for SV

detection between one donor and the reference genome, it mayprovide a low level of accuracy

when finding the structural differences between two (or more) donor genomes.

The CommonLAW Approach. For the purpose of addressing the above issues arising in soft clus-

tering techniques, we introduce the problem ofsimultaneousSV discovery among multiple paired-

end NGS donor genomes - with the help of a complete reference genome. In order to solve this

problem, we also introduce novel combinatorial algorithms, which we collectively callCommonLAW
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(Common Loci structural Alteration discovery Widgets).CommonLAW aims to predict SVs in sev-

eral donor genomes by means of minimizing aweighted sum ofstructural differences between the

donor genomes as well as one reference genome.1 The (pairwise) weights are a function of (1)

the expected genomic proximity (e.g. genetic relationship) of the individual donors sequenced, and

(2) type, loci and length of the individual structural alterations considered. The problem of mini-

mizing (for example, sum-of-pairs) genomic alterations between multiple genomes is NP-hard. In

this chapter we describe a tight (i.e., asymptotically the best possible) approximation algorithm for

the general simultaneous SV discovery problem - this algorithm is at the heart of theCommonLAW

package. In addition,CommonLAW includes several efficient algorithms and heuristics for some

special cases of the problem.

We have testedCommonLAWon the genomes of three Yoruban (YRI) individuals (mother-father-

child trio) sequenced by Illumina Genome Analyzer with about 30x coverage (i.e.3.24 × 1011

bp of sequencing data), for the purpose of predicting deletions and Alu insertions. We compare

the deletion predictions with the validated deletions reported in [1, 107]. We compare the Alu

insertion predictions with Alu polymorphism loci reportedin dbRIP [149]. In both cases we observe

thatCommonLAW provides a higher level of accuracy in comparison to VariationHunter, the only

publicly available computational method for Alu insertiondiscovery in NGS genomes.

In addition, we have testedCommonLAW on a high coverage parent-offspring trio of European

ancestry from Utah (CEU), recently sequenced and analyzed by the 1000 Genomes Project [1].

We demonstrate the predictive power ofCommonLAW by comparing its calls with the validated

deletions reported in [1, 107].

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Simultaneous Structural Variation Discovery among Multiple Genomes

Given a reference genome (e.g. human genome build36) and a collection of paired-end sequenced

genomes,G1, · · · , Gλ, Simultaneous Structural Variation Discovery among Multiple Genomes (SSV-

MG) problem asks to simultaneously analyze the genomes so asto predict structural differences be-

tween them and the reference genome. For solving the SSV-MG problem, notice that a paired-end

read from a genomeGk with no concordantalignment on the reference genome suggests an SV

1Although it is easy to generalize the formulation we providehere to multiple reference genomes, we do not explore
this problem here due to the lack of alternative, completely- and independently assembled reference genomes.
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event inGk [144, 147]. Unfortunately, if the number ofdiscordantalignment locations of a paired-

end read is more than one, the paired-end read potentially supports several SV events. The crucial

question we try to answer in this chapter is among all potential SV events supported by a discordant

paired-end read, which one is correct? In the presence of a single donor genome, one answer to

this question was given in Hormozdiari et al. [55] (part of Chapter 3) with the introduction of novel

approximation algorithms for the ”Maximum Parsimony Structural Variation” (MPSV) discovery

problem. In chapter 3, an SV cluster is defined as a set of discordant (paired-end read) alignments

that can support the same potential SV event; similarly, amaximalSV cluster is defined as an SV

cluster to which no other alignments could be added [12, 137,55, 58, 47]. A maximal SV cluster is

considered to be a valid cluster if it satisfies a certain set of mathematical rules specifically defined

for each SV event type [55, 58, 47].

As defined in [55], the MPSV problem for a single donor genome asks to compute a unique

assignmentfor each discordant paired-end read to a maximal valid SV cluster such that the total

number of implied SVs is minimized. The SSV-MG problem, which generalizes the MPSV prob-

lem to multiple donor genomes, also asks to identify a set of maximal SV clusters to which each

discordant paired-end read can uniquely be assigned - underthe maximum parsimony criteria. A

solution of the SSV-MG problem is said to provide support foreach SV cluster as a function of

the discordant paired-end reads it assigns to the SV cluster. Intuitively, if the support comes from

paired-end reads from a large number of - especially highly related - genomes (e.g. members of a

family), the SV event is more likely to be ”correct”. The maximum parsimony criteria we employ

is formulated to reflect this observation as follows. Each SVevent in a solution to the SSV-MG

problem is associated with a weight, which is a function of the set of the donor genomes on which

the SV event is present (i.e. has at least one discordant paired-end read mapping which is assigned

to the associated SV cluster). If an SV event is present amongmany donor genomes, its weight will

be relatively small; on the other hand a SV event which is unique to only one donor genome will

have a larger weight. In this setting, the SSV-MG problem asks to identify a set of SV events whose

total weight is as small as possible.

5.2.2 The Algorithmic Formulation of the SSV-MG Problem

Given an NGS sequenced donor genomeGk, let the set of its discordant reads (i.e. the reads which

do not have a concordant mapping) beRk = {pek
1 , pek

2 , · · · , pek
nk
}; thusnk denotes the number of

discordant reads ofGk. Let n =
∑λ

k=1 nk be the total number of discordant reads among all the
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donor genomes and letR = R1∪R2∪· · ·∪Rλ be the set of all discordant reads. For the algorithmic

formulation of the SSV-MG problem, the donor genomeGk and all its discordant reads are said to

be of ”color” k.

Note that each discordant read may have several alignment locations on the reference genome

so, as we discussed earlier, the aim is to find a unique assignment of each discordant read inR

to exactly one of the maximal SV clusters (and, hence, to one potential SV event). For detailed

definitions of discordant reads and multiple paired-end read alignments, please see Chapter 3.

Let S be the set of all maximal valid clusters. For eachr ∈ R, let ΨS(r) ⊆ S, denote the set

of all maximum valid clusters ”supported by”r, i.e. for whichr has an associated alignment. For

each possible subset of colors (i.e. donor genomes)C ⊆ {1, · · · , λ}), we define a weight,ωC, as a

measure of genetic affinity between the donor genomes in thissubset. E.g. the weight of a subset

of two donor genomes can be defined as the estimated ratio of the total number of SVs in the two

genomes and the number of shared SVs in the genomes - i.e. the likelihood of an SV event being

shared among the two donor genomes, rather than being present in only one donor genome. Then we

can define the weight of an SV event (i.e. maximal valid cluster) s, denotedws, asωC(s)×∆s where

C(s) is the set of donor genomes sharing the SV events and∆s is a measure of the likelihood of the

SV events, which depends only on the length and the type ofs - as discussed in the Introduction

section.

Based on these notions, Simultaneous Structural Variationdiscovery among Multiple Genomes

(SSV-MG) problem asks toassigneach discordant readr ∈ R to one of the maximal valid SV

clusters inΨS(r) such that the following optimization function (COST) is minimized:

COST =
∑

∀s∈S

Is · ws =
∑

∀s∈S

Is · ωC(s) · ∆s.

HereIs is an indicator variable equal to one, if at least one discordant read is assigned tos (i.e. s is

selected); otherwiseIs is equal to zero.

SSV-MG for two donor genomes. A special case of the SSV-MG problem is on comparing two

donor genomes by the use of a reference genome as an intermediary. This case obviously applies to

two highly related genomes such as those from healthy v.s. tumor tissues of an individual, for the

purpose of identification of common and distinct SV events with respect to the reference genome,

and, as a result, the structural differences between them. We study this case through a combinatorial

problem, namelyRed-Black-Assignmentproblem where two colors,red andblack are respectively
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associated with the two donor genomes (and their discordantpaired-end reads). We call an SV

event, which has assigned paired-end reads from both colors, multicolor and call an SV event which

has assigned paired-end reads from a color red/black respectively redor black. Clearly a multicolor

SV event indicates no structural difference between the twogenomes whereas a red or a black SV

event indicates a structural difference. LetM be the set of multicolor SV events,R be the set

of red events, andB be the set of black events. SSV-MG problem for this particular case asks to

find a solution that minimizes the following cost function:cost = ω{red,black}

∑
sm∈M

∆sm +

ω{black}

∑
sb∈B

∆sb
+ ω{red}

∑
sr∈R

∆sr . Clearly a lower value ofω{red,black} in comparison to

ω{red} or ω{black} asks for a more conservative estimate of the structural differences between the

two genomes.

5.2.3 Complexity of SSV-MG problem

It is easy to see that SSV-MG problem is NP-hard to solve exactly. In fact, it is also NP-hard to

solve within an approximation factor ofcωmax
ωmin

log n (for some constantc); this is the case even

when∆s = 1 for all SV eventss. Note thatn is the total number of discordant reads,ωmax and

ωmin are the maximum and minimum possible weight of an SV event, respectively. (Intuitively,

ωmin is the weight of a multicolor SV event which has assigned reads from all different colors and

wmax is the weight of an SV event which has only assigned reads fromone specific color.)

We use an approximation preserving reduction from the well known set cover problem. The set

cover problem is defined as follows: Given a universeU with n elements and a familyS of subsets

of U (i.eS = {S1, · · · , Sm}), we want to find the minimum number of sets inS whose union isU .

Raz and Safra [120] proved that there exists a constantd such that the set cover problem cannot be

approximated withind log n unlessP = NP . Alon, Moshkovitz and Safra [5] showed the similar

complexity result also holds with a smaller constant. We usethis complexity result to prove that the

SSV-MG problem cannot be approximated within a constant times ωmax
ωmin

log n.

Lemma 4. There exists a constantd such that the set cover problem cannot be approximated within

d log n even in the case where the size of the optimal solution for theproblem is already known.

Proof. Given a set cover instance, we defineOPT as the size of its optimal solution. Note that

OPT is always an integer smaller than or equal tom, wherem is the size of the family of subsets

of S. We show that if there exists a black-box which finds a solution with a sized log n · OPT

for the case whereOPT is already known, the set cover problem can also be approximated within

the same factor. This reduction would be in contradiction with the complexity result of Alon et
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al. [5]. Assume there exists such a black-box that finds an approximated solution with at most

d log n · OPT in polynomial time. For each integeri ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, we can now guess the value

of OPT to be equal toi and executem different black-boxes (i.e. for eachi) in parallel. Next,

we verify the outputs of those black-boxes terminated in polynomial time and find an approximated

solution within the same factor for the general set cover problem.

Theorem 5. There exists a constantc such that SSV-MG has no approximation factor smaller than
(
λ − 1 + ωmax

ωmin
· (c log n − λ + 1)

)
, unlessP = NP .

Proof. We use a reduction from the set cover problem where the size ofits optimal solution is al-

ready known. For simplicity, we call this problem Set Cover Optimal Known (SC-OK) through-

out this proof. Suppose we are given an SC-OK instance withU = {x1, · · · , xn} and S =

{S1, · · · , Sm} as its universe and family of subsets, respectively, and letOPT be the size of its

optimal solution. We construct an instance of the SSV-MG problem as follows: For each color

ℓ(1 ≤ ℓ ≤ λ − 1) and for eachj(1 ≤ j ≤ OPT ), we introduce a new elementyℓ,j with the color

ℓ. The color of the elements inU is set toλ. Let Y = {yℓ,j|1 ≤ ℓ ≤ λ − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ OPT} be

the set of all these new elements. We defineU ′ = U ∪ Y , as a new universe for the instance of

SSV-MG and construct its family of subsetsS ′ as follows: Corresponding to eachSi ∈ S, we have

a subsetS′i = Si ∪ Y in S ′. In other words, all the subsets in the family will share all of the new

(λ− 1)OPT elements. It can be seen that an optimal solution for SC-OK gives an optimal solution

for SSV-MG with a cost equal toωmin · OPT since all the selected subsets can have all different

λ colors assigned to them. Furthermore, any feasible solution for SC-OK withk ≥ (λ − 1)OPT

subsets gives a solution with the cost of at leastωmax · [k − (λ − 1)OPT ] + ωmin · (λ − 1)OPT

for SSV-MG. We have(λ − 1)OPT new elements with colors from1 to λ − 1 (i.e. other thanλ )

and even if (1) we assign these new elements to(λ− 1)OPT different subsets and (2)ωmin is equal

to the weight of an SV event with assigned paired-end reads from two colors, the cost of SSV-MG

cannot become less thanωmax · [k − (λ − 1)OPT ] + ωmin · (λ − 1)OPT 2.

We claim that if there exists an algorithm which gives an approximate solution within a factor

of λ− 1 + ωmax
ωmin

· (c log n− λ + 1) for the SSV-MG instance, then we can also give an approximate

solution within a factor ofc log n for SC-OK. As discussed earlier, the optimal solution for this

SSV-MG instance has a costωmin ·OPT and if the algorithm guarantees the desired factor, the cost

of the solution would be at mostωmin · OPT ·
(
λ − 1 + ωmax

ωmin
· (c log n − λ + 1)

)
. Now we will

2Note that, sinceωmin is usually much smaller than the weight of events with two assigned colors andωmax, we will
get a much better bound in reality.
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show that, in this case, the total number of subsets in the solution returned will become less than

c log n · OPT which contradict with the result of Alon et al [5] for a small constantc.

Assumingk is the total number of subsets in the solution, we have:

(λ− 1)OPT ·ωmin +(k− (λ− 1)OPT ) ·ωmax ≤ ωmin ·OPT ·
(
λ− 1+

ωmax

ωmin
· (c log n−λ+1)

)

Thus,

λ−1+
k − (λ − 1)OPT

OPT
·
ωmax

ωmin
≤ λ−1+(c log n−λ+1)

ωmax

ωmin
⇒

k − (λ − 1)OPT

OPT
≤ (c log n−λ+1)

Thus,

k ≤ (c log n · OPT )

So thesek subsets will give a feasible solution withinc log n to SC-OK which contradicts the

complexity result of Alon et al. [5], for a sufficiently smallconstantc.

5.2.4 An simple approximation algorithm for SSV-MG problem

It is possible to obtain an approximate solution to the SSV-MG problem within an approximation

factor matching the lower bound mentioned above, when∆s = 1 for all SV eventss - in near-linear

time. For that we adopt the greedy algorithm for approximating the well known set cover problem

[145] to obtain a solution withinO(log n · (ωmax/ωmin)) factor of the optimal solution for the SSV-

MG problem. (Again,ωmax andωmin are the maximum and minimum possible weights among all

SV clusters.) The resulting algorithm, which we callSimultaneous Set Covermethod (SSV), selects

sets iteratively: at each iteration, it selects the set which contains the largest number of elements not

previously covered. For a given instance of the SSV-MG problem and its corresponding set cover

instance, we denote the respective sizes of their optimal solution by OPTSSV andOPTSC . It is

easy to see thatOPTSSV ≥ ωmin · OPTSC , since at leastOPTSC subsets have to be selected in

SSV-MG to cover all the elements of the universe and each of those subsets have a weight of at least

ωmin. The greedy solution for the set cover problem gives a solution of at mostlog n · OPTSC ,

hence, the same solution for SSV-MG will have a cost of at mostωmax log n · OPTSC . Thus, the

SSC method gives anO(log n · (ωmax/ωmin)) approximation for the SSV-MG problem - which

matches the lower bound indicated for the SSV-MG problem above.
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5.2.5 A maximum flow-based update for Red-Black Assignment

Although SSVmethod described above is very fast, the results it providescould be far from opti-

mal. However it is possible to improve the results of theSSVmethod through an additional (post

processing) step as follows. TheSSVmethod picks a collection of valid clusters such that each

discordant read is assigned to exactly one cluster. Each cluster is either multicolor or is considered

Red or Black depending on whether it contains reads from bothcolors (i.e. donor genomes) or from

a single color. The additional step we describe here does notchange the clusters and the SV events

they support. Rather, assuming that the clusters are ”correct”, the additional step reassigns the dis-

cordant reads to the clusters so as to maximize the number of multicolored clusters. As a result of

this assignment, we may end up with empty clusters; we simplydiscard these clusters and return the

non-empty clusters as an (improved) solution to the SSV-MG problem. Note that the additional step

is guaranteed to return a solution which is at least as good asthe one returned by theSSVmethod; in

many cases the solution will be much better. Unfortunately,it can only be applied to the SSV-MG

problem when the number of colors (i.e. donor genomes) is exactly two. Even for three colors, the

problem of maximizing multicolored clusters (i.e. those clusters with reads coming from all three

donor genomes) is NP-hard (this is one of the first 21 NP-complete problems discovered by Karp

[72])

The additional step formulates the re-assignment problem (of discordant reads to clusters) as a

maximum flow problem as follows. Consider an instance of the Red-Black-Assignment problem

and letSSELECTED = {S1, · · · , Sk} be the subsets of the familyS which are already selected in

a solution. LetR = {r1, · · · , rnR
} be the set of red elements andB = {b1, · · · , bnB

} be the set of

black elements, wherenR + nB = n (i.e. the number of elements in the universe). We construct

a networkG as follows: for1 ≤ i ≤ k, eachSi is represented by a vertex in the network and

corresponding to every element in the universe, we have a vertex in the network inG. For every pair

(ri, Sp) such thatri is a member ofSp, we have an edge with a capacity equal to one and for every

pair (Sq, bj) such thatbj is a member ofSq, we have an edge(Sq, bj) with a capacity one. A source

vertexSOURCE is connected to all vertexes inR and all vertexes inB are connected to a sink vertex

SINK. All the internal vertices (i.e. all vertices except the sink and the source) have capacity one as

well.

Our additional post-processing step computes the maximum (integral) flow froms to t, and iden-

tifies all edges(ri, Sℓ) and(Sℓ, bj) in G with unit flow in the network, andre-assignsthe elements

r′i andb′j to the subsetSℓ. Observe that a solution to this maximum flow problem will maximize the
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number of multicolor subsets. Figure 1 demonstrates an example of how the network is constructed

and how a solution to the maximum flow problem re-assigns the discordant reads to clusters.

Figure 5.1: The setR = {r1, r2, r3, r4} represents the red elements andB = {b1, b2, · · · , b7}
represents the black elements. The selected subsets areS1 = {r1, r2, b1}, S2 = {r3, b1, b3}, S3 =
{r4, b1, b4, b5, b6}, S4 = {b6}, S5 = {r4, b6, b7}. All the edges and vertices have capacity one and
the maximum flow is shown in dark blue. As it can be seen here, the maximum flow solution re-
assigns the reads so that three sets/clusters,s1, s2, s3, become multicolor and one set/cluster,s4
becomes empty - thus its associated potential SV event will not be among the predicted SV events
by our method.

5.2.6 AnO(1 + ωmax

ωmin
) approximation algorithm for limited read mapping loci

It is possible to further improve the algorithms presented in section 5.2.4 for the special case where

each discordant read maps to asmallnumber of loci on the genome. For simplicity, we present the

limited case that each discordant read maps toexactlytwo locations - i.e., in Red-Black assignment

problem terms, each element is a member of exactly two subsets. The generalization of this case to

a more general one, where each read can be present in at mostf clusters is not very difficult and is

omitted.3

The special case, which we denote as the Red-Black-Assignment-F2 problem, has a graph the-

oretical formulation similar to the vertex-cover problem.Let G be a simple graph for which there

is a vertexsi corresponding to each subsetSi in the family S and there is an edgee = (si, sj)

corresponding to each elemente in U - providede is in bothSi andSj . The edges ofG are labeled

with the color of their corresponding elements (either red or black). In order to solve the Red-

Black-Assignment-F2 problem, all we need to do is to set an orientation to each edge: the vertex

(corresponding to a cluster) for which a given edge (corresponding to a read) is pointing to gives the

3E.g. for the generalization to the case where each element isin at mosttwo subsets, observe that if an element is in
only one subset, that subset must be included in any feasiblesolution.
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cluster to which a read is assigned. The Red-Black-Assignment-F2 problem thus reduces to setting

an orientation to the edges in this graph such thatα · ωmin + β · ωmax is minimized: hereα is the

number of vertices to which edges of both colors are pointingandβ is the number of vertices to

which edges of only one color are pointing.4

Let OPT be the minimum number of vertices required to cover all the edges (i.e. the size

of a minimum vertex cover). It is easy to see thatωmin · OPT is a lower bound for Red-Black-

Assignment-F2 and the simple greedy algorithm of the vertexcover problem [145] gives a2 · ωmax
ωmin

approximation.5 The following algorithm achieves a better approximation factor.

Denote the instance of orientation setting problem (to which the Red-Black-Assignment-F2

problem is reduced) byH. It is possible to compute amaximal matching(of vertices) in this graph

in polynomial time; letM denote this matching. SupposeM hasp edges with red labels andq

edges with black labels wherep + q = |M |. Let R = {r1, r2, · · · , rp} be the set of red edges and

B = {b1, b2, · · · , bq} be the set of black edges in the maximal matching.

(1) Consider an edgeeM in this matching and suppose that the optimal solution to theorientation

setting problem pointseM ∈ M to a multicolor vertex; also suppose that the other vertexeM is

incident to is not pointed by any other edge. Thus, in the optimal solution, the ”cost” of covering

each of the edgeseM in the maximal matchingm is at leastωmin. Our algorithm covers each such

edgeeM by selecting both vertices it is incident to, incurring a cost of ωmax + ωmin.

(2) If the optimal solution coverseM with a unicolor vertex it is incident to, our algorithms covers it

with a cost of at most2 · ωmax, again by picking both vertices.

Provided the two objectives above are achieved, our algorithm guarantees an approximation factor

of 1 + ωmax
ωmin

.

Theorem 6. Red-Black-Assignment-F2 problem can be approximated within a factor of1 + ωmax
ωmin

.

Proof. We remind the reader that the instance of Red-Black-Assignment-F2 problem is denoted by

H and a maximal matching inH is denoted byM . R = {r1, r2, · · · , rp} is the set of red edges and

B = {b1, b2, · · · , bq} is the set of black edges inM .

Our algorithm first probes all the edges inR (the set of red edges in the maximal matching) and

assigns them to one of their vertices. Each red edgeri ∈ R is from one of the following categories:

• There exists a black edge specific tori in H: in other words, this black edge shares a vertex

4without loss of generality, we assume thatω{red} = ω{black} = ωmax.
5The greedy algorithm selects at most2OPT unicolor subsets.
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with ri but does not share a vertex with any other red edge inR. In this case, the algorithm

simply orients bothri and the above-mentioned black edge to this shared vertex.

• ri does not share a vertex with a black edge inH: In this case the algorithm orientsri

arbitrarily.

• Each black edge sharing a vertex withri has its other vertex shared by another red edge

rj ∈ R: Let R′ ⊆ R be the set of red edges which share a vertex with a black edge - not

specific to any red edge. We construct anewgraphHR′
as follows: corresponding to each

edger′j = (x′j, y
′
j) in R′ set up avertexρ′j in HR′

. For each pair of verticesρ′k andρ′ℓ in HR′

and for each black edge inH which share vertices with bothr′k andr′ℓ, set up an edgee′k,ℓ

connectingρ′k andρ′ℓ. Note thatHR′
is not necessarily a simple graph. SupposeHR′

hast

connected components denoted byC1, · · · , Ct. For eachCi, we first orient its edges such that

each vertex has anindegreeat least1. Note that such an orientation can always be discovered

via a Depth-first search (DFS) algorithm, unlessCi is a (simple) tree in which exactly one

vertex (the root of the DFS) would have indegree equal to zero(i.e. no edges terminating at

it). WLOG, let the direction of the edgee′k,ℓ be fromρ′k to ρ′ℓ. We orient the black edgee′k,ℓ

towards its vertex (sayxℓ), which is shared byr′ℓ. The edger′ℓ will also be oriented toxℓ

and thusxℓ will be multicolor. This guarantees that all but one of the red edges inR′ will be

oriented towards a vertex, also oriented by a black edge.

We will use a similar strategy for the set of black edges in thematching and finally orient all

the remaining edges inH arbitrarily. This strategy will guarantee that even if the optimal solution

covers an edgeeM ∈ M with a multicolor vertex and does not pick the other vertex ofeM (i.e.

incurring a cost of onlyωmin), eM can be covered with a cost of at mostωmax + ωmin by selecting

both of its vertices - which will ensure at least one of its vertices will be multicolor. If the optimal

solution coverseM with a single colored vertex, our strategy will cover it witha cost of at most

2 · ωmax, providing us a1 + ωmax/ωmin approximation factor.

5.2.7 Efficient heuristic methods for the SSV-MG problem

In addition to the approximation algorithms given above, weprovide two heuristics for solving the

SSV-MG problem efficiently. The first heuristic uses the weightsωs to calculate acost-effectiveness
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value for each clusters, while the second heuristic deploys the concept ofconflict resolution(intro-

duced in 3.3 and [58]) to obtain more accurate results in diploid genomes.

Simultaneous Set Cover with Weights (SSC-W). The first heuristic is a greedy method similar

to the weighted set cover algorithm [145] with one major difference. Here the weightws of each

subsets is not fixed throughout the algorithm, but rather is dependent on the elements which are

assigned to that subset - more precisely the weight is a function of how closely related the colors

(i.e. donor genomes) assigned to that subset are. Because during the execution of the method, the

colors assigned to each subset can change, so can the weight of that subset.

The method selects the SV clusters in an iterative greedy manner based on their ”cost-effectiveness”

value in each iteration. In a given iteration, the method selects the set with the highest ”cost-

effectiveness” value, based on the maximum number of colorsthat can be assigned to the set in

that iteration. The cost-effectiveness of a SV clusters in thei iteration is equal to
wsi

|si|
, wherewsi

is

the weight of the subset ofs which is not yet covered (i.e. the reads ins which are not covered till the

i iteration). Note that this greedy method will guarantee an approximation factor ofO(ωmax
ωmin

log n).

We have also applied a very similar algorithm to SSC-W, in context of gene fusion discovery.

The algorithm uses data from two sources of RNA-Seq and WGSS data simultaneously to predict

gene fusions with high accuracy [100] (the algorithm is called Comrad).

Simultaneous Set Cover with Weights and Conflict Resolution(SSC-W-CR) The second heuris-

tic employs the concept ofConflict Resolutionand takes the diploid nature of the human genome

into consideration. In section 3.3 (Hormozdiari et al. [58]) we introduced a set of mathematical

rules to prevent selecting SV events that can not be happening simultaneously in reality in a haploid

genome.6 The Conflict Resolution feature of this heuristic is based onthose rules. Note that in 3.3

we have modeled the conflicting SV events in a “conflict graph”where each cluster is represented

by a vertex. Two vertices are connected with an edge if the twoSVs implied by the clusters are

in conflict (please see section 3.3 for a detailed case study). In SV detection in diploid genomes, a

conflict free set of SVs is equivalent to a set of vertices thatdo not create a ”triangle” in the conflict

graph. In this heuristic we extend the above notion from a single genome to multiple genomes, such

that we are not allowed to assign the same color to three clusters (vertices) forming a triangle in the

conflict graph. We have devised an iterative greedy method which selects clusters based on their

cost-effectiveness: the cost-effectiveness of SV clusters in iterationi is
ws′

i

|s′i|
, wheres′i is the subset

6E.g. two clusters which indicate a deletion and significantly overlap with each other are considered to be conflicting.
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of paired-end reads ins which are not covered until this iteration and do not conflict(i.e. create a

triangle) with previously selected SV clusters that have a common color. More formally suppose

that given the conflict graphG, for each of the sets picked prior to iterationi, a subset ofλ colors

have been assigned to them. Any paired-end readr ∈ s is considered to be a member ofs′i if:

• r is not covered by any of thei − 1 clusters picked prior to iterationi,

• there is no pair of clustersq andp that have been picked in earlier iterations, such thatq, p and

r form a triangle and bothq andp include the color ofr.

5.3 Results

We investigated the structural variation content of six human genomes in order to establish the bene-

fits of Simultaneous Structural Variation discovery among Multiple Genomes (SSV-MG) compared

to the Independent Structural Variation Discovery and Merging (ISV&M) strategy. The two data sets

we investigate each constitutes a father-mother-child trio. The first trio is a Yoruba family living in

Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI: NA18506, NA18507, NA18508 [18]). Thesecond trio is a family from Utah

with European ancestry (CEU: NA12878, NA12891, NA12892) sequenced with high coverage by

the 1000 Genomes Project [1]. We aligned the downloaded paired-end reads to the human reference

genome (NCBI Build 36) usingmrFAST[4]. Statistics for each dataset are provided in table 5.1

(after removing low-quality paired-end reads).

Table 5.1: Summary of the analyzed human genomes
Individual Population # Reads Read Length Average Ins. size Sequence Cov. Physical Cov.
NA18506 YRI 3.444 × 109 35bp 222bp 40.1x 255x
NA18507 YRI 2.261 × 109 36-41bp 208bp 27.1x 157x
NA18508 YRI 3.175 × 109 35bp 203bp 37x 214x

NA12878 CEU 1.049 × 109 36-76bp 201bp 32.3x 70x
NA12892 CEU 0.510 × 109 35-51bp 153bp 12.6x 26x
NA12891 CEU 0.551 × 109 35-51bp 148bp 13.8x 27x

NA18506, NA18507 and NA18508 are the YRI child, father and mother respectively.
NA12878, NA12891 and NA12892 are the CEU child, father and mother respectively.

We sought to establish whether simultaneous analysis of all3 genomes (in each trio) would

result in more accurate detection of structural variation in comparison to the conventional two step

approach of ISV&M. For each of the trios, we analyzed the three genomes independently using the

ISV&M based approach and simultaneously using the SSV-MG framework; we then compared the

results from each analysis.
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For the ISV&M approach we proceeded as follows:

• The ISV step: We analyzed each genome independently, using VariationHunter (section

3.1.2) for deletions and VariationHunter for Alu insertions. 7.

• The M step: To identify common structural variation among different genomes, we compared

each data set and merged shared structural variation predictions. Two structural variation

predictions were considered to be “shared” (i.e. they are the same variation in two different

individuals) if the ends of each selected cluster were within 200bp from each other. Finally,

the support value of each shared SV is considered to be the total paired-end reads in the two

(or more) individuals which support that shared SV.

In these experiments we were purely interested in evaluating the added benefit of simultaneous

analysis over independent analysis. We used VariationHunter [55], a maximum parsimony based

approach, for the ISV&M analysis since all the SSV-MG methods proposed here are also maximum

parsimony based methods. In addition VariationHunter is one the very few tools with capability to

find mobile element insertions.

The experiments in this chapter focus on two types of structural variations:

• Mobile element insertions (i.e. Alu insertions) on YRI dataset

• Medium and large-size deletions on YRI and CEU data sets

5.3.1 Mobile element insertions

We previously described a method for using VariationHunterto discover mobile element insertions,

such as Alu elements, given a reference genome and WGSS data from a single donor genome[58,

56]. We sought to compare the ISV&M approach, with an SSV-MG approach using SSC and SSC-W

approximated algorithms, in order to establish the benefitsof SSV-MG approach for mobile element

insertion discovery.

We applied the ISV&M and the two SSV-MG approaches (SSC and SSC-W) to the discovery of

Alu insertions in the YRI trio. The results from each analysis were then compared to Alu polymor-

phism loci reported in dbRIP[149] - which would provide an estimate of the trade-off between the

number of predictions made and the fraction of the known Alu insertions captured Since the con-

tents of dbRIP are curated from a variety of data sources, we believe that finding a match in dbRIP

7Note that any other method such as BreakDancer, MoDil or GASVcould have been used in this step
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is a good indicator that the prediction is a true positive. (This is depicted in Figure 5.2(a), which

provides an indirect comparative measure for the true positive/false negatives rate as a function of

the calls made.) We consider a predicted Alu insertion to match an Alu insertion loci reported in

dbRIP [149] if the reported loci in dbRIP are within 100bp of the breakpoints predicted.

For each method we calculated the number of Alu insertions with a dbRIP match for a range of

thresholds on paired-end read support. The total number of dbRIP match Alu insertions is consis-

tently higher for SSC and SSC-W methods in comparison to ISV&M across the range of thresholds

Figure 5.2(a).

We expect to see many common Alu insertions in all three genomes (since they are members of

a family from the same population); ISV&M only predicted507 common Alu insertion loci in all

three individuals, while SSC predicted1044 and SSC-W predicted1257 (See figures 5.2(b), 5.2(c),

and 5.2(d)).

The rate of de novo Alu insertions is estimated at one new Alu insertion per 20 births [30].

Thus, it is quite unlikely that the genome of the child (NA18506) in the YRI trio contains a signif-

icant number of Alu insertions not present in the parent genomes. However, an ISV&M analysis

using VariationHunter, reported that among the top 3000 predicted loci8, 410 were de novo (that is,

unique to the child). This number clearly is extremely high given our current knowledge of Alu in-

sertion rate. Thus majority of these410 events are likely misclassified as de novo event by ISV&M.

Interestingly, using the SSC algorithm, this number was reduced to only 20 de novo events among

the top 3000 predictions (figure 5.2(c)). Note that using theSSC-W algorithm9 number of de novo

Alu insertions was reduced to zero in the top 3000 Alu insertion predictions (see figure 5.2(d)).

5.3.2 Deletions

In this section we have compared the deletion calls made by algorithms proposed for the SSV-MG

approach (SSC-W and SSC-W-CR) with the ISV&M approach (VariationHunter [55] was used for

this framework). We predicted medium to large size deletions (> 100bp and< 1Mbp) in both YRI

and CEU trios using the ISV&M and SSV-MG approaches. The validated SV events reported in

the recent study of the 1000 Genomes Project Consortium [107] were used to test the quality of the

predictions in the CEU and YRI trio. The results of this comparison are shown in table 5.2. To

make the comparison as through as possible, we have considered different subsets of calls for each

8The 3000 loci with highest number of paired-end reads support were considered for each method
9the weights used for SSC-W were derived from the fraction of Alu insertion common between the individuals reported

by SSC results
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Figure 5.2: Alu insertion analysis of the YRI trio genomes. Figure (a) compares the Alu predic-
tions made by the ISV&M, SSC and SSC-W algorithms which matchAlu insertion loci reported in
dbRIP (true positive control set). The x-axis represents total number of Alu insertions, while y-axis
represents subset of them which number of match dbRIP. Each data point in this plot was obtained
by sorting each set of predictions based on its support leveland selecting the top subset of predic-
tions. Figures (b), (c) and (d) detail the number of common and de novo events in each genome as
predicted by the ISV&M, SSC and SSC-W algorithms respectively (the top 3000 predictions were
considered).
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method (using different thresholds on number of predictions considered for each method)10. The

SSV-MG algorithms, consistently produced more known positive predictions, in the YRI and CEU

trio, compared to the ISV&M approach (see table 5.2).

We have also compared the deletions predicted for CEU trio byISV&M, SSC-W and SSC-

W-CR algorithm with the validated calls reported in recent study by Mills et al. [107] for each

individual (see table 5.3).

Table 5.2: Comparison of deletions discovered in CEU and YRItrio against validated deletions

Number of CEU (NA12878, NA12891, NA12892) YRI (NA18506, NA18507, NA18508)
Predictions ISV&M SSC-W SSC-W-CR ISV&M SSC-W SSC-W-CR

2000 728(725) 755(751) 1412(1396) 1280(1279) 1293(1291) 1536(1520)
3000 1058(1058) 1106(1106) 1780(1763) 1794(1789) 1797(1794) 2098(2082)
4000 1277(1281) 1342(1345) 2003(1982) 2192(2183) 2200(2197) 2554(2534)
5000 1449(1457) 1517(1527) 2139(2121) 2518(2508) 2537(2534) 2920(2900)
6000 1584(1596) 1667(1678) 2234(2219) 2771(2765) 2804(2802) 3207(3186)
7000 1659(1674) 1775(1796) 2314(2305) 2997(2996) 3040(3042) 3453(3446)
8000 1738(1757) 1861(1886) 2368(2363) 3192(3195) 3231(3241) 3662(3682)
9000 1797(1816) 1933(1962) 2398(2396) 3382(3388) 3417(3434) 3830(3887)
10000 1852(1875) 2005(2038) 2411(2410) 3512(3532) 3548(3594) 3970(4084)
11000 1892(1918) 2064(2099) 2420(2422) 3651(3687) 3694(3757) 4084(4270)
12000 1942(1968) 2118(2159) 2437(2441) 3753(3787) 3786(3874) 4173(4425)
13000 1960(1988) 2151(2195) 2445(2457) 3851(3907) 3887(4003) 4247(4602)
14000 1986(2015) 2177(2225) 2455(2460) 3958(4010) 3968(4126) 4314(4756)

Deletions discovered for YRI and CEU trios (by 3 different approaches of ISV&M, SSC-W and SSC-W-CR) were compared against
deletions reported by 1000 genomes project [107]. The loci of a reported deletion should be in the range of300bp from a loci reported
in [107] to be consider a “match”. Different thresholds on number of predictions were considered for each method rangingfrom 2000 to
14000 (predictions by each method were sorted based on theirsupport, and the top set of predictions were picked for comparison). The
numbers given initalic font represent number of deletions reported in [107] (from the high coverage set) which match calls found by our
methods, while the number in parenthesis represents numberof deletions predicted by our methods (ISV&M, SSC-W and SSC-W-CR)
which match reported deletions in [107].

We also studied the number of de novo deletions reported in the child genome of CEU trio

(NA12878) as predicted by each method. Similar to Alu insertions, we do not expect a significant

number of de novo deletions in the child genome. Among the top5000 deletion loci predicted by

the ISV&M approach for CEU trio, 84 were predicted to be de novo events (with high probability

majority of them are misclassified as de novo). However, among the top 5000 deletion loci reported

by the SSC-W algorithms 34 were predicted to be de novo. This is a reduction of more than50% on

number of misclassified deletions as de novo event.

10For each thresholdc on total number of predictions considered by each method, wesorted deletions by their support
(number of paired-end reads supporting the deletion) and selected the topc deletions
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Table 5.3: NA12878, NA12891 and NA12892 deletions discovered
Individuals ISV&M SSC-W SSC-W-CR
NA12878 1349 1408 1723
NA12891 1191 1236 1468
NA12892 1351 1402 1814

The top 5000 deletion predictions for the CEU trio by the three approaches were considered in this comparison. These set of calls were
compared to the validated deletion for each of the three individuals reported in [107].



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Discussion

In this dissertation we have considered problems for genomeresequencing and mainly structural

variation discovery using high-throughput sequencing technologies. As mentioned in the first chap-

ter of this thesis, the advent of high-throughput sequencing has completely changed the landscape

of genomics. Thus, development of efficient algorithms and tools for genome analysis using HTS

data has become crucial.

In this thesis we mainly consider algorithms for structuralvariation discovery using high-throughput

sequencing technologies. We adopted the paired-end read mapping strategy for the structural vari-

ation discovery problem, with a consideration toward new challenges arising as a result of new

sequencing technologies (especially the fact that shorterreads are produced by the new sequencers).

The shorter reads result in ambiguous mapping of some paired-end reads, thus prediction of struc-

tural variation becomes more challenging from a computational standpoint.

In chapter 2 of this dissertation we have considered the problem of designing a high-throughput

sequencing experiment where we want to sequence many genomefragments (BACs, fosmids, or

captured exons of interest). The goal is to pool these fragments for sequencing such that the com-

plications arising as a result of repetitions are reduced. We have shown that our method of pooling

these fragments reduces the conflicts (repetition) betweenfragments in the same pool by 50% in

comparison to random pooling.

In chapter 3 of this thesis we introduced our model for structural variation discovery using HTS

data. We model the SV discovery problem using paired-end data as a combinatorial optimization

problem, where the goal is to minimize the total number of structural variations predicted (maximum

parsimony approach). We provided an approximation algorithm for this problem and developed a

tool known as VariationHunter, which is able to discover structural variation ranging from small
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insertion, deletion, inversion, and transposition. We also introduced a weighted version of Varia-

tionHunter, where not only structural variations have weights but also paired-end read mappings

picked contribute to the final objective function. The VariationHunter algorithm is shown to be

efficient and reliable in practice.

We also provide a description of our computational pipeline, NovelSeq, which is able to ef-

ficiently assemble the novel sequence insertions and build maps of insertions by anchoring the

sequences back into the reference genome assembly. This pipeline also uses the same objective

function as VariationHunter and is also explained in chapter 3 of this dissertation.

Finally, in chapter 3 we extend our maximum parsimony framework to consider the “conflicts”

between different possible variations in the donor genome.Our extended VariationHunter, which is

denoted as VariationHunter-CR, is now capable of resolvingincompatible SV calls through a con-

flict resolution mechanism that no longer requires post-processing heuristics. These enhancements

provide a much needed step towards a highly reliable and comprehensive structural variation dis-

covery algorithm, which in turn will enable genomics researchers to better understand the variations

in the genomes of human individuals, as well as non-human species.

In chapter 4 of this thesis, we used VariationHunter for predicting Alu insertions in eight dif-

ferent individuals. We predicted more than 4000 loci of Alu insertion on the human genome in

comparison to the reference genome. It should be noted that we selected a subset of these Alu inser-

tions for validations using PCR experiments and more than 95% of these predicted Alu insertions

were validated.

Finally in chapter 5 of this thesis we demonstrated that analyzing a collection of high-throughput

sequenced genomes jointly and simultaneously improves structural variation discovery, especially

among highly related genomes. We focus on discovering deletions andAlu insertions among high-

throughput paired-end sequenced genomes of family membersand show that the algorithms we have

developed for simultaneous genome analysis provide lower false positive rates in comparison to

existing algorithms that analyze each genome independently. Our algorithms, which are collectively

called CommonLAW (Common Loci Structural Alteration Widgets), aim to solve the maximum

parsimony structural variation discovery for multiple genomes optimally through a generalization

of the maximum parsimony formulation and the associated algorithms introduced in chapter 3 for

a single donor genome. We believe that the CommonLAW framework will help faciliate studies

of multiple, highly related, high coverage NGS genome sequences from members of a family or

an ethnic group, tissue samples from one individual (e.g. primary tumor vs metastatic tumor),

individuals sharing a phenotype, etc., by identifying common and rare structural alterations more
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accurately.

6.1 Future Works

Major progress has been made on the methods for structural variation discovery in the past few

years; however, the algorithms still need to be improved significantly. Here we describe several

potential directions in which our algorithms can be extended.

First of all as it can be seen in the results section of chapter3, VariationHunter and VariationHunter-

CR are not able to find all the validated deletions reported inKidd et al. [73]. More precisely there

are still around 30% of validated deletions reported in Kiddet al. [73] (for the same individual)

which we were not able to discover using VariationHunter with Illumina data. To understand the

reason behind this, we did a simple experiment. We looked at the validated deletions reported in [73]

which VariationHunter did not find (using Illumina data) andtried to match them with the available

discordant paired-end read mappings.

Interestingly, almost none of those deletions had any discordant paired-end read mapping sup-

port. This observation indicates that the general framework that discards paired-end reads which

have a concordant mapping is probably resulting in a reduction of true positive rate. A new method

which utilizes the concordant paired-end reads to find thosevery hard to find structural variations is

indeed desired.

Second of all, based on the 1000 Genomes Project results [107], we know that around 20% of

the deletion calls made by VariationHunter are not correct.One way to try to improve the false

discovery rate is by using other signatures available (suchas read depth or split read) to prune SVs,

which are less likely. For instance, we can modify the VariationHunter-CR algorithm to have nodes

in the conflict hypergraph for regions with a high depth of coverage indicating no deletion in those

regions. We have experimented with this idea (using simple extensions of VariationHunter-CR),

and it seems to improve the false discovery rate significantly. We believe a theoretical extension to

VariationHunter-CR which considers depth of coverage as anadditional signature can significantly

improve the results.

Third of all the algorithms presented for structural variation discovery in this thesis are based

on the maximum parsimony objective function. However, we can also study this problem under a

maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori objective function and try to optimize them using

expected maximization (EM) or the Monte Carlo method. It should be noted that we have already

developed a probabilistic method to calculate the probability of each structural variation (the method
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was presented in [55]). In the probabilistic method proposed in [55], a set of non-linear equations

were provided and a heuristic method for calculating the probability of each structural variation

solely based on read mappings was used.

Fourth of all the performance of simultaneous structural variation discovery algorithms (SSV-

MG) provided in chapter 5 is dependent on the homogeneity of sequencing depth of coverage across

all genomes. An algorithm which is not oblivious to the differences between depth of coverage of

genomes sequenced is needed.

Finally, third generation sequencing technologies are being developed. These technologies (such

as Pacific Biosciences, Oxford Nanopore or Ion Torrent) promise a much longer read length than

the second generation of sequencing technologies; however, their projected throughput is less than

the second generation (at least for the coming few years). Wesuggest developing algorithms which

can use both the low coverage, long reads data produced by third generation machines in combina-

tion with high coverage short reads of second generation machines to discover SVs. We need new

problem formulation and algorithm developments to be able to use such a hybrid set of data.



Appendix A

Conflicting Valid Clusters for Haploid

Genome

For each SV cluster, we define a segment in the reference genome as theconflict zoneof the SV

cluster and assume that two different SV clusters should notoverlap in their conflict zones in a

haploidgenome sequence (or the two clusters will be in conflict).

In order to define the conflict zone of a SV cluster, we will firstgive some definitions. For

each SV clusterV Clu, we defineminL(V Clu), maxL(V Clu), minR(V Clu), maxR(V Clu) as

following:

minL(V Clu) = min{Ll(ajpei)|ajpei ∈ V Clu}

maxL(V Clu) = max{Lr(ajpei)|ajpei ∈ V Clu}

minR(V Clu) = min{Rl(ajpei)|ajpei ∈ V Clu}

maxR(V Clu) = max{Rr(ajpei)|ajpei ∈ V Clu}

Next, for each valid clusterV Clu supporting different types of variations, we define the conflict

zoneCZ(V Clu). Not that eventCopy from leftindicates a transposition event where the copied

segment is pasted to its right (i.e.PosBr > PosR), and eventCopy from rightindicates a transpo-

sition event where the copied segment is pasted to its left (i.e.PosBr < PosL). The set of rules for

calculatingCZ(V Clu) is as follow:
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CZ(Vclu) =





[minL(V Clu), maxL(V Clu)] Deletion

[minL(V Clu), maxL(V Clu)] Insertion

[minL(V Clu), maxL(V Clu)]∪[minR(V Clu), maxR(V Clu)] Inversion

[minR(V Clu), maxR(V Clu)] Copy from left

[minL(V Clu), maxL(V Clu)] Copy from right

Note that the conflict zone of an SV cluster which supports an inversion is split to two non-

overlapping conflicting zones. The way we define two clustersto be in conflict in haploid genome

is based on their conflict zones. ClusterV Clui andV Cluj are in conflict if theZC(V Clui) and

ZC(V Cluj) intersect. Note that, in the case that both clustersV Cluj andV Clui support an inver-

sion and their conflict zones have no intersection still theycan be in conflict if they have a “zig-zag”

pattern. Two inversion clustersV Clui andV Cluj have a “zig-zag” pattern if these two conditions

hold:

1) segment[minL(V Clui),maxL(V Clui)] false inside of segment[minL(V Cluj),maxR[(V Cluj)]

and

2) segment[minR(V Clui),maxR(V Clui)] false outside of segment[minL(V Cluj),maxR(V Cluj)].

In Figure A.1(a), two different SV clusters1, C1 andC ′1 are seen whereC1 represents anin-

versionoccurring in a block of a haploid genome sequence andC ′1 a insertion. Let B (see Figure

A.1(a)) be a block where theendsof the mate-paired reads suggesting the inversion event location.

As it can be seen, in Figure A.1(a),C1 andC ′1 are conflicting SV clusters since both of them cannot

occur at the same time. Figure A.1(b) presents two SV clusters, C2 andC ′2, one representing an

insertion and the other one representing an inversion. In this case,C2 andC ′2 can indeed be valid

SV clusters at the same time and are not conflicting with each other. Another example is shown in

Figure A.1(c) where SV clustersC3 andC ′3 represent an insertion and a deletion event and conflict

with each other.

1We remind the reader that each SV cluster represents a set of discordant mate-paired reads supporting exactly one
particular SV.
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1C

1C’  
A haploid genome

B

(a) Conflicting: C1 is an inversion cluster, shown in red
together with its conflict zone, andC′

1 is an insertion cluster,
shown in blue.

2C’  

2C

(b) Not Conflicting: C2 is an inversion
cluster andC′

2 is an insertion cluster.

C’   3

C  3

(c) Conflicting: C3 is a deletion clus-
ter andC′

3 is an insertion cluster.

Figure A.1: (a) shows two SV clusters together with their conflict zones. The conflict zones share a
common blockB in a haploid genome sequence; thus we consider them as conflicting SV clusters.
(b) C2 andC ′2 support an inversion event and an insertion event. Their conflict zones are not inter-
secting; thusC2 andC ′2 are notconsidered conflicting. (c) shows two SV clusters that are conflicting
in a haploid genome sequence, sinceCZ(C3) ⊂ CZ(C ′3).
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Alu insertions in genes and exons
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Table B.1: Exon overlap predictions
Chro Start End Strand Subfamily NA18506 NA18507 NA18508 YH KB1 AK1 NA10851 HGDP01029 Gene Exon(start) Exon(End) Completely inside

chr1 12,864,273 12,864,302 + AluYa5 no yes no yes no no no no PRAMEF4 12864261 12864843 TRUE
chr1 36,247,208 36,247,329 - AluYa5 no no no yes no yes no no EIF2C3 36247084 36247232 FALSE
chr1 44,076,396 44,076,491 + AluYa8 yes no yes no no no no no ST3GAL3 44076477 44076570 FALSE
chr1 111,573,857 111,573,923 + AluYa4 yes yes no no no no no no CHI3L2 111573855 111574026 TRUE
chr1 179,124,119 179,124,216 + AluYa5 no yes no no no yes no no XPR1 179119764 179126036 TRUE
chr1 231,585,747 231,585,827 + AluYa5 yes yes yes no no yes no no KIAA1804 231584673 231587517 TRUE
chr11 7,049,317 7,049,405 + AluYb8 yes yes yes yes no yes yes no NLRP14 7048979 7049333 FALSE
chr11 43,833,997 43,834,050 - AluYa5 yes yes yes no no yes no no HSD17B12 43833269 43834745 TRUE
chr11 87,879,791 87,879,792 + AluYa5 yes yes yes no no no no no GRM5 87877392 87882320 TRUE
chr12 95,871,446 95,871,487 - AluYa5 no yes no no no no no no NEDD1 95869857 95871592 TRUE
chr13 23,907,208 23,907,370 + ALU no no no yes no no no no PARP4 23906532 23907612 TRUE
chr15 89,638,841 89,638,922 - AluYb8/9 no no no no no no no yes SV2B 89636602 89639654 TRUE
chr16 73,500,969 73,501,211 + AluSx yes yes yes no no no no no WDR59 73500899 73501056 FALSE
chr17 3,748,988 3,749,251 - AluJb no no no yes no no no no P2RX1 3748976 3749067 FALSE
chr17 35,550,133 35,550,142 - AluSg no no no no no yes no no CASC3 35550032 35550558 TRUE
chr17 44,727,722 44,727,815 - AluYb8 no no no no no no yes no ZNF652 44721567 44731285 TRUE
chr17 68,846,663 68,847,077 - AluJo/Jb no no no no no no yes no SDK2 68842118 68846674 FALSE
chr18 15,315,613 15,316,164 - AluY/AluYc1 no no no no no no yes no LOC644669 15315659 15315729 FALSE
chr19 7,442,856 7,442,883 - AluYa5 no no no yes no no no no ARHGEF18 7441422 7443370 TRUE
chr19 42,723,257 42,723,369 - AluYa4 no no no no no no yes no ZNF793 42719638 42726079 TRUE
chr2 208,182,733 208,182,758 - AluSg/Sx yes yes yes no no no no no FAM119A 208182083 208186412 TRUE
chr20 1,095,953 1,095,981 - AluYb9 no yes no no no no no no PSMF1 1093672 1096426 TRUE
chr20 1,494,054 1,494,264 + AluYa5 yes yes yes yes no no yes yes SIRPB1 1493029 1494143 FALSE
chr3 15,269,325 15,269,328 + AluYa5 yes yes yes no no no no no CAPN7 15267626 15269427 TRUE
chr3 172,801,992 172,802,000 + AluYa5 yes no yes no no no no no PLD1 172801311 172803786 TRUE
chr4 186,598,815 186,598,959 + AluYa5 yes yes yes yes no yes yes no C4orf47 186598687 186598867 FALSE
chr5 42,755,689 42,755,706 - AluYe5 no no no yes no no no no GHR 42754311 42757683 TRUE
chr5 61,892,816 61,892,936 + AluYb8 yes yes no no yes no yes no IPO11 61892719 61892841 FALSE
chr5 95,019,842 95,020,026 - AluYa4 yes yes yes yes no yes yes no SPATA9 95019775 95020373 TRUE
chr6 30,000,810 30,000,856 + AluYb8 yes no yes yes no no no no HCG4P6 30000347 30001407 TRUE
chr6 31,546,934 31,547,115 - AluYe5/e2 no no yes no no no yes no HCG26 31546984 31548163 FALSE
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Table B.2: Coding Exon overlap predictions
chrom start end Support Strand Subfamily NA18506 NA18507 NA18508 YH KB1 AK1 NA10851 HGDP01029 Gene CDS (start) CDS (end) Completely inside

chr1 12,864,273 12,864,302 32 + AluYa5 no yes no yes no no no no PRAMEF4 12864261 12864843 TRUE
chr1 36,247,208 36,247,329 10 - AluYa5 no no no yes no yes no no EIF2C3 36247084 36247232 FALSE
chr1 44,076,396 44,076,491 11 + AluYd8 yes no yes no no no no no ST3GAL3 44076477 44076570 FALSE
chr1 111,573,857 111,573,923 15 + AluYa4 yes yes no no no no no no CHI3L2 111573855 111574026 TRUE
chr13 23,907,208 23,907,370 8 + ALU no no no yes no no no no PARP4 23906532 23907612 TRUE
chr16 73,500,969 73,501,211 14 + AluSx yes yes yes no no no no no WDR59 73500899 73501056 FALSE
chr17 3,748,988 3,749,251 3 - AluJb no no no yes no no no no P2RX1 3748976 3749067 FALSE
chr4 186,598,815 186,598,959 183 + AluYa5 yes yes yes yes no yes yes no C4orf47 186598687 186598867 FALSE
chr5 61,892,816 61,892,936 132 + AluYb8 yes yes no no yes no yes no IPO11 61892719 61892841 FALSE
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(a) NA18507

(b) NA18508

Figure C.1: The classifier compares the number of reads consistent with the reference genome (con-
cordant) when compared to the number of reads supporting an Alu insertion polymorphism. Ex-
perimentally confirmed heterozygous insertion (black dots) are compared to homozygous insertions
(blue dots). Simple classifiery = 1/4x can correctly genotype all loci for NA18507 and NA18508
insertions as homozygous or heterozygous except one loci.
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